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Abstract
Understanding power relationships is an important step towards building computers that can
understand human social relationships. Power relationships can arise due to differences in the
roles of the speakers, as between bosses and employees. Power can also affect the manner of
communication between social equals, as between friends or acquaintances. There are numerous
potential uses for an automatic system that can understand power relationships. These include:
the analysis of the organizational structure of formal and ad-hoc groups, the profiling of influential
individuals within a group, or identifying aggressive or power-inappropriate language in email or
other Internet media.
In this thesis, we explore the problem of engineering effective power identification systems.
We show methods for constructing an effective ground truth corpus for analyzing power. We
focus on three areas of modeling that help in improving the prediction of power relationships.
1) Utterance Level Language Cues—patterns of language use can help distinguish the speech of
leaders or followers. We show a set of effective syntactic/semantic features that best capture these
linguistic manifestations of power. 2) Dialog Level Interactions—the manner of interaction between
speakers can inform us about the underlying power dynamics. We use Hidden Markov Models to
organize and model the information from these interaction-based cues. 3) Social conventions—
speaker behavior is influenced by their background knowledge, in particular, conventional rules of
communication. We use a generative hierarchical Bayesian framework to model dialogs as mental
processes; then we extend these models to include components that encode basic social conventions
such as politeness. We apply our integrated system, PRISM, on the Nixon Watergate Transcripts,
to demonstrate that our system can perform robustly on real world data.
Thesis Supervisor: Boris Katz
Title: Principal Research Scientist
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Our everyday language use reveals much about who we are, and how we relate to others in soci-
ety. Our choice of words can reflect our own socio-economic position, but more importantly, our
relationships to our target audience. From the manner of address, we can determine whether two
people have just met or are well-known acquaintances. By the style of speaking, we can tell who
is in charge, and who is in a subordinate role. Consider the following dialog:
A : Your new son-in-law, do we give him something important?
B : No, give him a living. But never let him know the family’s business. What else, Tom?
A : I’ve called the hospital; they’ve notified Consigliere Genco’s family to come and wait. He
won’t last out the night.
B : Genco will wait for me. Tell Fredo to drive the big car, and ask Johnny to come with us.
Tom, I want you to go to California tonight. Make the arrangements. But don’t leave until
I come back from the hospital and speak to you. Understood?
A : Understood.
What is the most likely relationship between A and B? For one, we can tell that A and B are well
acquainted. Indicators such as the choice of “we”, and the casual dropping of first names, such
as “Tom”, hint at qualities of familiarity. But what about power? Who is in charge? For an
average fluent native English speaker it is not difficult to determine that B has significant influence
over the actions of A. One might say B is the “boss” or that he or she has “power” over A. We
can tell this because B instructs A on what B wishes to do, and A complies readily. B holds the
leader position because he is the one giving orders while A holds the follower role because he is
the order-taker. Movie buffs may have readily recognized that this dialog is derived from a scene
in the 1972 movie The Godfather. In the dialog, A is Tom Hagen who is the Consigliere, a top
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lieutenant in the Corleone crime family, and B, Don Corleone, is the Godfather and the head of
the family. The Don is clearly Tom’s boss, and Tom plays the role of the Don’s closest advisor and
right-hand man. This dialog is a clear example of a boss & employee or leader & follower power
relationship.
If we examine the language-use more closely, we can tease out several types of linguistic signals
that lend support to our inference about the underlying power relationship. The first cue is that
B issues commands to A but not vice versa. The commands are formulated in the imperative
syntactic form, examples include: “Tell Fredo to...”, “ask Johnny to”, “Make the arrangements”.
Imperatives are the most direct manner by which one person may request that another carry out
some action. But imperatives would potentially be offensive if the underlying power relationship
were flipped or were non-existent. A person with lower power status could still make requests but
he or she would more likely speak tactfully using politer constructs such as: Can you possibly tell
Fredo to...?.
A second cue is found in the pattern of pronoun usage between the two speakers. Note that
the pronouns in the subject positions in sentences from A → B includes: “we”, “I”, “they” and
“he”. However in the B→ A direction, “you”, and “I” are used more frequently. You is a form of
address; it is often considered impolite or rude when addressing a superior directly using you, as in
“you come here”. B (Tom) tactfully avoids direct address by using the pronoun we as substitute.
“We” conveys a sense of speaker and listener camaraderie. If Tom had used I instead of we, then
he would be highlighting his autonomy; If Tom had used you, he would have implicated B directly
in some decision.
The third cue can be found in pattern of question acknowledgment pairs, notably the “Under-
stood?” and “Understood” pair at the end of the dialog. This pairing of utterances is known in
the social sciences as mirroring, a behavioral phenomenon that is indicative of mutual agreement,
the human equivalent of synchronization of communication. In the dialog there are also examples
of strong disagreement pairs. When Tom asks about the decision regarding the Don’s son-in-law,
the Don strongly disagrees by saying “never”. As a follower, Tom would not answer so strongly in
the negative. If Tom were to express disagreement, he would have used a more indirect approach,
by offering a suggestion: “Perhaps we can give him a smaller role”.
These language cues are amongst many signals in the language that help us determine the
presence and direction of power. These example utterances hint at a strong tie between the wish
of a follower to be polite and a leader to be expedient and direct. The interconnection between
power, the social phenomenon, and politeness, the linguistic phenomenon, is a theme that we will
revisit repeatedly in this thesis.
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1.1 Formal Description of the Problem
We want to engineer a dialog analysis system. As input, the system takes in dialog transcripts. As
output, the system provides automated analysis of the power relationship between the participating
speakers. More precisely, the input transcript is a conversation between k speakers. The transcript
contains only information on who spoke what (the speaker labels), and what was spoken (the
utterances). The transcript is abstractly modeled as a sequence of si : ui, tuples of speaker–
labeled utterances that obey a strict temporal ordering.
To further simplify the analysis, we constrain the input to the case where there are at most two
speakers, A, and B; this is a two-person dialog, or “dyad”. Dialogs involving k > 2 distinct speakers
can be systematically decomposed into dyads, such that pairs of speaker–listeners utterances are
considered in isolation. The case of dialogs where there is a single speaker is a degenerate case of the
dyad; the missing second speaker is assumed to be silent but engaged throughout the conversation.
We also constrain inputs to small group conversations, k ≤ 4. We filter out conversations where
the speaker is addressing a large group, e.g. giving a speech or engaging in a town hall question-
and-answer session. In such situations, the power dynamics can be obfuscated by the presence of
the large audience; language used in public speaking contains different intentions and dynamics
from private conversations.
First, we want our dialog-analysis system to correctly determine the overall power relationship
between speakers. We define power relationships as having four possible values:
• A > B: A is more powerful than B. A is the leader and B is the follower.
• B > A: B is more powerful than A. B is the leader and A is the follower.
• U : there is not enough information to make a clear determination of power from the conver-
sation.
• C: there is a conflict in power, and both parties are striving to exert influence on the other.
This schema exposes the dual nature of power identification; there are two implicit sub-problems:
determining whether a difference in power is present, and given that, determining the direction of
that power difference.
Second, we want our system to produce a per-utterance labeling of the transcript. For each
utterance, it should indicate whether the utterance contains cues that indicate a leader L, a follower
F or neither N . Providing this per-utterance label gives a diagnostic explanation for the overall
power identification.
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1.2 Problem Statement and Organization
The past thirty years of work in the social sciences and linguistics have provided us with an
abundance of observations and theories regarding how power is expressed through language in
society and culture. (Appendix A.1 provides a summary of some of the relevant social linguistic
background literature.) The seminal works of Brown and Levinson [9], and later Locher [25] in
the social sciences made the critical connections between the relational concept of power with
the linguistic manifestations of politeness. Building on the recent successes in natural language
processing in the study of increasingly soft phenomena in language such as sentiment analysis [56]
and humor detection [49], the time is appropriate to engage in the study of power relationships
using computational means.
The question we pose is this: Can we model socio-linguistic notions of power, and use such
models to construct practical language analysis systems that can identify and analyze power rela-
tionships? The goal of this thesis is to demonstrate that we can effectively solve the problem of
power relationship identification by building a system that implements the necessary techniques
and models.
In studying any linguistic phenomena, possessing good ground truth datasets of the phe-
nomenon of interest is critical. There were no known annotated corpora for studying power
relationships. In Chapter 2, we describe our construction of such a dataset. We describe the
corpus-construction methodology, quality control efforts, and crowd-sourcing methods that can be
used to create and expand such a corpus semi-automatically. In addition we will provide insightful
analysis on the properties of the collected dialog corpora.
In building effective inference engines we need to understand the sources of information that lead
to accurate prediction. In this thesis, we explore three areas where modeling power is important.
1. Utterance Level Language Cues: Expression of power is strongly reflected in the style of
language use that occurs independent of the discourse structure. In Chapter 3, we will
expound on the search for features at the utterance level that are power-relevant. This
chapter surveys a wide collection of features from simple “bag-of-X” features to a set of
manually engineered syntactically and semantically motivated features we call Power-cues.
We will make a strong case showing that syntactically/semantically motivated features are
not only useful but essential for achieving accurate prediction in this domain.
2. Modeling Interactions: Dialog utterances can be context sensitive. Power-relevant interpre-
tation of individual speech acts may be dependent on past behavior and the interaction
between speakers. In Chapter 4, we describe models that leverage the contextual structure
of dialogs. We describe a framework using Hidden Markov Models to model the complex
and variable-length interactions within a dialog. Our results describe which types of inter-
actions and structures are most productive in identifying power. We also describe methods
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for inferring power relationships when utterance labels are already known.
3. Modeling Hierarchy and Social Conventions: Dialogs are hierarchically organized discourse.
One can imagine a generative model of speakers as first formulating global plans that control
their overall speaking strategy, and then formulating a series of local plans that control the
execution of individual utterances. Global dialog plans can be affected by rules or social
conventions that the speaker abide by. One such social convention is politeness. Politeness
strategies differ when we speak to our bosses versus friends versus strangers; these strategies
obey certain learned patterns or conventions. Encoding such conventions into our model can
improve the effectiveness of predicting power. In Chapter 5, we present a series of unified
models that capture this integration of social conventions with the hierarchical structure of
dialogs.
To demonstrate the practicality of the models and techniques we describe in this thesis, we
built PRISM—Power Relationship Identification SysteM—an end-to-end system for identifying
power relationships. In Chapter 6, we show a use case of applying PRISM to real world dialogs:
the Nixon Watergate transcripts. We show results, error analysis, and applications to demonstrate
the effectiveness and utility of our system.
1.3 Scope
Power identification is a large and complex problem with multiple possible approaches and as-
sumptions. The main assumption of this thesis is that surface linguistic features combined with
dialog structural modeling are sufficient to derive accurate models for automatically identifying
power.
Communication cues can also come from gestures, body language, and prosody. Research in
these areas has been very active in the speech and sketch processing/recognition community.
However, our primary focus will be confined to transcribed text, and textual language analysis.
The integration of non-textual cues with the textual ones that we explore here can only improve
the overall system; hence we leave it for future research.
Indirect speech acts are utterances that have an implied meaning: Saying “this soup needs a
little salt” may be an indirect way to request “pass the salt”. These speech acts form the highest
echelon of politeness strategies under the Brown and Levinson classification because they avoid
a direct request and hence a potential “face threat”. Psychologist Steven Pinker [36] noted that
many indirect speech acts may only be polite relative to the listener. In certain cases, indirect
speech acts can come off as facetious sounding and possibly rude. Saying that the soup needs salt
may be interpreted as an insult if the listener was also the cook or host.
A veiled statement such as “what a nice shop you have! It would be a shame if something
happened to it” may be a euphemistic cover for a direct threat: “I am going to burn your shop
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down if you don’t pay up”. In these cases, the euphemism is not meant to lessen the impact of
the threat but rather to hide it so that the speaker distances himself from direct accountability
whilst still conveying the threat. Because indirect speech acts require deeper semantic background
knowledge, and common sense reasoning, this thesis will leave such cases as challenges for future
work.
1.4 Motivation and Applications
Having robust methods for detecting and understanding power (and the related phenomenon of
politeness) can have many broad commercial and government applications.
Conversation Mining
Many data gathering organizations such as the intelligence community are faced with a daily flood
of information in the form of billions of bytes of text transcripts, reports, and other forms of
media. Tools are desperately needed to help analysts quickly find who is relevant and decipher
why someone is relevant in this haystack of intelligence. Given a corpus of phone transcripts,
analysts need to quickly understand the power relationship between the communicating parties.
As way of managing the information it would be helpful to reconstruct a rough power hierarchy
of the participants directly from the corpus. Since many organizations are highly dynamic, it also
helps to have methods to track any changes in the power dynamics of any one individual, and
answer questions such as: Is this person rising or falling in influence within the organization?
Analysts are interested in the whys as much as in the whos mined from intelligence data.
With machine analysis of power, our system should be able to pinpoint the exact utterances that
may have triggered an answer. Conflict between individuals may be as important as cooperative
power relationships. If the system can determine whether opposing viewpoints are present in a
conversation, then we can pinpoint where ideological differences in an organization may exist or
be forming.
Detecting power conflict can also have important commercial applications. With the recent
attention to the problem of cyber bullying, it would be useful to use our system to identify specific
instances of bullying in online communications and forums. Communication styles exhibited by
cyber-bullies have analogous qualities to individuals that are “leaders”. Assertive or threatening
language patterns that are frequent in leader-speech may also be common call-signs of bullies.
While many social network analysis and statistical methods exist for these proposed applica-
tions, these methods primarily focus on the statistics of social connections and avoid the tougher
problem of language analysis. Without language analysis, it is difficult to ground the results or
provide a satisfying explanation of the results. For example, an important boss may communicate
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through a personal assistant; without understanding the content of those communications, predic-
tions based simply on connectedness may incorrectly label the assistant as the hub of power even
though he is merely the hub of communication. Furthermore, the accuracy of statistical analysis
largely depends upon the quantity of data one has; when data availability is sparse, more reliance
on linguistic understanding would be required.
Email Communication
While this work is primarily focused on dialog transcripts, mechanisms developed for dialogs can,
with moderate effort, be transfered to other discourse domains such as email or online discussions.
A detector that can highlight or compute the politeness content of an email can be extremely
helpful. In one direction, we can identify parts of sentences that are politeness related, and
effectively compute a “summary” of the content, without the politeness. In the other direction,
we can convert short emails to be more polite by adding in politeness cues at appropriate places.
A politeness-aware email editing system would be useful for non-native speakers of a foreign
language, or culturally-challenged individuals struggling with appropriate social mores in a foreign
culture. Exercising the right level of politeness in communications, especially to a boss or someone
of importance, may help alleviate cases of unintended insult, in cultures where such protocol and
customs are critical.
Scientific Value
This work is also motivated by its scientific value. Our work is influenced by social science theories
on power and politeness. The models we build in creating our systems effectively realize these
theories. By showing systems that work well on real data, we are also validating these theories.
The grand goal of the artificial intelligence discipline is to build intelligent computer programs
that can interact with humans. As a prerequisite to that goal, systems must first possess a solid
understanding of the dynamics of human relationships. Power is a critical element of human
relationships. Understanding power relationships is therefore a crucial stepping stone towards
creating artificial intelligences that can better understand humans socially.
1.5 Related Work
The work of this thesis is situated at the confluence of multiple disciplines—social sciences, lin-
guistics, psychology, and computer science. In this section we will review some of the important
related works that are relevant to computational and empirical nature of this research. For a more
comprehensive summary of the fundamental social science theories—such as Brown and Levinson’s
seminal theory of politeness—we refer the reader to Appendix A.1.
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1.5.1 Empirical Work in Social Science
Several papers in the social sciences literature have attempted to test, quantitatively, the validity
of Brown and Levinson’s politeness theory. Morand [30] conducted a study where participants
were asked to respond in various scenarios where they are faced with performing a potential Face-
Threatening Act (FTA). An example scenario might be where someone of higher authority has
taken a seat that the subject had previously reserved. The subject was tasked to come up with a
response that involved an FTA. The responses recorded were then judged on an overall politeness
basis and on a per-utterance politeness basis. Responses were also manually classified into negative
versus positive strategies. Conclusions drawn by the study were that 1) politeness showed strong
correlation with differentials in power, 2) specific tactics of politeness helped predict the overall
degree of politeness, and 3) negative politeness tactics were a much stronger predictor of politeness
rather than positive tactics. This study serves as strong supporting evidence of the correctness of
the Brown and Levinson theory. Their results gives our work encouragement in that it provides
further experimental evidence that validates these social science theories.
1.5.2 Agreement / Disagreement
The phenomenon of agreement/disagreement (A/D) in dialog speech has received much attention
in recent years. The A/D labelling task formally involves identifying request–response utterance
pairs such as “Do you agree?”, “I don’t agree”, and then classifying these utterances pairs as
examples of agreement, disagreement, background, or other. Galley et al. [16] applied a Bayesian
framework for this task. They reported a classification accuracy of 87% on the ICSI meeting
corpora[47], and claim a 4.9% improvement over an earlier work by Hillard et al. [21] that classified
A/D utterances independently. Galley et al.’s innovation comes from incorporating contextual
constraints between utterances. An example constraint might be: a speaker A who has a history
of agreeing with B would more likely agree with B again in future utterances. By incorporating
long distance information, they were able show to improvements in classification accuracy. As
features for determining agreement, both Galley et al. and Hillard et al. used markers such as “yes”,
“right”, “but”, “alright”, and any adjectives or adverbs with positive sentiment like “fantastic”
or “absolutely”. In addition, Galley et al. also incorporated utterance length as a feature, basing
their intuition on the observation that disagreements tend to be followed by long explanations.
Both works posit that the best performing features for the A/D task were lexical (word-based)
features.
The methods for modeling request–response pair classification in Chapter 3 share close simi-
larity to the A/D work. However, our work is different in that we use manually derived syntatic
rules as features for classifying the request type.
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1.5.3 Bayesian Graphical Models
Since the publication of Blei’s seminal topic model paper on Latent Dirichlet Allocation [8], there
has been an explosion of work using graphical models for document and discourse modeling. Our
work in using Bayesian methods to model dialog structure in Chapters 4 and 5 has been mostly
inspired by these approaches.
In addition to predicting topics in document collections, several later models have added author-
ship relationships into the framework; foremost of these LDA-inspired models is the Author-Topic
model [39], which attempts to capture the inter-relationship between three variables: authors, doc-
uments, and words. The outputs of such models are distributions of words conditioned on specific
authors and topics. Authors may differ in their style of writing as well as their topic of writing.
McCallum et al. [27] extended the Author-Topic model by adding more complex variables model-
ing recipients and their roles. Roles are non-descript clusters that ascribe specific job roles. They
applied their ART (Author-Recipient-Topic) and RART (Role-Author-Recipient-Topic) models to
the Enron email corpus and personal emails. They demonstrated that the model discovered in-
teresting clusterings of roles and authors that appear to describe authorship collaborations found
within their personal email corpus.
The output of these unsupervised hierarchical graphical models is used to discover hidden
structure in the underlying discourse. Derived “topic” models are distributions over the vocabulary;
often, manual interpretation is required to guess the gist of a topic. For example, a topic model
that scores words “mp3”, “download”, and “songs” with high probability may be interpreted as
“musical”. Manual interpretation is required to find meaning in the inferred topic clusters.
On the application side, there are several works on combining robust NLP technologies with
LDA. Newman et al. [32] applied the popular LDA model on extracted named-entities (person,
places or organizations). Using extracted person entities as features, they constructed a graph of
relationships between the named persons. For instance, names like Arafat and Sharon would be
shown to be close in a graphical cluster due to their common association in the Middle East peace
talks. These demonstrations of LDA in applications show that the algorithm can find statistical
co-occurences in the underlying documents, i.e. who appeared the most with whom else given the
document collection. Co-occurrences do not encode the type of relationship between the entities.
For one, these links do not differentiate ideological differences; in the paper, an example graph
showed Ariel Sharon and Yasir Arafat in the same cluster when in fact they are leaders on different
sides of the Israeli Palestinian conflict. The system we build will be able to make more meaningful
distinctions at least in places where the connection is power related.
1.5.4 Learning from Social Cues
Sandy Pentland at the MIT Media Lab has published numerous papers on the prediction of the
outcomes of conversations from dialog. His group’s work has focused on discovering signals from
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small time slices, the first five minutes of a conversation [11]. They built classifiers for predicting
negotiation outcomes from a variety of signals, such as the level of engagement (measured as a
function of the pattern of turn-taking), activity (the amount of time speaking, similar to verbosity),
emphasis (the variation in the dynamic range of voice), and mirroring (cues that show agreement,
such as our “understand?” and “understood?” example). They were able to show that even
with small samples of dialog, these features were accurately predictive of the final outcome of a
negotiation.
Pentland et al.’s work supports our hypothesis that dialog features grounded in language anal-
ysis are predictive of overall social relationships. Winning a negotiation is close to the problem of
detecting influence (and power). Our work goes deeper in our linguistic analysis than many of the
statistical features Pentland et al. analyzed. By going into syntax and language analysis we will
show that we extract better indicators.
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Chapter 2
Dataset
Having good ground truth data for studying power is a crucial component in developing and train-
ing a power identification system. However, finding transcripts of realistic dialogs can be chal-
lenging. Most phone and meeting transcriptions are private, and any publicly available recorded
conversations are largely in the form of sound/video recordings; attempts at extracting text from
these recordings using automatic speech recognition (ASR) can be highly error prone [31]. There
is, however, a as-yet untapped source of transcripted dialog data, one that is widely available, error
free, and does not suffer from privacy issues—movie dialogs.
2.1 Data Source
Using movie dialogs to study power has several advantages.
• Diversity: This medium provides a wide range of dialog scenarios. By sampling across
different movie genres, we achieve diversity in content, giving us themes ranging from the
workings of underground crime organizations (The Godfather 1972) to the intricacies of
modern day office politics (Office Space 1999).
• Availability: Movie dialogs can be readily obtained from subtitle tracks and screenplays
downloadable from several online sources [48, 51]. The text is highly accurate and does not
suffer from transcription quality issues associated with ASR.
The major objection against using movie dialogs is that their contents are fundamentally ficti-
tious in nature; they sometimes depict contrived or exaggerated human speech (e.g. cliche´ sayings).
As an counter-argument to this objection, exaggerated language used in movie dialog is intention-
ally written into the movies in order to achieve wide audience understanding. Any cues for power
that exist in the language of movies only amplify cues of power used in everyday language. A
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system capable of recognizing power in movies would be on track to recognize power in subtler
more realistic dialog situations1.
2.1.1 Movie Subtitles
While movie dialog can be obtained both from screenplays and subtitles, we chose to use subtitles
because of the following advantages:
• Timing information: Unlike screenplays, each line in subtitles is associated with exact timing
information that can be used to align text with the video of the film. Such multi-modal
alignments will be valuable in system extensions where visual or audio signals are combined
with text in the analysis.
• Multiple language translations: Subtitles for popular movies are often available in a number
of different languages. These provide convenient parallel corpora that can be used to extend
the same analysis to other languages.
Subtitles do have one disadvantage: screenplays come with speaker-labeling (who says what) but
subtitles do not. Therefore to use subtitles as our dialog source we need to manually annotate
speaker-labels to all utterances.
2.1.2 The Godfather
The movie we chose to pilot our data collection effort is the 1972 drama The Godfather. The film
is popular for its intimate portrayal of the Mafia culture in post-war America, depicting characters
in their respective roles as part of the Mafia “family”. There is an abundance of professional power
relationships: those between client–patron, boss–advisor, (mobster) lieutenant–henchmen; mixed
into this are samplings of familial power relationships: those between husband–wife, parent–child,
and sibling–sibling.
In the story, the leadership of the main Mafia (Corleone) family changes three times. At first,
the family is run by Vito Corleone, his sons are his trusted advisors and top lieutenants (captains).
After an assassination attempt, one of his sons, Sonny, rises to become the Don. Eventually, near
the end of the movie, it is the youngest son, Michael Corleone, who rises to become the head of
the family. These changes in leadership are an interesting showcase of temporal dynamics of power
(as we shall show in Section 2.4.2).
1In Chapter 6, we validate this hypothesis by showing good system performance when we train on movies but
test on real dialog transcripts.
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2.1.3 Office Space
The second movie we chose for analysis is the 1999 comedy Office Space, is a cult parody por-
traying the lives of typical white-collar office workers at a late ’90s technology company. The
movie contains examples of slave-driving bosses, interoffice politics, and the culture of corporate
downsizing. Unlike The Godfather where power is portrayed professionally and within the family,
the power relationships in Office Space are simpler and composed of mostly boss employee rela-
tionships. Also, the language of power in dialogs contain less shows of deference or formality and
more giving of orders and complying to those orders.
2.2 Data Collection Methodology
In this section, we describe the steps involved to convert subtitles into an unlabeled corpus of
dyads. These steps precede the power annotation step required to create a ground truth corpus.
2.2.1 From Subtitles to Dyads
To begin, we download subtitles in the form of SubRip (.SRT) [55] files from an online subti-
tles source: subtitles.org [51]. The SubRip format files are parsed and converted into a comma-
separated-values (CSV) format for easy editing and manipulation. This initial CSV file contains
only three columns: the start-time, end-time, and the actual spoken text. When a spoken line
contained multiple speakers, such as: “- Hello. - Good Morning” (i.e. two characters exchanging a
short greeting), then that line is split and the associated timing information is split proportionately
according to the lengths of each utterance.
Speaker/Listener Annotation
Next, the data file is manually annotated with additional columns: source, target, and scene-id.
The source field denotes the speaker of a particular line. The target field denotes to whom the
speaker is speaking. The target may be multi-valued when the speaker is addressing multiple
listeners. If a line does not have a direct target audience, then NOBODY is marked as target.
NOBODY-marked target lines occur where the speaker is speaking to himself or herself, or the
speech is from background noise (e.g. a television announcer). If the speaker is addressing a wide
audience, then an EVERYBODY target label can be used. EVERYBODY-marked targets occur
when the speaker is making a speech, performing or giving a toast. The manual source–target–
scene-id annotation process takes a single annotator about six hours in total to watch the movie
(with subtitles on), assign the speaker target labels and to re-check the correctness of annotations
line-by-line.
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Filtering
Spoken lines are filtered if they do not contribute to a dialog (having at least two participants). For
instance, lines where the target is NOBODY are characteristic of such monologues—the speaker is
talking to himself or a TV is speaking in the background—and these are filtered from consideration.
Name Substitutions
In some situations, the speakers are renamed in order to simplify the analysis. For instance, in
Office Space, there are two characters (the Bobs) who act in tandem throughout the scenes they
appear. For practical purposes, they act as an single entity, so sequences of dialog where the Bobs
appear having labels: B1, A, B2, A, B1, A become B’, A, B’, A, B’, where B’ = (B1 and
B2).
Scene Segmentation
Lines in the movie need to be manually segmented into scenes, each of which are assigned distinct
scene-ids. Scenes constitute natural containers for contiguous dialog; dialog that occur within a
scene have fixed participants, and are constrained to a fixed location and time. Because downloaded
subtitles do not contain scene markers, manual annotation is needed to subjectively determine
adquate scene transitions. This manual segmentation is based on the following criteria:
1. Participant group change: new member(s) enter or a participant leaves the conversation.
2. Conversation topic change: e.g. subject changes from ordering food to discussing business.
3. Physical change: physical location changes or time elapses (e.g. flash-forward).
Sentence Normalization
The text next undergoes an automated merge-and-split process to ensure all utterances are sen-
tences. Having utterances always be sentences helps maintain linguistic consistency2. The merging
process combines consecutive lines that end in ellipses (. . .) but where the source and target fields
remain the same. The splitting process breaks a single line into multiple utterances, where punc-
tuation (period, question mark, and exclamation) marks sentence boundaries.
A (to B): Yeah I’ve got it ...
A (to B): right here ...
A (to C): Milton? Do you have a minute?
2This is also done for convenience, as parsers generally expect sentential input
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The first two lines in the above example would be merged to become “Yeah I’ve got it ... right
here ...”. The third line is split into two sentences “Milton?” and “Do you have a minute?”.
Scenes into Dyads
The final step of preprocessing breaks scenes into dyads. Scenes can contain more than two
participants; but dyads (by definition) can have at most two participants. We adopt an automatic
strategy for scene to dyad conversion. We first tallied all the participants in a scene. Next we
enumerate all speaker–listener pairs. Lines belonging to the same speaker listener pair are collected
into a single dyad. This aggregation approach can cause non-consecutive lines spoken by a speaker–
listener pair to be grouped into a single dyad. To maximize consecutiveness of utterances, we
further break dyads into sub-dyads if utterances between two speakers are separated by more than
3 utterances where they are not directly involved.
Dyad Segmentation
Dyads are next segmented into length-capped dyads containing at most n utterances. Length-
capping is a requirement for use of our data in a crowd-sourcing application such as Mechanical
Turk3. For The Godfather, n was set to 10 utterances. For Office Space, n was increased to 15
utterances (as an experiment to increase the amount of content labelers see per task). Splitting
dyads into sub-dyad segments was done algorithmically, with the constraint that consecutive dyad
segments must share at least 3 utterances. For instance, an original dyad composed of 13 utterances
would be broken into two dyads having lines 1 to 10 and 4 to 13 respectively.
2.2.2 Labeling and Crowd Sourcing
To establish a ground truth, one labeler manually annotated the two selected movies. The average
time to completely label the movies was around 10 days of focused manual effort. Because of
this time-cost overhead, we began to experiment with semi-automated methods of labeling such
as crowd-sourcing using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (AMT) [2]. AMT allows requesters to submit
simple human intelligence tasks (HITs) that are then presented to workers to solve for a minimal
fee per questionnaire. Numerous labeling tasks have been performed using the AMT API, including
tagging of images [40], and iterative copy-editing of text [6].
The human intelligence task we posted required reading a dyad and then producing all of the
labels that our automatic system would require. We called our HIT: “Who is the Boss?”. The
identity of the speaker in the presented dyad is anonymized by the letters A or B. This is to remove
3Mechanical Turk uses fixed HTML templates to serve tasks. The fixed template constrains the maximum
number of questions included per task.
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any biases caused by knowing the name of the character. We did not mask mentions of character
names in the spoken text, as this could potentially alter the meaning of the dialog. For example,
if the speaker refers to the listener as Don Corleone rather than B, then that use of an honorific is
already a strong clue of the underlying power relationship.
Dyad Level Task
First the annotator is asked to read an entire dyad. Next, she is asked the following multiple choice
question:
Given the conversation, which of the following is most likely:
• A: A is the leader and B is the follower
• B: B is the leader and A is the follower
• U: There is no clear indication of power
• C: There is some indication of power, but it is difficult to determine the direction.
The U and C choices distinguish the two cases where power does not exist versus where power
does exist (in the utterances) but the direction of power is unclear. The most common case of C
is when a conflict occurs. Figure 2-1 shows a screenshot of a typical task that was presented to
the annotators (workers).
Utterance Level Task
After the initial dyad level question, the worker is next asked to give utterance level judgments—
noting for each utterance whether that utterance was something a leader would say, a follower
would say, or neither (Figure 2-2). In the accompanying instructions, we asked the annotator to
apply the following litmus test when considering an utterance:
1. Would only a leader say this to a follower? If so select L
2. Would only a follower say this to a leader? If so select F
3. If neither questions is true or both are true, then select N (neutral-speak).
Labeler are asked to judge each utterance independently. However their judgments are not strictly
controlled for context independence because they receive the utterances from the dialog in order;
also they have read through the dialog at least once from performing the dyad level subtask.
Contextual cues were never completely ruled out in our experiment design. We recognized early
on that power nuances in utterances can be context-dependent. Even a strong command such as
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Figure 2-1: Screenshot of the dyad level question presented to labelers.
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Figure 2-2: Screenshot of the utterance level questionnaire presented to labelers.
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“Get rid of him.”—typical of leader-speech—maybe interpreted as neutral (or follower speech) if
placed in certain contexts. For example, Judge: “Please repeat for the court what your boss said
to you.”, Witness: “Get rid of him”. Because context is an important signal, we decided not to
isolate each utterance explicitly when presenting them for power judgements.
2.2.3 Crowd Sourcing Quality Assurance
The quality of labeling obtained through the crowd-sourcing process varies from labeler to labeler.
Many researchers have tried to tackle this problem of obtaining good quality AMT labellings; one
recent work suggested iterative corrections [23]. For our data collection efforts we focused on the
practical solutions rather than inventing novel methods to ensure quality.
In our experiments, we found that many of the labeling errors were due to two causes: 1)
workers misunderstanding the instructions and 2) workers performing a shoddy task by generating
careless labellings in order to get paid fast and with little effort. Labelers who misunderstand
instructions tend to label utterances in a manner that is consistent with their dyad level label. If
they marked a dyad as A dominates B, then they would label all of A’s utterances as L and B’s
utterances as F—forgetting that utterances can be neutral in most cases. Careless labelings are
instances where the labeler did not place effort into the task or simply ignored the instructions.
This manifests itself in the form of homogeneous sequences of labels, e.g. FFFFF, or LLLLL.
We implemented the following strategies to combat these two types of mislabelings.
• Worker Qualifications: A qualification is a test that the worker must pass before he or she
can work on our posted HITs. We created two qualification tests. First, the labeler must have
60% or better acceptance rate on previous HITs they have worked on—their work must not
have been rejected more than 40% of the time4 Second, they must answer a questionnaire
in the same flavor as the HITs in our task5 and correctly answer more than 60% of the
questions. The first test filters out labelers that are potential spammers; the second test
filters out workers who misunderstand the instructions.
• Distribution checking: Even workers passing these qualification tests may still revert to poor
quality work later on. Another check for mislabelings is to detect labelings that have a
low probability of occurrence. To do this we used our ground truth to generate a reference
label distribution, an approximate count of each type of labels to be expected. If a labeler
generated a label distribution that dramatically deviated from the ground truth distribution
then an alarm bell is triggered. Manual examination of these distributional deviations were
4The AMT API allows HITs to contain quality requirements such as what percentage of a worker’s previous
HITs were previously rejected.
5This task consists of an manually constructed dialog, with the same flavor of utterance and dialog level questions.
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conducted to decide whether to reject these labelers. When the ground truth is not available,
other crowd-source labels can be used to generate the same distribution.
• Redundant Labeling: Even if the labelers are performing with utmost fidelity, disagreements
in label value will still occur. In order to improve the confidence of our labelings, we presented
each HIT to 5 distinct labelers. The final labels are the aggregate of the collectively produced
labels. In Section 2.2.5, we will address how to derive a single label from multiple labels.
A movie typically generates 200 dyad HIT tasks; replicated 5 times this results in around 1000
HITs. It takes 3 to 5 days for workers to complete all of the assignable tasks, roughly halving the
time taken by a single expert labeller. A rough analysis of worker statistics show that typically
the 3 to 5 top workers complete the majority (80%) of HITs, and there is large tail distribution
of small contributors who each label a small fraction of HITs. The completion time also follows
such a pattern, with the bulk of the HITs completed in the first 24 hours, and then the remaining
HITs completed in smaller batches over a longer time interval.
2.2.4 Inter-annotator Agreement
With multiple labelers per labeling task, the natural question is: do annotators agree on power? We
compute the Fleiss’ Kappa [12] statistic6 to measure inter-annotator agreement. For the Godfather
dataset, the agreement statistics are shown in Table 2.1 The kappa rating shows that agreement
Item-type N Fleiss Kappa Interpretation
Dyad 234 0.400 Fair/Moderate agreement
Utterance 1523 0.405 Moderate agreement
Table 2.1: Inter-annotator agreement scores (kappa) and interpretation
between labelers straddles the Fair to Moderate boundary. The interpretation is that agreement is
acceptable but not extraordinarily high. We believe that this is because different labelers perceive
power with varied strictness; some labelers are more detailed in their judgments than others and
recognize subtler cues of power.
If we examine leader utterances stratified by agreement scores (see table below), we see a trend
of increasing power strategy variety with decreasing kappa (or agreement). The strategy detected
is shown in brackets next to the examples in the table below.
6See Appendix B.3 for the full formulation.
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κ Examples
1.0
Yeah, hang around. (imp)
Clean it up! (imp)
Get rid of the band too. (imp)
Don’t ask me about my business. (-ve imp)
All right, listen. (imp)
Can’t do it, Sally. (disagree)
If you have anything to say, say it to
Michael. (cond. imp)
0.6
Go ahead. (imp.)
What’s the matter with you? (insulting)
Come here. (imp.)
You better get out of here, Enzo. (com-
mand)
Take ’em downstairs. (imp.)
More wine. (implicit imp.)
Can you disconnect those tubes so we can
move the bed out? (request)
Just lie here, Pop. (hedged imp)
0.4
I don’t care what Sollozzo says about a
deal.
(disagreement)
You son of a bitch! (insult)
I don’t apologize. (statement)
Wait a minute. (imp + figure of expres-
sion)
Let’s talk business. (1st person imp)
I was gonna make her a big star. (state-
ment)
0.3
Mike, try him again. (imp)
Put it over the tree. (imp)
Well, that’s bad luck for me...and bad
luck for you if you don’t make that deal.
(threat)
We’re starting to work to bring him back
now.
(statement)
What I want... what’s most important to
me... is that I have a guarantee. (declara-
tion)
In the top stratas (κ = 0.6 − 1.0), most of the utterances are imperatives (imp); this is because
imperatives are almost universally accepted by labelers as indicators of leader speak. The lower
stratas (κ = 0.3−0.4) are filled with more varieties of strategies, from simple declarative statements
to threats to disagreement cues. The lower strata contain power utterances that are more subtle,
ones that only the few detail-oriented labelers will recognize. Hence the disagreement we perceive is
largely a consequence of the difference in attentiveness-to-detail between different labelers. Despite
the moderate level of interannotator agreement, the data produced by crowd-sourcing can still be
useful. In the next sections, we will explore ways by which we can leverage the wisdom-of-the-crowd
to convert crowd-sourced data into data useful for analysis, and training.
2.2.5 Determining A Single Label from Multiple Labels
One suggested way to avoid deriving a single label is to simply assume that multiple labels con-
stitute a probability distribution rather than clear-cut decision [18]. But label distributions are
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difficult to use as input to most machine learning algorithms, especially any non-Bayesian methods
that lack probabilistic interpretations. Ideally, the training data should always contain a single
label per utterance or dyad.
Majority Vote with Preferred Tie-breaking order
A simple strategy is to use majority vote to determine the final label. When there is a tie, then
we follow a strict tie-breaking convention; U, A, B for dyads and N, F, L for utterances. Under
this tie-breaking convention a multiple labeling of U A A B B would become A. The tie-breaking
order is chosen for consistency and favors a neutral or non-decision (like U or N).
Thresholding By Per-Item-Agreement Value
If many labelers disagree on some item then the proper label should be unknown or neutral. In
this alternate scheme, we first determine a threshold t based on the per-item-agreement score. If
an item’s label agreement score is above this threshold then majority vote prevails. But if it is
below t then we assign that item the default label. To be precise, the per-item-agreement score P
is computed using the following equation:
P =
1
n(n− 1)
 k∑
j=1
n2j − n
 (2.1)
P measures the degree to which raters agree for a single item (dyad or utterance) and is a com-
ponent used in in calculating Fleiss’s kappa7. Items with P scores less than or equal to t would
be assigned the default value, N for per-utterance labels, and U for dyad level labels. nj is the
number of ratings for the current item for the category j (out of k possible categories). n is the
total number of ratings, which in our case is 5. Table 2-3(a) lists example P scores corresponding
to various dyad label.
To select a good t threshold, we compared the kappa agreement score between the thresholded
label set with the expert-labeled ground-truth. Figure 2-3 shows different thresholds as a function
of agreement score with the ground truth. We picked the optimal t that maximized the agreement.
For dyad labels the maximum occurred at t=0.4 where 3 out of 5 labelers agreed, and for utterance
labels the peak occurs at t=0.6, where 4 out of 5 labelers agreed. At these peak values, the kappa
scores with respect to the expert labels had an interpretation of moderate (0.4-0.6) to substantial
(>0.6) agreement. For consistency, experiments reported in this thesis that use crowd-sourced data
was thresholded at t = 0.4 for both dyad and utterance labels.
7In the overall equation for Fleiss Kappa, P is denoted as Pi the measure of the i
th item agreement (see Appendix
B.3).
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Label Distribution P
A A B B U 0.2
A A A B U 0.3
A A A B B 0.4
A A A A B 0.6
A A A A A 1.0
(a) Label distributions for sev-
eral per-item Agreement P val-
ues
(b) Dyad Level (c) Utterance Level
Figure 2-3: Graphs of kappa agreement between expert-labeled and AMT-labeled data subjected
to different P (per-item agreement) thresholds
2.3 Data Analysis
To gauge the general characteristics of dyads, we performed some basic statistical analysis of our
annotated corpora.
2.3.1 Basic Statistics
Table 2.2 shows simple statistics from the two movies we piloted. The overall number of utterances
and vocabulary size for both data sets are in the order of 1000s of words. While this is not large,
it is adequate to establish statistical confidence.
The number of dyads containing power is much higher for the Godfather than in Office Space
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(51% vs. 21%). This observation that The Godfather is more “power” rich is not surprising.
The Godfather exhibit situations of power both in the professional setting and in the family
setting. Whereas Office Space exhibit power relationships exclusively within boss-and-employee
power interactions. The greater abundance of friend-to-friend conversations in The Office Space
implies more conversations are absent clear leader or follower roles. Also the two movies depict
two different time periods. The Godfather depicting a more rigidly hierarchical post-war society,
and Office Space depicting a more egalitarian information age society.
Statistic The Godfather (1972) Office Space (1999)
# of speakers 44 32
# of scenes 86 73
# of dyads 234 148
# of unique utterances 1671 1423
# words 12,139 16,037
vocabulary size 1367 1368
avg. dyads/scene 2.72 2.03
avg. utterances/dyad 6.51 12.54
avg. turns/dyad 2.95 (max 10) 5.53 (max 15)
L utterances 398 26.1% 229 12.3%
F utterances 108 7.1% 89 4.8%
N utterances 1017 66.8% 1538 82.9%
A/B dyads 120 51.3% 32 21.5 %
U/C dyads 114 48.7% 116 78.4 %
Table 2.2: Table of corpus statistics of The Godfather vs. Office Space
2.3.2 Distributional Analysis of Dyads
To gauge the general characteristics of dyads, we applied distributional analysis on the following
set of dyad attributes:
• Length: The number of lines spoken per dyad.
• Turns: The number of turns speakers take in the dyad. For example, if the utterance order
of a dyad is A, B, B, A, A, B then this dyad has a turn length of 4. To simplify analysis,
when the number of turns is greater or equal to 6, dyads counts are aggregated into a 6+
category.
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• Power: Whether the dyad contained power. Dyads having labels A and B are assigned the
value P (containing power). Dyads having C labels are folded into the value U. To ensure
the analysis is robust we only used labels obtained from the expert-annotated ground truth.
• Agreement: For a given dyad label type, agreement measures how well labelers agreed in the
crowd-source annotated (multi-judgment) data. The per-item-agreement score P (Equation
2.1) is used to quantify agreement.
(a) Length (b) Number of Turns
(c) Presence/Absence of Power (d) Agreement
Figure 2-4: Distributions of dyads under four variables
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The distributions of these variables are shown in Figure 2-4. The dyad lengths distribution
(Figure 2-4(a)) shows a distinct peak at length 10; this is due to the length-capping of dyads to
at most 10 utterances. The number-of-turns distribution (Figure 2-4(b)) exhibits a distinctive
power-law distribution; shorter dyads account for most of the dyads, but there is a longer tail of
increasingly longer dyads. Comparison along the power vs. non-power axis (Figure 2-4(d)) shows
that dyads are distributed almost evenly, with slightly more power-containing dyads than non-
power-containing ones. Agreement score distribution (Figure 2-4(d)) shows that a large fraction
of items have high inter-annotator agreement, with proportionately few dyads showing less than a
0.40 agreement score.
Mutual Information Between Variables
How are these dyad attribute variables related? To measure the correlation between these dyad
attributes we measured pairwise mutual information. The table below enumerates all the pairwise
mutual information values for the variables we considered.
Mutual Information Value
I(Power; Agreement) .004
I(Turns; Power) .020
I(Length; Power) .044
I(Turns; Agreement) .071
I(Length; Agreement) .134
I(Turns; Length)* .672
The mutual information between two random variables X and Y or I(X; Y) approximates the
amount of independence between two variables. I(X; Y) is equal to one when the two variables are
completely dependent (e.g. I(X;X)) and zero when they are independent.8 The asterisks-marked
variable pair: Turn vs. Length indicates expected dependency; the more turns a dyad has, certainly
the longer the dyad. Plotting the conditional distributions of variable pairs: P (X|Y ) (Figure 2-5)
further provides insights into the variable relationships.
The variable pairwise relationships can be grouped into three major types:
• Turns vs. Agreement (I=0.071) / Length vs. Agreement (I=0.134): Figure 2-5(b) shows that
as the number-of-turns increases, the proportions of dyads found in the high agreement
(>0.3) categories increase. Hence, dyads with more turns are also those with higher interan-
notator agreement; in other words, more information gives annotator more confidence when
giving a power rating.
8See Appendix B.2 for a full definition.
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(a) Agreement Only (b) Agreement | Turns
(c) Length Only (d) Length|Power
(e) Power Only (f) Power|Agreement
Figure 2-5: Distributions of dyads under notable pairs of variables
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• Length vs. Power (I=0.04): Figure 2-5(d) shows that P (Length | Power = U) vs. P (Length |
Power = P ) are quite similar. However under the “U” distribution, we observe a more
prominent mass of dyads with lengths of 1 or 2. The insight gained here is that power-
containing (P) dyads tend to be longer 5+ length dyads rather than short dyads. However,
because the mutual information for this pair is low, these two variables are likely independent.
• Power vs. Agreement (I=0.05): Figure 2-5(f) shows the distribution difference in agreement
when power is present (P) versus when absent (U). The ratios of power-present versus power-
absent dyads is slightly more disproportionate for lower agreement bins than higher ones.
However, again, the near-zero mutual information score indicates independence.
From this analysis, we conclude that for dyads, only length and annotator agreement appear
to show some significant correlation. The explanation is that shorter dyads provide insufficient
information to give annotators confident judgments; hence the low agreement between annotators.
While this observation may seem trivial, certainly the opposite could have been the case—more in-
formation, more disagreement. The fact that longer dyads are correlated with improved agreement
is evidence that judging power is a process of evidence collection: the more evidence, the more
confident the judgment. This analysis suggests that when using this corpus for experimentation,
we need to down-weight or filter out shorter dyads.
2.4 Data Applications
The assembed corpus provide a ground truth view of power. Using this ground truth data we next
provide some examples of applications that uses this corpus to study power.
2.4.1 Smoothed Speaker Profiles
How are the utterance level labels distributed within dyads? We answer this question by con-
structing smoothed speaker profiles for different types of speakers.
To construct smoothed profiles, single-speaker sequences are first extracted from dyads—these
are utterance sequences from a single speaker. Next, counts of utterance labels are distributed
across time into temporal ‘bins’. For instance, if a speaker sequence was 10 utterances long
and we quantized into 5 bins, then the label counts of every two consecutive utterances pairs
would be distributed into the same bin. For sequences having less than 5 utterances their counts
are stretched, and distributed into multiple consecutive bins. This binning procedure effectively
averages the statistics of multiple speaker sequences. Figure 2-6 shows four example smoothed
speaker profiles constructed in this manner. Leader and follower (Figure 2-6(a) and 2-6(b)) speaker
profiles are distinctive in their proportioning of leader, follower and neutral utterances. Leaders
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(a) Leaders (b) Followers
(c) Power-Neutral (d) All
Figure 2-6: Smoothed speaker profiles for four types of speakers
on average spend 50% of their speech in leader-speak, using almost no follower-speech. Follower
profiles show on average 70% neutral speech, 30% follower speech, and virtually no leader speech.
There is a subtle observed rise in leader speech at the end of the smoothed profiles. This can be
explained by the commands often issued by leaders (to subordinates) at the end of conversations.
Follower speech profiles also show subtle rises but at both the start and end. The explanation here
is that followers usually initiate with a polite address to the leader, and followers usually end a
conversation with some statement complying to something the leader said.
The Power-Neutral graph (Figure 2-6(c)) profiles speakers from dyads where power was marked
as undetermined; the All graph (Figure 2-6(d)) profiles all speakers from all dyads in the corpus.
The power-neutral speaker profile and the all-power profile graph have very similar distributions of
power-speech, with small numerical differences. Both these speaker profiles show speech distribu-
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tions with neutral speech hovering at around 60%, leader speech around 30%, and follower speech
below 10%. The fact that power-neutral dyads contain a significant amount of power speech (35%
L and 10% F) implies that determining dyad level power is not as simple as looking for dyads that
lack leader or follower speech. Information in the interaction of speakers must cause dyad level
judgements to turn power neutral.
2.4.2 Chronological Power Profiles
While smoothed speech profiles tell a story of power dynamics through the course of a conversation,
we can also tell a story of power over a longer time span. Because most movies depict stories
linearly, it is possible to profile the power dynamics for specific characters within movies. Using
the timing information from our original subtitle data we quantized label statistics and tracked
those statistics for specific characters over the course of that movie.
We first group dyads into temporal buckets of 1000-second (or 16 minute and 40 second) length
segments9. Next we aggregate single-speaker statistics over each temporal segment from the label
frequencies (at dyad or utterance level). The resulting graphs are of an individual character’s power
profile as a function of time; we call these chronological power profiles (Figure 2-7). Analysis of
individual chronology profiles can reveal key insights about power dynamics of major characters
in the Godfather movie.
• Michael Corleone is the main protagonist (Figure 2-7(a)). We observe that in the first
five epoches (0-4), his speech is a mixture of leader and follower speech. In this period, his
role is of an outsider, uninvolved in the family business. The instances where he does plays
a leader are in his interactions with his girlfriend Kay. At epoch 5, we see a spike in follower
speech; this corresponds to Michael’s beginning involvement with the family business, after
the attempt on his father’s life. As an initiate, he is mostly ordered around. After epoch
6, we see a gradual rise in leader speech, this mirrors Michael’s rise in power after his
brother’s untimely demise. The same trend is seen when we plot dyad level statistics over
time (Figure 2-7(b)). The small increase in follower speech near the end of the movie comes
from conversations between Michael and his father Vito; in those father-son moments, his
father is still the leader and Michael still plays the follower—as a young Don listening eagerly
to the advise of the old Don.
• Vito Corleone is the elder Godfather, and in his chronological profile we see a consistent
use of leader-speech throughout the movie (Figure 2-7(c)). He disappears in the middle of
the movie (epochs 3-5) because he is hospitalized after an assassination attempt.
9 These epochs reflect elapsed time as viewed by the audience not the actual time in the story. Actual time in
the story is harder to gauge, because film techniques such as flashbacks, fast-fowards, etc. complicates such time
measurement. Fortunately, for The Godfather (Part I), time proceeds mostly in a forward and linear fashion.
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(a) Michael Corleone (b) Michael Corleone (Dyads) (c) Vito Corleone
(d) Tom Hagen (e) Kay Adams (f) Sonny Corleone
Figure 2-7: Chronological power profiles for four major characters in the Godfather
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• Tom Hagen is the advisor to Vito and later Michael (Figure 2-7(d)). His advisory role
makes him a go-between person between the head-of-power: the Don, and the clients and the
underlings of the Don. His temporal profile reflects this intermediary role; we see his speech
profile to be a mixture of follower speech and some leader speech.
• Kay Adams is Michael’s girlfriend (Figure 2-7(e)). Her temporal speech profile is predomi-
nantly follower, reflected largely through her dialog interactions with Michael. She disappears
for a few epochs in the middle, when the movie follows Michael in his flight to Sicily.
• Sonny Corleone is Vito’s oldest son (figure 2-7(f)). Sonny immediately becomes the new
head of the Corleone organization after the assassination attempt on Vito. We see that
his exercise of leadership reflected throughout the time period where Vito is absent. He
disappears shortly after epoch 7 when he meets his own violent death.
These chronological profiles are an interesting way to visualize speech profiles of individuals in a
temporal setting. With our movie dataset we are already seeing particular types of power profiles:
the leader (Vito, and Sonny), the in-between middleman (Tom Hagen), the follower (Kay), and
the rise of an individual in power (Michael). By clustering these chronological profiles we see
interesting potential applications where we can identify specific classes of power dynamics using
the outputs from our system.
2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we described the methodology and challenges of constructing a corpus for power
identification. We showed several potential uses of that constructed corpus.
• We described the end-to-end procedure for constructing an annotated corpus for analyzing
power from movie subtitles.
• We experimented with using crowd sourcing as an alternative labeling strategy to supplement
and expand on our data collection process. We showed quality assurance measures that
guarded against error and noise from crowd-source collected data. Leveraging the wisdom-
of-the-crowd, we devised a threshold-based method for combining multiple judgments into
single labels. Using this aggregation method we yielded moderate to substantial agreement
under Fleiss’ kappa.
• We conducted basic statistical analysis of the dataset to gain some key insights into the
nature of power expression. We were able to learn that the amount of available information
(length of conversations) can affect the amount of labeler agreement in our tasks.
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• We showed two applications of the dataset: 1) smoothed speaker profiles to view power
trends within conversations, and 2) chronological power profiles to view trends that track
the long-term power dynamics of individuals.
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Chapter 3
Utterance Level Language Cues
The problem of identifying power in dialog utterances is isomorphic to the traditional problem
of text classification. In text classification, we are trying to determine the best topic label (e.g.,
Spam/Not-spam) for a collection of documents (e.g., emails). In power identification, the docu-
ments are utterances, and we are trying to determine the speech-type category of each utterance:
leader-speech (L), follower-speech (F), or neutral-speech (N).
The basic framework for text classification was first developed by researchers in the early ’70s.
Methods in classification advanced in the late 90s and early 2000s with the advent of statistical
machine learning. While statistical algorithms for NLP tasks has significantly improved in sophis-
tication in the past decades, success in solving problems in NLP has consistently relied on three
factors: a) the availability of quality labeled data, b) the type of features used, and c) the clas-
sification algorithm/model. Leaving aside the data source, of the remaining two factors, feature
representation often supersedes the importance of the algorithm used. However, feature represen-
tation is often ignored, with focus primarily on the algorithm. In practice, feature representation
is the critical piece in producing effective systems. The focus of this chapter is to understand the
types of feature representations that will best capture the language cues of power.
In document classification, documents are first mapped into feature vectors; this vector-space
model representation was first popularized by Salton et al. [46] in the ’70s. Each vector component
is an indicator variable that denotes the presence of some feature, usually a word. The job of the
classification algorithm is to find the optimal decision boundary (usually a hyperplane) separating
the vectors of each of the target classes. In classifying unknown documents, the position of the
unknown vector with respect to the solution decision boundary determines the final label.
Using the words from a document as the feature vector values has been the de facto standard for
text classification. This bag-of-words approach has had tremendous success in applications ranging
from e-mail SPAM detection [45] to sentiment analysis [56]—the task of determining positivity or
negativity of reviews. The success of the bag-of-words representation has largely been attributed to
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1) the high dimensionality of the lexicon—the larger the dimension, the easier the separation task
and 2) the fact that semantic “topics” generally have low overlap in the lexicon1. For instance,
in SPAM detection, SPAM emails commonly contain vocabulary specialized in selling targeted
products: “free”, “deal”, etc.; whereas non-SPAM email uses more general vocabulary common to
everyday communications.
The classification problem posed by power identification is more challenging because the key
differentiation factors are syntactic and/or semantic. In power classification, there is a much higher
chance of the vocabulary being shared between classes. In other words, discrimination based on
words alone would no longer be effective. We can see an example of this in the following exchange:
• (1): Give me the report by Friday.
• (2): Could you give me until Friday for the report?
If we rely on distinctions in the lexicon alone, these two utterances are hard to differentiate because
they share words and phrases like: give me, Friday, and report. Any bag-of-words classifier would
have to rely on dissimilar words like until, could, or you to differentiate the two; however, none of
the words that differ appear particularly distinctive of leader–speak or follower–speak.
The two utterances become easier to differentiate if the utterances are classified based on their
communicative act potential types [1, 54, 35].
In English, there are three major communicative act potential types [1]:
• Interrogative (or questions): Does John love Mary?
• Imperative: Love him, Mary.
• Declarative: John loves Mary.
These types describe the illocutionary purpose of a sentence; interrogatives are intended to ques-
tion; imperatives are intended to command; declaratives are intended to state facts. While both
example utterances are requests, (1) uses imperative type: “give me”, while (2) uses interrog-
ative type by adding a modal construction: could you to make the request seem less certain (or
hedged). If we constructed an effective communicative potential act—or more simply a sentence
type—detector, then differentiating the two utterances becomes trivial. Sentence type is one ex-
ample of a collection of cues that convey important pragmatic information about utterances. The
goal of this chapter is to discover, catalog and understand the key language cues that matter in
power identification.
1For instance, a topic like car repair will use very different set of words from pet grooming.
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Organization
Section 3.1 describes thecommon techniques we use for measuring success and utility of features.
Section 3.2 describes several bag-of-X features, like words, that are prevalently used in NLP. Section
3.3 analyzes why bag-of-X features are deficient. Finally, section 3.4 describes several manually
engineered syntactic/semantic features and compare their effectiveness against the bag-of-X ones.
3.1 Methods for Evaluating Features
Before diving into feature engineering, it is useful to introduce the methodologies for gauging
feature utility. Feature selection is a set of machine learning techniques used to evaluate and select
the most salient features in a classification problem. Methods for feature selection can be divided
into filter methods and wrapper methods. Filter methods use cheap-to-compute metrics such as
mutual information to determine feature and output-class correlation. These ‘proxy’ metrics are
measure statistical correlations between a feature and the target class without embedding a model.
Filter methods are cheap but may not always deliver results that correlate with the actual system
performance. Wrapper methods use a predefined embedded model to test features directly. While
what they measure is closer to true effectiveness, they can be expensive to compute when the
embedded model is complex.
3.1.1 Filtering Metrics: Mutual Information
The classic filter statistic used for feature selection is mutual information (MI). This metric gauges
the associated-ness of two random variables. In feature selection, the two variables are F , the
feature variable, and C, the label class:
I(F,C) =
∑
c∈C
∑
f∈F
PC,F (c, f) log2
PC,F (c, f)
PC(c)PF (f)
(3.1)
F has a domain equal to the entire feature value space; if we are using words, the domain will be the
vocabulary set. C for our problem has a ternary domain of: L (leader speech), F (follower speech),
and N (neutral speech). PC,F is the joint probability of the class and feature, estimated from counts
in the corpus. PC and PF are the marginal probabilities of the classes and features, computed from
the joint. Mutual information, measured in bits, quantifies how much the knowledge of one variable
will reduce the uncertainty in the other variable. When two variables X, Y are independent,
their mutual information is zero. When the two variables are fully dependent (i.e., changes in X
completely determines changes in Y ), the mutual information is equal to the entropy of one of the
variables (see derivation in Appendix B.2).
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Oftentimes we are more interested in how specific feature values are correlated with specific
label values, e.g., the word “you” with the class L. The point-wise Mutual Information (SI) is
computed per pair of values and can be used for this purpose:
SI(f, c) = log2
PC,F (c, f)
PC(c)PF (f)
(3.2)
The sign of SI measures the degree of positive or negative correlation between c and f . The
magnitude of SI measures the strength of that correlation, with values near zero implying little
or no correlation. Ranking all feature values (for a specific class label) by their decreasing SI
magnitude results in a list of the most predictive features.
The only weakness of the SI metric is that it fails to account for the frequency of features.
Rare features may also have high SI because they occur exclusively in one class. A more balanced
metric reweighs the SI metric by the raw frequency of the feature:
wtSI(f, c) = PF (f) log2
PC,F (c, f)
PC(c)PF (f)
(3.3)
This weighed SI metric measures both feature significance and feature predictiveness, and is our
metric of choice for feature selection analysis.
3.1.2 Wrapper Testing
The ultimate test of the usefulness of a feature is to embed it into a model and measure that
feature’s performance directly. We chose a simple ternary classifier framework as our embedding
model. For simplicity our baseline model is a Na¨ıve Bayes classifier:
c∗ = arg max
c∈{L,N,F}
∏
i∈U
P (fi | c)P (c) = arg max
c∈{L,N,F}
∑
i∈U
logP (fi | c) + logP (c) (3.4)
Here, P (c) is the label frequencies estimated from the training data. P (fi | c) is the likelihood of
the data given the label class. We can also plug in other classification methods such as SVMs and
Log Linear models to compare the differences between algorithms.
3.1.3 Cross-Validation
To ensure that the results we report do not overfit on any specific dataset, we evaluate all results
using 5-fold cross-validation. In 5-fold cross-validation, the corpus is split into five parts, at dyad
granularity. The first four parts are combined to create a training set, and the left-out part is used
as the test set. Statistics such as error rate, precision, recall, and f-measure are averaged over the
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five samples. (See Appendix B.1 for a review of the key evaluation statistics.)
3.2 Bag-of-X Features
The first group of features we examined we call collectively the bag-of-X features. They are founded
on fundamental linguistic units such as words or derived units like part-of-speech. They are popular
in NLP literature because they are simple to construct.
3.2.1 Words
Words are commonly used as features because they denote basic semantic units in most languages.
To standardize the tokenization of utterances, we used the tokenizer that accompanied the Stanford
part-of-speech tagger. The Stanford tokenizer implements Penn Tree Bank (PTB) conventions [52].
These conventions will, in addition to breaking strings along white spaces, also include special
handling for common contractions and punctuations. For instance:
John didn’t love Mary.
becomes:
John did n’t love Mary .
Contractions are separated into individual tokens, and punctuations are separated from their
accompanying words.
3.2.2 Part-of-speech Tags (POS)
Part-of-speech (POS) tagging is the sequential tagging of words into common syntactic classes:
verbs, nouns, adjectives and other functional groups. POS tag-sets can further distinguish verbs
into their specific conjugated forms, and nouns into forms based on their number (singular or
plural) and proper versus common characteristics. For instance, for the verb “take”, VB tags the
base form: (to) “take”; VBD tags the past tense form: “took”, and VBN tags the past participle
form: “taken”, and for the noun “institute”, NNS tags the plural form “institutes”, and NNP tags
the proper noun form: “Institvte”
Multiple tagging conventions exist, but for our experiments we used the Stanford Tagger [50]
trained on the Wall Street Journal. Applying the part-of-speech tagger to the example utterance
produces:
John did n’t love Mary .
NNP VBD RB VB NNP .
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3.2.3 Word/POS
Using part-of-speech tags as features, instead of words, can drastically reduce the overall number
of features. Our reference tagger produces 37 unique POS feature values when applied over the
development corpus, whereas the number of unique word features is on the order of thousands. In
order to compensate for this loss of information, one solution is concatenating the original word
with its part-of-speech tag, to construct a compound Word/POS feature. The example utterance
using this compounding composition produces the following feature sequence:
John/NNP did/VBD n’t/RB love/VB Mary/NNP ./.
The promise of Word/POS is that it contains both syntactic and lexical information. When we
list the top Word/POS features that are most associated with leader speech, we have:
want/VBP come/VBN where/WRB take/VB think/VB
VBP denotes verb in the present tense. want/VBP is part of an utterance like “I want you to X”,
a common command pattern. Both take/VB and think/VB come from sentences that contain the
infinitive base verb form, common in imperative sentences.
Word/POS are more expressive than either words or POS alone because they can disambiguate
different functional uses of a word. A word like want, could be ambiguously both a noun or a verb.
In leader-speech, want should be most common in its present tense form rather than its noun
form—I want him here rather than His want and desire. The Word/POS representation contains
the ability to disambiguate the two different senses.
3.2.4 N-grams
N-grams are composite features formed from the concatenation of n consecutive feature values;
feature values can be words, POS tags, and Word/POS. Special start and end symbols, ˆ and
$, were used to pad the beginning and ending of n-gram sequences. This padding treatment
accomplishes two objectives:
1. Utterances shorter than the ngram size be padded to the required ngram size. For example,
an utterance like “Yes” can be represented as a 5-gram (ˆˆˆYes $) after padding.
2. Higher n-gram representations are supersets of lower n− 1 gram representations.
Below is the example construction of trigram features for the sequence A B C with padding:
ˆˆA ˆA B A B C B C $ C $ $
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Note that the unigram A and bi-gram A B are included in the higher 3-gram representation.
N-gram features allow for a simple way to model immediate context of words without introduc-
ing sophisticated contextual modeling mechanisms. Local context is useful in capturing patterns
that disambiguate uses of common word/features. For instance, the function of a sentence con-
taining “get” can be differentiated at the 5-gram level: “ˆget the car $” is a command but “ˆwhat
should I get” is a request for further instruction, an interrogative.
3.2.5 Evaluation: Na¨ıve Bayes and Baselines
Establishing evaluation baselines is useful as a basis for comparison when evaluating different
types of features. For our experiments, we defined three such baselines: Random, Max-label, and
Utterance.
The Random baseline classifier is a weighted die toss. Using the training data we determine
an empirical label distribution, which becomes the parameters of our weighted 3-sided die. To
classify a new utterance, we generate a random sample, i.e., roll our weighted die. If our data
were evenly split and binary, the random baseline would be 50%. Generally this random baseline
is computed analytically. For instance, the ground truth corpus has a rough label distribution of:
L 26.1% F 7.1% N 66.8%
From this we can compute a contingency matrix, and the expected error rate is 1 minus the entries
that are in the diagonal cells.
Random = 1− (0.2612 + 0.0712 + 0.6682) ≈ 0.48 (3.5)
For practical purposes, we simulate this random process by generating random samples according
to the empirical distribution; the reported random baseline is the 5-fold average over simulations.
The simulated random baseline will deviate slightly from the analytically derived value.2
The Max-label baseline outputs the most-frequently occurring label from the training data.
For the ground truth corpus, neutral speech (N) is the most frequent label. Note that when the
input data portions are uniformly distributed, max-label baseline should converge to the random
baseline 3. When the error characteristics of a result have the same values as this baseline, then
2Why simulate random when it can be computed analytically? A simulated classifier generates real output that
can be evaluated as part of a complete system. When comparing classification methods we often want to test the
entire system framework while plugin in different classification components.
3 When the distribution over the labels is uniform: 1/n, the theoretical random error rate would be
1− n · 1
n2
= 1− 1
n
. Max-label baseline error rate would also be 1− 1n since it would only get 1n of the labels correct.
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likely the underlying classifier is degenerate and has classified every instance as neutral.
The Utterance baseline is the error rate achieved if we consider each unique utterance as
a feature. This baseline provides a bound on how well memorizing utterances would work as a
classification methodology. Beating this baseline would demonstrate that the features are doing
something smarter than memorization, and can actually generalize from the data.
Table 3.1: Comparison of bag-of-X features using Na¨ıve Bayes
Feature Training Error Test Error
POS 1g .2449 ± .0086 .2624 ± .0309
POS 2g .1676 ± .0035 .2641 ± .0155
Word 1g .1588 ± .0021 .2756 ± .0242
POS 3g .1264 ± .0042 .2787 ± .0123
Word/POS 1g .1507 ± .0025 .2837 ± .0207
POS 4g .1097 ± .0031 .3257 ± .0111
Word 2g .0905 ± .0028 .3519 ± .0209
Word/POS 2g .0850 ± .0020 .3591 ± .0211
Word/POS 3g .0819 ± .0026 .4222 ± .0190
Word 3g .0829 ± .0026 .4269 ± .0185
Word 4g .0817 ± .0028 .4573 ± .0226
Utterance .2148 ± .0070 .2475 ± .0370
Max Label .2484 ± .0098 .2518 ± .0387
Random .3919 ± .0077 .3725 ± .0212
Table 3.1 lists the performance of several of the bag-of-X features and their derivative ngrams
when evaluated using a Na¨ıve Bayes model. The results show that almost all of the bag-of-X
features surpassed the random baseline in terms of test error. However none of the bag-of-X
features exceeded the max-label or utterance baselines. Among the bag-of-X features, POS 1-
gram—the feature with the least number of values—was the best performing. Note that the
training versus test errors differ from 12–39 percentage points in all except for the POS 1-gram
feature. This high training/test error differences are strong indicators of overfitting.
3.2.6 Evaluation: Other Classification Algorithms
Our next experiment evaluates bag-of-X features under three popular classification algorithms to
analyze differences due to the choice of algorithm:
• Maximum Entropy (ME) model (or multinomial logistic regression) searches for the optimal
conditional distribution over the input features constrained by the maximum entropy criteria
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[5]. Unlike Na¨ıve Bayes, where the training of parameters is straight from count estimates,
the ME model is trained using an iterative optimization procedure. For our experiments we
used the ME implementation from the LingPipe toolkit [5].
• Support Vector Machine (SVM) is the popular classification method whose optimization
criterion is the decision boundary that maximizes the margin separating the data points of
the output classes [10]. We used the implementation that used the SMO algorithm [37] with
a linear kernel from the Weka data mining toolkit [13].
• AdaBoost (AB) is a classification method [15] that constructs an optimal ensemble of weak
classifiers. Each weak classifier individually is unable to perfectly classify the data but the
strong classifier from the ensemble can. During each training iteration, the algorithm selects
the weak classifier that commits the least errors from the previous iteration, and adds it to
the ensemble.
Key Observations
Table 3.2 contains the results of the algorithm comparison experiment. The key observations from
this experiment are summarized below:
• Overfitting: SVM and Na¨ıve Bayes classification both suffer from overfitting, especially when
word-based features were used; note the large training–to–testing error difference. However,
neither ME nor AB results exhibited equivalent overfitting symptoms; note that their training
errors were just as large as their test errors4.
• Surpassing baselines: Under ME classification, all bag-of-X features outperformed the base-
lines. Under both AB and SVM classification, about half (SVM) to two-thirds (AB) of
the features surpassed the max-label baseline. In this aspect, ME classification is the best
performing classifier type.
• Best performing features: For SVM, AB, and Na¨ıve Bayes, POS 2-grams was the top feature;
for ME classification, POS 4-grams was the top feature. The preferences for longer ngrams
by ME could be explained by how the ME algorithm handles feature dependency.
Under Na¨ıve Bayes there is an implicit assumption that features be independent5. SVMs are
also constrained by the assumption that features are not “co-linear” – the non-probabilistic
4The high training errors are indications that the features we are using are not expressive enough to completely
separate the output classes.
5In other words, the likelihood of “house” occurring in the same utterance as “white” is the same as the likelihood
of “house” occurring by itself.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of bag-of-Xfeatures under four classification methods
(a) Na¨ıve Bayes
Feature Training Error Test Error
POS 1g .2449 ± .0086 .2624 ± .0309
POS 2g .1676 ± .0035 .2641 ± .0155
Word 1g .1588 ± .0021 .2756 ± .0242
POS 3g .1264 ± .0042 .2787 ± .0123
Word/POS 1g .1507 ± .0025 .2837 ± .0207
POS 4g .1097 ± .0031 .3257 ± .0111
Word 2g .0905 ± .0028 .3519 ± .0209
Word/POS 2g .0850 ± .0020 .3591 ± .0211
Word/POS 3g .0819 ± .0026 .4222 ± .0190
Word 3g .0829 ± .0026 .4269 ± .0185
Word 4g .0817 ± .0028 .4573 ± .0226
Utterance .2148 ± .0070 .2475 ± .0370
Max Label .2484 ± .0098 .2518 ± .0387
Random .3919 ± .0077 .3725 ± .0212
(b) Maximum Entropy
Feature Training-error Testing-error
POS 4g .1803 ± .0064 .1989 ± .0223
POS 3g .1776 ± .0057 .2038 ± .0238
POS 2g .1812 ± .0059 .2109 ± .0235
Word/POS 2g .1911 ± .0076 .2152 ± .0315
Word/POS 3g .2013 ± .0081 .2156 ± .0317
Word 2g .1901 ± .0077 .2156 ± .0314
Word 4g .1993 ± .0076 .2166 ± .0322
Word 3g .2001 ± .0074 .2172 ± .0309
Word 1g .1907 ± .0055 .2424 ± .0308
Word/POS 1g .1996 ± .0065 .2453 ± .0281
POS 1g .2322 ± .0065 .2502 ± .0319
Utterance .2466 ± .0095 .2511 ± .0384
Max Label .2484 ± .0098 .2518 ± .0387
Random .3919 ± .0077 .3725 ± .0212
(c) SVM Linear
Feature Training Error Test Error
POS 1g .2176 ± .0058 .2469 ± .0245
POS 2g .0973 ± .0033 .2688 ± .0199
POS 4g .0299 ± .0021 .2708 ± .0166
Word 1g .0417 ± .0036 .2755 ± .0183
Word/POS 1g .0313 ± .0023 .2824 ± .0125
POS 3g .0417 ± .0028 .2829 ± .0102
Word 3g .0064 ± .0006 .3148 ± .0487
Word/POS 2g .0064 ± .0006 .3851 ± .0413
Word 2g .0064 ± .0006 .4073 ± .0293
Word/POS 3g .0064 ± .0006 .4443 ± .0575
Word 4g .0064 ± .0006 .4834 ± .0983
Utterance .0064 ± .0006 .3607 ± .1056
Max Label .2484 ± .0098 .2518 ± .0387
Random .3919 ± .0077 .3725 ± .0212
(d) Adaboost
Feature Training Error Test Error
POS 2g .2141 ± .0061 .2155 ± .0237
POS 3g .2141 ± .0061 .2155 ± .0237
POS 4g .2141 ± .0061 .2155 ± .0237
Word 2g .2361 ± .0097 .2455 ± .0372
Word 3g .2367 ± .0095 .2455 ± .0372
Word 4g .2367 ± .0095 .2455 ± .0372
Word/POS 2g .2361 ± .0097 .2455 ± .0372
Word/POS 3g .2367 ± .0095 .2455 ± .0372
POS 1g .2484 ± .0098 .2518 ± .0387
Word 1g .2424 ± .0092 .2569 ± .0333
Word/POS 1g .2434 ± .0088 .2582 ± .0338
Utterance .2446 ± .0094 .2499 ± .0380
Max Label .2484 ± .0098 .2518 ± .0387
Random .3919 ± .0077 .3725 ± .0212
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equivalent of independence. Assuming feature independence may be adequate at the word
(unigram) level but becomes increasingly weak as n increases.
Under ME, feature-independence need not be assumed because ME models the posterior
probability P (c | f) directly without independence assumptions about P (f) or P (f | c). This
relaxation of the independence requirement benefits ME models. They can perform better
under longer ngrams while still benefiting from the extra contextual information afforded by
the longer ngrams.
These experiments show that the choice of classification algorithm can impact overall perfor-
mance, especially based on the criteria of surpassing baselines; The ME algorithm performed the
best in this regard.
The ranking by performance of feature types show a consistent trend even while varying classifi-
cation algorithms. The ranking of bag-of-X features under all three algorithms show POS ngrams
(2-grams) in the lead, followed by words then word/pos combinations. The consensus is that
more lexical the feature, the less well it performed, more syntactic the feature the better it per-
formed. This observation supports our initial intuitions about power being a syntactic/semantic
phenomenon.
3.2.7 POS versus Random Tagging
The impression from the initial results is that part-of-speech as a feature-class performs better
than any other bag-of-X feature-class. However, one possibility for POS’s performance gain is that
its effective feature space is much smaller; there are just 37 POS tags in the tagging system we
used but there are ten of thousands of words.6
To test the feature space reduction hypothesis, we performed an experiment using a random
tagger as comparison. A random tagger assigns to every word one of 37 possible tags, in a uniformly
random manner. We first map each word to a hash value (using MD5), then we convert that hash
(effectively an integer) into a modulus-37 tag. The only subtle difference between POS tagging
and random tagging is that same words under different contexts may get different tag assignments
under POS tagging but the same tag assignment under in random tagging.
The test hypothesis is that if POS tags really did contain useful information then we should
expect the POS performance to always exceed that of random tagging. Table 3.3 compares Na¨ıve
Bayes results of the 37-Hash (random tagging) feature and POS tagging features for different
ngrams compositions. At unigram-gram levels, the 37-Hash feature does just as well as POS
(the test error difference is close to zero). However, once above 2-grams, POS tagging quickly
surpasses the random 37-Hash feature. The difference in performance becomes ever larger with
longer ngrams.
6The tagger we used was trained using Penn Tree Bank POS tags.
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Feature Training-Error Test-Error Diff
POS (1-gram) .3637 ± .0075 .3917 ± .0385
37-Hash (1-gram) .3748 ± .0139 .3956 ± .0428 .0039
POS (2-gram) .1955 ± .0020 .3740 ± .0142
37-Hash (2-gram) .1331 ± .0057 .4109 ± .0319 .0369
POS (3-gram) .1282 ± .0047 .4024 ± .0149
37-Hash (3-gram) .0812 ± .0051 .4795 ± .0164 .0771
POS (4-gram) .1013 ± .0024 .4152 ± .0156
37-Hash (4-gram) .0968 ± .0054 .5357 ± .0134 .1205
Table 3.3: Comparison of POS vs. Random Tagging using Na¨ıve Bayes
These results suggest that in the unigram case, POS tagging is no better than random tagging.
POS unigrams only capture the frequency of word types. Leader or follower speech appears to
not be based purely on the distribution of part-of-speech tags. However with longer n-grams
POS sequences, we begin to capture local syntactic patterns—patterns that may encode certain
grammatical forms. These patterns are not random and could not reproduced when using random
tag ngrams. These long POS ngrams represent the syntactic chunks that carry information that
distinguish leader and follower speech.
3.3 Manual Analysis
Results collected thus far suggest that syntactic features such as POS tagging consistently out-
perform lexicon-based features. But why? What type of cues are these syntactic features really
capturing? To find out, we manually analyzed part-of-speech trigrams selected using the weighted
point-wise mutual information metric (wtSI) used for feature selection. For leader and follower
speech utterances, we ranked the top patterns, then grouped these top patterns into interpretable
groups. We observed the following trends:
1. The top leader-speech POS trigrams were dominated by examples of imperatives:
Top-pattern wtSI Example
^ ^ VB .0135 Get rid of
^ ^ VBP .0021 Do n’t take too long
^ VB IN .0019 Go with
2. The top leader-speech POS trigrams also contained specific declarative sentences using the
verb want, and constructions that contained negations:
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Pattern Example
PRP VBP PRP I want you
VBP RB VB I do n’t apologize
PRP VBP RB I do n’t
3. The top follower-speech POS trigrams contained a variety of patterns:
Pattern Example Comment
VB . $ Please . Politeness indicator.
PRP MD VB I could be doing more.
MD PRP VB should I insist on ...? Modals are possibility indi-
cators that soften the force
of the statement.
NNP, PRP Mike , I’m innocent Statements where the
speaker addresses the
listener by name or title.
Performing the same analysis on word trigrams, we found patterns that corroborated with the
POS trigram observations:
1. Commands and imperatives are frequent in leader-speech.
Pattern Comment
I want you to, I don’t want Commands phrased as declarative sentences.
Go take a walk Straightforward imperatives.
You got that? Short questions.
2. Address forms, questions, and statements that indicate agreement appear prevalent in follower-
speech.
Pattern Comment
Mike, Don Corleone Address forms.
What do I do?, do ? $ Questions requesting further instructions.
I do, I ’ll Signs of agreement.
These patterns paint a roughly sketch the landscape of syntactic expressions that are most
common in leader or follower speech. These patterns also explain why part-of-speech do better
than words. Word-based features over-fit because they are tied to specific instantiations. For
example, a bigram such as “Don Corleone” is a strong follower cue only when it is used as an
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address; for instance in “Don Corleone, I am honored” the phrase conveys the speaker’s respect
for the listener. However, the same string in a non-address context such as: “Don Corleone is
stingy with his government connections” does not convey the same respect. POS-based features
can under-fit because the underlying feature patterns are too general. For instance, the trigram
representing “Don Corleone ,” is NNP NNP .; however, two consecutive proper nouns followed by
punctuation can also represent a host of other non-power indicating phrases such as “New York .”
The ideal feature would need to syntactically indicate that an address is present, while semantically
indicating that the address is an honorific. Building a feature that bridges the world of syntax
and semantics is nontrivial; clearly, some manual effort is required. How to engineer these cues of
power is the topic of our next sections.
3.4 Power-cues
The manual analysis of bag-of-X features provided key ideas for constructing syntactic/semantic
features for identifying power:
1. Commands in the form of classic imperatives; e.g., Take me to your leader.
2. Declarative statements that are commands; e.g., I want you to do X.
3. Respectful manners of address; e.g., Don Corleone, I am honored and grateful.
4. Word and phrase fragments that indicate politeness; e.g., Could I bother you?
5. Indicators of agreement and disagreement; e.g., Anything you say!, or Never!
In this section we will describe a set of engineered Power-cues for power-identification.
3.4.1 Imperatives
In English grammar, the primary purpose of imperative mood is to indicate a request or give a
command. The syntactic imperative has strong associations with leader speak because leaders
communicate most effectively when direct and bold; imperatives are the best way to issue an
order with maximum expediency. A catalogue of syntactic imperative types can be found from
examining standard English grammar texts [3]. The most common forms are:
1. Implicit second person:
• Eat your spinach.
• (Do) Be patient.
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“Do” can be optionally added in front of the verb.
2. Explicit second person:
• You sit down.
• Everybody sit down.
• Mike, be patient.
• The subject can include: you, you guys, someone, somebody, everybody or any you-
headed phrase e.g. you there.
3. Negative second person:
• Don’t be impatient.
• Don’t you sit down over there!
Imperatives can be negated by adding don’t or do not before the imperative.
4. First person:
• Let’s behave ourselves. (implicit)
• Let’s not be careless. (implicit and negative)
5. With adverb prefixes:
• Never give up!
• Always wash your hands.
Speech-type None-Imp Implicit-Imp Explicit-Imp I-want-you-Imp
Leader 42 (26%) 90 (56%) 18 (11%) 10 (6%)
Follower 22 (92%) 2 (8%) - -
Neutral 358 (98%) 7 (2%) - -
Total 422 (78%) 99 (18%) 18 (3%) 10 (1%)
Table 3.4: Imperatives vs. speech type in 542 high-agreement utterances (from AMT-labeled God-
father)
Table 3.4 shows frequencies of 542 ground truth utterances broken down by imperative type:
implicit 2nd person, explicit 2nd person then by the type of power speech. These results indicate
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that in leader speech, imperatives are dominant; approximately 75% of leader utterances are
imperatives, and 92%7 of all imperatives (in this data) are uttered by leaders.
3.4.2 Constructing Imperatives from Parse Trees
To identify imperatives, we employ a generate-and-test strategy. The generate step produces all
possible Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) frames from each utterance. The test step identifies whether
the generated SVOs are imperatives by applying constraints on the fields of the SVO frame.
Generate Phase
The subject-verb-object frames are generated from utterances using the following steps:
1. Generate a constituent parse tree [22] from the utterance.
2. Look for Verb-Phrase (VP) chains, a nested series of Verb-Phrase constituents in the parse
tree.
For each Verb-Phrase chain:
• Find the main verb V—this is the verb contained in the lowest VP in the chain. For
instance, for the sentence: “I have been eating”, eating is the main verb.
• Consider all Noun-Phrases (NP) occurring outside of VP chain as potential subjects.
• Consider all Noun-Phrases (NP) under the lowest VP in the VP-chain as potential
objects. NPs enclosed under the sub-trees of sub-VPs are ignored.
• Enumerate all V, subject NP, and object NP combinations as SVO frames; the subject
and object subtrees may be empty.
Figure 3-1 illustrates an example parse-tree with the subject, verb, object components laid out in
the ideal case. The SVO-candidate generator enumerates all possible subject, verb, object triplets
even for the cases where the SVO attribute associations may be incorrect.
7(90+18)/(90+18+2+7)=0.92
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SNP
Subject
VP
VB*
verb
NP
Object
...
Figure 3-1: The ideal parse tree
Test Phase
The test phase filters SVO-candidates by applying constraints over the attributes of candidates to
determine if the SVO-candidate really represents an imperative:
Verb Constraints
1. Verb’s Part-of-speech: The verb must be POS-tagged as VB, indicating the infinitive form.
To make room for tagging errors, verb-forms having the same morphology as the base form
are also accepted 8.
2. Limits on auxiliaries and conjunctions: Imperatives can be involved in a limited set of
auxiliary and conjunctive constructions. Complex auxiliary constructions such as “you have
been eating” or “you have eaten” generally do not appear in imperatives. Imperatives can,
however, participate in negations, e.g., “don’t eat” or modal auxiliary constructions, e.g.,
“you must eat”, “you will eat”9
For a given SVO candidate, we examine the enclosing VP chain for certain allowed and
disallowed auxiliaries:
• Disallowed constructions include: 1) “to”-construction such as “to be or not to be” 2)
modal-constructions that aim to soften commands: can, would, should, could, as in
“you should eat”.
8 For instance, the verb eat may be tagged as VBP or VB but not VBN; the VBP and VB forms share the same
morphology but the VBN (past-participle) form of eat is “eaten”. Parsers are commonly known to mis-tag VB as
VBP because the morphology of the two verb forms is typically identical.
9Technically “you must eat” is no longer an imperative but a declarative statement. However, they have imper-
ative intent, so they are included.
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• Allowed constructions include: 1) “do”-constructions such as “do eat this”, and “don’t
shout.”. 2) conjunctions such as and, as in: “you shoot and leave”.
Also when the VP-chain becomes prohibitively long, greater than 3 VPs, then we discard
the candidate immediately.
Subject Constraints
1. Null subject – The subject is allowed to be absent. In such a case, the candidate SVO is a
case of an implicit imperative (either of the implicit second person variety or the first person
variety if let is the verb).
2. Pattern-matched subject – If the underlying subject matches one of a possible set of allowed
patterns: you, someone, everyone, somebody or you NP, then the candidate is marked as an
explicit 2nd person imperative.
3. Address-form matched – If the subject has been tagged as part of an address, e.g., Mike in
“Mike, call the cops”, then the SVO candidate is marked as an explicit 2nd person imperative.
We obtain the address form from running an address-form extractor over each utterance; this
extractor is the same used in building our manner-of-address feature (Section 3.4.4).
Object Constraints
There are no explicit object constraints. Imperatives may have explicit objects as in: “Eat [your
dinner]!” but the object may also be absent as in: “Eat!”. The presence of the object hinges on
the transitivity of the verb. Only in the parameterized variant of the imperative feature, do we
output the object phrase as a parameter (see Section C.1).
The generate-and-test method described here produces an imperatives detector with high preci-
sion and recall. We conducted a comparison of this method with a simpler (version one) imperatives
detector that simply evaluated the following rule on every sentence:
The first word of a sentence is a VB-POS tagged verb.
The Comparison in performance of these two methods shows that the difference is quite significant
(Table 3.5).
The evaluation corpus is a list of identified imperatives extracted from the ground truth corpus.
The na¨ıve method achieved a high precision but poor recall (52%). The generate-and-test method
improved the recall yield to 96% by identifying more of the explicit second person imperatives that
the na¨ıve method missed.
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Feature recall precision f-score tp tn fp fn
Na¨ıve-rule 0.5238 0.9041 0.6633 66 415 7 60
Imperatives 0.9603 0.9030 0.9308 121 409 13 5
Table 3.5: Imperatives vs. Na¨ıve rule.
3.4.3 Declarative Commands
Imperative mode is not the only way commands are expressed. Commands are also often expressed
as declaratives, such as: “I [want/like/need] you to check where Luca is.” We consider these
declarative sentences as an alternate way to express an imperative. The imperative intent is still
present but is expressed as an adjunct phrase: to check where Luca is. The verb found in
these constructs come from a small set of desire conveying verbs: want, need or like. The syntactic
pattern of the construct is roughly:
[I/we] [desire-verb] [you|someone] [action]
The action representing the adjunct phrase is required; since the phrase “I like/want you” by itself
is assertive but does not express any particular command. The pronoun in the subject position
is important. The subject pronoun must always be an explicitly first person I or we. When the
subject pronoun is the second person (you) and the object pronoun is the first or third person, we
get patterns that suggest follower-speak:
• You want me/him to check on Paulie?
• Do you need me/her to do anything?
Also, these reversed patterns are generally posed as questions, often in the nature of a clarification
or request for further instructions.
To build a feature detector for these pronoun-desire-verb-pronoun (PdvP) constructs, we again
used a generate-and-test method. In the generate phase, we enumerate all possible subject-verb-
object candidates as before. In the test phase, we apply a different set of constraints on the subject,
verb, and object to generate the output variants of the feature:
Subject Object Additional Constraint Output Feature Value
I you to VP i-dv-y-cmd
I Anything - i-dv
you me - y-dv-i
you me to [verb] VP y-dv-i-cmd
These feature output variants help distinguish the strictly-command constructs like “I want you to
do X” from assertive statements like “I want assurances”. It is up to the classification algorithm to
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learn the importance of these output feature values. The combination of these PdvP patterns and
imperatives detect the majority of commands and orders. For convenience, they are collectively
referred to as the “command” language cues.
3.4.4 Address-Type
How the listener is addressed can tell much about the relative power of the speaker. Leaders—less
fearful of offending—can address a follower in an informal manner, through the directly use of the
pronoun you, or using an informal name like “Mike”. When a follower addresses a leader, he is
more attentive to deference, using polite address forms including titles, honorifics, or formalisms
such as “sir”, “boss” or “Mr./Signor/Don”. Some examples of a follower addressing a leader
include:
• Don Corleone, I am honored that you have invited me. (formal title)
• Are you driving alone, boss? (informal title)
Extracting the actual phrase of address accurately is a challenging task by itself. Address-phrase
extraction is an application of the general sequence tagging problem. Namely, given a string of
words, tag each word as either address or non-address; consecutive address-tagged words coalesce
to become address phrases. We used a conditional random fields (CRF) tagger to implement an
address-phrase extractor. CRF [28] taggers are the discriminative counter-parts to the generative
Hidden Markov Models (HMM). CRF models are better at dealing with dependent features than
their generative counter-parts (HMMs), hence their popularity10.
Once address phrases are extracted, using them as features directly would be na¨ıve—akin
to using words directly as features. To transform raw extracted address phrases into a more
transferable representation, we classify each phrase according to the power speech ontology:
• Follower – Godfather, Your highness, Mr. , Sir, Boss
• Neutral – First names: e.g., Michael, Robert, John
• Leader – kid, son, boy, son-of-a-*
The mapping address phrases into address-types was implemented using pattern matching and
word list lookup. With sufficiently large data sets, we can also train a statistical classifier for
mapping address phrases into address-types. For evaluation purposes, we focused on testing this
feature under ideal conditions, hence the simplest approach was used.
10This feature independence issue was also noted in Section 3.2.6 when we compared Na¨ıve Bayes vs. Maximum
Entropy classification.
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3.4.5 Politeness/Impoliteness Strategies
Imperatives are bold and impolite ways to communicate a request. Address-types attempt to
separate polite from impolite address phrases. These features inherently tie power with polite-
ness/impoliteness strategies. Politeness is often manifested more in follower-speech than leader
speech. Followers employ strategies to soften speech acts in order to lessen any possible offense to
their more powerful listener. On the other hand, some leaders may use more impolite words or
phrases in their speech simply because they are not afraid to offend.
The socio-linguistics literature catalogs many strategies in which politeness/impoliteness is
conveyed through particular words in language.11 We compiled a list of such linguistic cue words
and phrases mentioned in Brown and Levinson’s and Locher’s work. In addition to the politeness
strategies, we also added our own list of insults to complete the gamut of impolite strategies. The
following a sample of the words and phrases and their mapping to the appropriate polite/impolite
strategy:
(Im)Politeness Strategy Words/Patterns
hedge sort of, rather, suppose, maybe, I think
pessimistic modal would, could, might, should
possibility operator suppose, chance, hope (verb)
exaggeration fantastic, absolutely, marvelous, extraordinary
minimizer just, a little, a bit
apologetic excuse me, sorry, I apologize, forgive me
polite please
insult hell, bastard, (a more comprehensive list is available on request)
We took the most straightforward approach for implementation, we built pattern matchers key-
word spotters that identify the cue words in text and output the strategy name as features whenever
matches occurred. For example, if the phrase I apologize appeared in an utterance then the
apologetic strategy would be activated. Each utterance may trigger multiple strategies.
There are two main weakness with this key-phrase spotting approach. First, word lists must be
prepared in advance. Strategies like hedge or pessimistic modal have closed word lists and would
be easy to enumerate. However strategies like exaggeration would require more intensive word
list construction. We could mine a large corpus to build a list of exaggerative words. Electronic
resources such as Wordnet can also help, however it is rare to find sentiment information in these
resources.
Second, key-phrase spotting is context-insensitive; pessimistic modal keywords like should carry
different meaning when placed in different contexts:
11A brief survey of these strategies compiled from two socio-linguistic sources, Brown and Levinson[9] and Locher’s
work [24], can be found in the Appendix A.1.
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A: Should I give your son-in-law that job?
B: You should be smarter than that!
A’s utterance is a request, and should used here conveys a degree of pessimism that permission
may not be granted. In B’s utterance, should is used to convey expectation, and does not have the
same pessimistic quality. To address context-sensitivity we turn to modal phrases next.
3.4.6 Modal-Phrase
To ensure that strategies like pessimistic modals are context sensitive, we designed an alternate
feature that attempts to parameterize modals along with their subject and object. To construct
the modal phrase feature, we first spot the the presence of a modal within an utterance. Modals
can be easily identified by detecting for MD tags in the part-of-speech tagged stream. Next, we
search for a pronoun (PRP) occurring before the modal and one after the modal. If a pronoun
occurs before the modal then prp modal is the feature value. If a pronoun occurs after the modal,
then modal prp is the feature value. The output feature can be further parameterized by adding
the modal word, the associated personal pronoun, and an indicator of whether the utterance is a
question as feature parameters. Below are some concrete examples of this feature type:
Utterance Output-Feature
Should I give this job to Tom? modal prp(should,p=i,q=y)
You could stop acting like a child! prp modal(could,p=you,q=n)
I will be at the mall this afternoon. prp modal(will,p=i,q=n)
The parameterization allows the classifier to determine the weight of each value as having leader/follower/neutral
speech affinity. For instance, prp modal(could,p=you), i.e., you could and prp modal(will,p=you),
i.e., you will convey different degrees of forcefulness. The could modal phrase conveys something
optional while will conveys something required.
3.4.7 Request–Response
The features we have engineered—imperatives, declarative commands, and modal phrases—form
different syntactic means of expressing a simple speech act, namely a request. Questions are
requests for information; commands are requests for action. How speakers respond to requests are
strong indicators of their power relationship to their listener.
To effectively capture request–response interactions we need to examine each utterance with
context. Here context refers to the utterance prior to the current utterance but spoken by the
opposite speaker. Request–Response features are meta features on utterance-pairs. The output of
the Request–Response feature are pairs of speech act predicates: request-type response-type.
Here are some examples:
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Utterance Pair Feature output
C: Give me a chance to recruit some new men. (Command)
command disagree
S: No. (Disagreement)
C: Take her to her father’s house till I know things are safe.
(Command)
command agree
S: Anything you say, boss. (Agreement)
Request speech acts can be any of the following types:
• question: Interrogatives (any sentence ending in a “?”).
• command: Utterances that are classified as either imperative or as declarative command as
determined by these two feature detectors (Section 3.4.1 and 3.4.3).
• other: Utterances that fit into neither category.
Response speech acts can be:
• question: e.g., A: Have one of our guys take care of this.; B:“Would you prefer Paulie or
Luca?”
• command: e.g., A: What do you want me to do boss? B:I want you to find Luca
• informational: e.g., A: How much is my cut? B: I guarantee 30%. Informational responses
consist of any declarative sentences that are not questions or commands.
• agreement: a response that is in agreement with the request, e.g., Yes., anything you say.
• disagreement: a response that is in disagreement with the request, e.g., Never, I don’t think
so. Negation is generally a strong indicator of disagreement.
• maybe: a response containing hedge words like perhaps or I think. E.g., Perhaps we should
accept the deal. or I think we should reconsider.
question, command, and informational speech acts are identified using simple rules in combi-
nation with the feature generators for imperative and PdvP features. Agreement, disagreement
and maybe speech acts are labeled according to a Na¨ıve Bayes classifier trained to recognize agree-
ment/disagreement based on words.
The Request–Response feature can be regarded as an agreement/disagreement detector com-
bined with a command detector. It is not a pure utterance level feature in that it leverages
contextual information but it uses context mainly to isolate agreement/disagreement cues to re-
sponse speech acts. This produces a more accurate feature than where agreement/disagreement
cues are identified independent of context. In Chapter 4, we address the issue of context in dialogs
in a more formal fashion.
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3.4.8 Evaluation: Error
We evaluated our set of engineered features using the previously described evaluation framework;
the results are shown in Tables 3.6(a)–3.6(d). We picked POS 2-gram as the bag-of-X feature
baseline because it performed the best (or among the top performers) in the initial evaluations
(see Table 3.2). The expectation is that these engineered features should do better than the bag-
of-X baseline and all of the three baselines. Evaluations involved testing features individually and
testing them in combination. The combination features mixed feature values from select feature
types. Here are the key observations from our results:
• Best Individual Performers: across all classification algorithms, Imperative and Request–
Response features consistently performed better than the POS 2-gram baseline.
• Worst Individual Performers: Politeness-Strategy, Modal-Phrase and Address-Type all per-
formed consistently worse than the POS baseline. In some cases these features did even
worse than the utterance and max-label baseline (e.g., modal phrase).
The reason for poor individual performance may have to do with the number of feature values
than the feature information content. For example, for the variant of the Modal Phrase
feature we tested, the number of unique values lay around 20. Having a small number of
feature values constrains the ability of the feature to perfectly separate the target classes.
• Classification algorithm: Ranking of algorithms from best to worst based on top feature test
error gives:
1. SVM (0.1703)
2. ME (0.1821)
3. Na¨ıve Bayes (0.1892)
4. AdaBoost (0.1948)
If the feature set is fixed, then it appears that using SVM or ME for power classification
achieves the best results.
• Most salient individual features: Ranking of individual feature types was overall classifier-
independent. The averaged ranking of performance, from most to least useful (as measured
by test error):
1. Imperative
2. Request–Response
3. PdvP
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Table 3.6: Comparison of Power-cues features under four classifiers.
(a) Na¨ıve Bayes
Feature Training-Error Test-Error
Combo(1c,2,3,4b,6c) .1621 ± .0042 .1892 ± .0166
Combo(1c,2,3,4b,5b,6c) .1625 ± .0046 .1908 ± .0134
Req-Resp(cq) [6c] .1932 ± .0053 .2035 ± .0224
Combo(1,2,3,4) .2340 ± .0099 .2394 ± .0374
AddrType-
Oracle [3]
.2484 ± .0098 .2518 ± .0387
Imperative [1] .2484 ± .0098 .2518 ± .0387
PdvP [2] .2448 ± .0092 .2518 ± .0387
Combo(1,2) .2435 ± .0090 .2518 ± .0387
Pol-
Strategy(w) [4b]
.2464 ± .0096 .2539 ± .0380
Mdl-
Phrase(mpq) [5b]
.2451 ± .0099 .2549 ± .0385
POS (2-gram) .1676 ± .0035 .2641 ± .0155
Utterance .2148 ± .0070 .2475 ± .0370
Max Label .2484 ± .0098 .2518 ± .0387
Random .3919 ± .0077 .3725 ± .0212
(b) Maximum Entropy
Feature Training-Error Test-Error
Combo(1,2,3,4) .1790 ± .0045 .1821 ± .0114
Combo(1,2) .1809 ± .0037 .1828 ± .0119
Combo(1c,2,3,4b,5b,6c) .1685 ± .0025 .1837 ± .0133
Combo(1c,2,3,4b,6c) .1672 ± .0037 .1858 ± .0124
Imperative [1] .1944 ± .0038 .1948 ± .0145
Req-Resp(cq) [6c] .2018 ± .0060 .2100 ± .0266
PdvP [2] .2333 ± .0095 .2367 ± .0375
AddrType-
Oracle [3]
.2484 ± .0098 .2518 ± .0387
Pol-
Strategy(w) [4b]
.2484 ± .0098 .2518 ± .0387
Mdl-
Phrase(mpq) [5b]
.2484 ± .0098 .2518 ± .0387
POS (2-gram) .1812 ± .0059 .2109 ± .0235
Utterance .2466 ± .0095 .2511 ± .0384
Max Label .2484 ± .0098 .2518 ± .0387
Random .3919 ± .0077 .3725 ± .0212
(c) Support Vector Machines
Feature Training-Error Test-Error
Combo(1c,2,3,4b,6c) .1341 ± .0039 .1703 ± .0129
Combo(1,2,3,4) .1653 ± .0038 .1708 ± .0125
Combo(1,2) .1765 ± .0034 .1788 ± .0124
Combo(1c,2,3,4b,5b,6c) .1307 ± .0028 .1789 ± .0116
Imperative [1] .1944 ± .0038 .1948 ± .0145
Req-Resp(cq) [6c] .1937 ± .0054 .2144 ± .0248
PdvP [2] .2307 ± .0096 .2345 ± .0371
AddrType-
Oracle [3]
.2484 ± .0098 .2518 ± .0387
Mdl-
Phrase(mpq) [5b]
.2420 ± .0093 .2533 ± .0368
Pol-
Strategy(w) [4b]
.2433 ± .0096 .2544 ± .0392
POS (2-gram) .0973 ± .0033 .2688 ± .0199
Utterance .0064 ± .0006 .3607 ± .1056
Max Label .2484 ± .0098 .2518 ± .0387
Random .3919 ± .0077 .3725 ± .0212
(d) AdaBoost
Feature Training-Error Test-Error
Imperative [1] .1944 ± .0038 .1948 ± .0145
Combo(1,2) .1944 ± .0038 .1948 ± .0145
Combo(1,2,3,4) .1944 ± .0038 .1948 ± .0145
Combo(1c,2,3,4b,5b,6c) .1944 ± .0038 .1948 ± .0145
Combo(1c,2,3,4b,6c) .1944 ± .0038 .1948 ± .0145
Req-Resp(cq) [6c] .2083 ± .0065 .2107 ± .0266
PdvP [2] .2399 ± .0096 .2481 ± .0386
Pol-
Strategy(w) [4b]
.2464 ± .0099 .2499 ± .0392
AddrType-
Oracle [3]
.2484 ± .0098 .2518 ± .0387
Mdl-
Phrase(mpq) [5b]
.2467 ± .0098 .2549 ± .0385
POS (2-gram) .2141 ± .0061 .2155 ± .0237
Utterance .2446 ± .0094 .2499 ± .0380
Max Label .2484 ± .0098 .2518 ± .0387
Random .3919 ± .0077 .3725 ± .0212
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4. Address-Type
5. Politeness-Strategy
6. Modal-Phrase.
Several of the worst performing features appears to be producing the degenerate case.
Address-Type, Politeness-Strategy, and Modal-Phrase under ME all produced error char-
acteristics that matched those of the max-label baseline.
• Feature combinations: Combining features produces better aggregate features. Performance
improved when different feature types complemented each other. The best performing com-
bination was not the set of all 6 types but rather the 5-set combination of:
Imperative, PdvP, Request–Response, Address-Type, and Politeness-Strategy
Adding Modal-Phrase actually degrades performance slightly for Naive Bayes and SVMs.
This is due to sensitivity of these two classification methods to highly correlated features.
Modal-Phrase and Politeness-Strategy features are moderately correlated because they both
contain feature values that isolate modals.
3.4.9 Evaluation: Precision/Recall
To gain further insight into classification performance by speech type, we evaluated precision/recall/f-
measure statistics for all the features (Tables 3.7). For leader-speech,Imperative, PdvP, and
Request–Response produce the highest f-measure values (Table 3.7(a)). For follower speech,
Politeness-Strategy and Address-Type were the most dominant performers (Table 3.7(b)). In
the neutral speech table, almost all features did similarly well. These results show that these
features can be roughly grouped into two types based on their affinity for leader speech or follower
speech. Features that are based on the language cues of commands, Imperative and PdvP, are the
best classifiers of leadership. Features that are tied to language cues that are related to politeness,
Address-Type and Politeness-Strategy are the better classifiers of followership.
3.5 Conclusions
This chapter detailed our feature engineering effort in order to understand and identifying the key
features that will help identify power from utterances.
• Our preliminary investigation of bag-of-X features using words versus POS, verified that
power is expressed more through syntactic constructs than through the lexicon. The Bag-of-
words approach is inadequate for power classification. Classification using words as features
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Table 3.7: Precision, recall, f-measure analysis for the three speech types
(a) Leader speech
Feature Precision Recall Fmeasure
AddrType-Oracle [3] .0000 ± .0000 .0000 ± .0000 .0000 ± .0000
Pol-Strategy(w) [4b] .0026 ± .0026 .1000 ± .1000 .0050 ± .0050
Mdl-Phrase(mpq) [5b] .0069 ± .0043 .4000 ± .2449 .0136 ± .0084
PdvP [2] .0901 ± .0130 .8917 ± .0486 .1623 ± .0216
Req-Resp(cq) [6c] .4716 ± .0579 .6100 ± .0527 .5243 ± .0488
Imperative [1] .6055 ± .0267 .5933 ± .0801 .5902 ± .0525
Combo(1,2) .6850 ± .0193 .6172 ± .0762 .6402 ± .0509
Combo(1,2,3,4) .6641 ± .0312 .6463 ± .0718 .6469 ± .0481
Combo(1c,2,3,4b,6c) .6269 ± .0466 .7056 ± .0645 .6574 ± .0480
Combo(1c,2,3,4b,5b,6c) .6343 ± .0394 .7033 ± .0626 .6614 ± .0439
(b) Follower speech
Feature Precision Recall Fmeasure
Imperative [1] .0000 ± .0000 .0000 ± .0000 .0000 ± .0000
Mdl-Phrase(mpq) [5b] .0236 ± .0145 .4000 ± .2449 .0446 ± .0274
Req-Resp(cq) [6c] .0586 ± .0376 .1364 ± .0975 .0727 ± .0445
PdvP [2] .0432 ± .0270 .4000 ± .2449 .0778 ± .0484
Combo(1,2) .0432 ± .0270 .4000 ± .2449 .0778 ± .0484
AddrType-Oracle [3] .0528 ± .0237 .6000 ± .2449 .0965 ± .0428
Pol-Strategy(w) [4b] .0592 ± .0166 .5286 ± .2090 .0977 ± .0270
Combo(1c,2,3,4b,6c) .1484 ± .0608 .5000 ± .1768 .1872 ± .0538
Combo(1,2,3,4) .1427 ± .0375 .9500 ± .0500 .2397 ± .0546
Combo(1c,2,3,4b,5b,6c) .2193 ± .0467 .4806 ± .1311 .2674 ± .0438
(c) Neutral speech
Feature Precision Recall Fmeasure
Mdl-Phrase(mpq) [5b] .9945 ± .0023 .7494 ± .0381 .8524 ± .0237
Pol-Strategy(w) [4b] .9940 ± .0024 .7504 ± .0393 .8530 ± .0250
AddrType-Oracle [3] 1.0000 ± .0000 .7500 ± .0383 .8550 ± .0245
PdvP [2] .9972 ± .0012 .7622 ± .0381 .8619 ± .0241
Req-Resp(cq) [6c] .9246 ± .0072 .8218 ± .0307 .8690 ± .0177
Imperative [1] .9064 ± .0107 .8477 ± .0230 .8751 ± .0106
Combo(1,2) .9036 ± .0108 .8664 ± .0201 .8838 ± .0091
Combo(1,2,3,4) .9145 ± .0081 .8630 ± .0232 .8873 ± .0124
Combo(1c,2,3,4b,5b,6c) .9203 ± .0074 .8653 ± .0194 .8913 ± .0090
Combo(1c,2,3,4b,6c) .9343 ± .0106 .8622 ± .0207 .8962 ± .0115
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do not to generalize well beyond the training data—they overfit and memorize corpus specific
details. Classification using just syntactic primitives like POS tags perform better when they
are in the form of ngrams. Using POS 2-grams instead of Word 1-grams, with a Maximum
Entropy classifier, showed test error decline from 24.24% to 21.09%, a 3.15% improvement.
• We conducted a manual analysis of bag-of-X ngrams, using mutual information as our guide.
The patterns we observed inspired us to engineer feature types that focused on specific
power-discriminating syntactic/semantic constructs like Imperative or Address-Type.
• Using engineered features, we showed a significant improvement in power identification per-
formance. For instance, using a SVM classifier, Imperative alone achieved a 19.48% error, a
7.4% drop from our POS 2-gram baseline of 26.88%.
• We observed that engineered features for power divide roughly into follower-speech and
leader-speech detectors. Imperative was found to be the best features in leader speech de-
tection. A combination of Politeness-Strategy and Address-Type were the strong features on
the follower-speech side.
• A combination of five of these engineered feature types form the best Power-cues for power
identification (in utterances).
Imperative, PdvP, Address-Type, Politeness-Strategy, and Request–Response
• Using a SVM classifier, this Power-cues set achieved the best performance at the lowest error
rate of 17.03%, a 9.85% improvement from the POS 2-gram baseline of 26.88%.
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Chapter 4
Models of Dialog Interaction
In the previous chapter, we examined the problem of classifying individual utterances. We operated
under the general assumption that utterances are interchangeable—their ordering did not matter—
and independent—the power type label of one utterance had no effect1 on the labels of other
utterances in the dialog. This assumption is clearly na¨ıve when we consider the following sets of
short exchanges:
Case 1:
A: I want you to go check up on Joey. (L)
B: I’m going there now. (F)
Case 2:
A: Are you going to the Market? (N)
B: I’m going there now. (N)
The power interpretation of “I’m going there now.” is strongly context dependent. The label of an
utterance is directly affected by the label of the opposing speaker. Differences in power manifest
most distinctly when turns take place between speakers. Leader-speech and follower-speech tend
to come in adjacent pairs. Similarly a power-neutral request increases the likelihood of a power-
neutral reply. These speaker-to-listener patterns are cases of inter-speaker dependencies in the
dialog.
1The Request–Responsefeature leverages context, but in essence it is modeling a specific pair-wise context and
still assumes that pair-wise utterances are independent.
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The dialogs may also contain intra-speaker dependencies, patterns found within the same
speaker. Intra-speaker patterns tend to reflect the general way leaders or followers speak. Un-
der our three-label model of power, one would expect a leader to use a mixture of Leader speech
and Neutral speech most of the time; one would expect a follower to speak a mixture of Follower
speech and Neutral speech. We saw strong evidence of these intra-speaker patterns when we
analyzed averaged speaker profiles in Section 2.4.1.
To build realistic dialog models for power identification, we need to incorporate both inter- and
intra-speaker interactions—or context, and using a common framework.
4.1 Formalism
Bayes Nets [41] or directed graphical modeling [7] provide a simple and elegant mathematical
formalism to organize interactions between utterances within dialogs. Under a Bayesian framework,
we can model the conversation elements as sets of interacting random variables and probability
distributions over those variables.
Definitions
Given a dyad with n utterances, there are n hidden utterance label variables Ci. There are
correspondingly n observation-variable sets ui. The observation-variable ui is a vector of component
observation variables: ui = 〈ui1 . . . uin〉. The observation variable uij, represents the jth observation
for the ith utterance. If we used words as features, then uij holds the value of the word at the j
th
position in the ith utterance; the set of feature values that uij can take on is the entire lexicon
of the corpus. If we use a feature like Imperatives then ui0 becomes an indicator variable for
the entire utterance. Feature-indicators can be as simple binary for imperatives, or multinomial
for address-types or many other syntactic features that were detailed in Chapter 3. Since the
majority of the dialog modeling will focus mostly on Ci, the utterance labels, and less so on uij,
the content of features, in our descriptions we will use the short-hand ui to abstractly indicate
feature observation variables.
Relationships between utterances in a dialog can be modeled as variable dependencies. For-
mally, we are attempting to model the general probability distribution:
P (Ci | ~C = 〈C1 . . . Cn〉 , ~u = 〈u1 . . . un〉)
That is, the current utterance label Ci depends on all other utterance label variables ~C and
observations ~u in the dialog. During the modeling process, we will describe which dependencies
between the variables in ~C and ~u should be kept, and which should be relaxed.
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Organization
In Section 4.2, we will develop several models of dialog interactions starting with the simplest and
then build up in complexity; we will describe some technical details in implementing dialog models
using this Bayesian framework. In Section 4.2.9, we will analyze results of experiments using these
contextual models; we will conclude on the question of whether context modeling has an effect on
power identification, and shed light on additional insights gained from studying contextual models.
In Section 4.3 we will change gears and shift our discussion to ways to determine power at the
dialog level from utterance level labels.
4.2 Models
4.2.1 The Independent Model (IND)
In the simplest case, we consider each utterance to be an independent entity. Labels Ci are
dependent only on the current observations ui.
P (Ci|~u, ~C) = P (Ci|ui) = P (ui|Ci)P (Ci) (4.1)
One could imagine the following generative story:
• Each time a speaker speaks:
1. He flips a 3-sided die to decide on a speech-type strategy. The die has 3 values, L, F,
and N.
2. The die-roll determines the strategy-specific bag he chooses to use. If the bag is a
bag-of-words, then he speaks one of these words at random picked from that bag. The
distribution of words in each bag will favor specific strategies; words with command-
like flavor would be more frequently picked from the L bag; words with politeness flavor
would be more frequently picked from the F bag.
This model is na¨ıve because the choice of speech-type is inter-changeable. If we were to randomly
mix the ordering of the utterances, the final determination of labellings will remain the same.
Note that if the die is fair (so P (Ci) is a uniform distribution), the resulting model is known as
the maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) model. If P (Ci) is the distribution of labels learned
from the data then the resulting model is known as Na¨ıve Bayes(NB). All results presented in
our utterance level feature engineering work (Chapter 3) operated under the assumptions of this
context-independent (IND) model. We will use the IND model will as the de facto baseline for
comparisons against more sophisticated models. Figure 4-1 gives a graphical depiction of the
fully-independent baseline model (IND).
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Figure 4-1: Fully Independent Model
4.2.2 Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
Naturally, we can increase the sophistication of the dialog model by adding dependencies between
speaker states. The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a general statistical framework developed
for modeling sequential data [38]. The HMM models a sequence as temporal slices; each slice
is a tuple containing a hidden state variable Ci and an observed variable ui. An HMM is de-
fined completely by two probability distributions: the observation distribution and the transition
distribution. The observation distribution P (ui|Ci) defines the probability of generating some ob-
servation (the utterances) given the hidden state (the label). The transition model P (Ci|Ci−1)
describes the probability of moving from one label state to another label state. In a basic HMM,
the transition model is conditionally independent of all prior states given the immediate-previous
state; this condition is also known as the first-order Markov assumption. First order HMMs model
local one-hop dependencies. Figure 4-2 depicts graphically how a typical dyad could be modeled
using an HMM.
To train the HMM, we estimate the observation model and the transition model probabilities
directly from frequencies of the variable-values in the fully observed data. The transition model
estimate computed from corpus counts takes the form:
P (Ci = a|Ci−1 = b) = #(Ci = a, Ci−1 = b)∑
j #(Ci = j, Ci−1 = b)
(4.2)
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Figure 4-2: HMM Model
The observation model as estimated from counts takes the form:
P (ui = k|Ci = b) = #(ui = k, Ci = b)∑
k #(ui = k, Ci = b)
(4.3)
Given a trained HMM, we are most interested in two inference tasks:
1. Decoding: We want to compute the most-likely hidden label sequence given the observation
sequence. The Viterbi Algorithm [42] is a well-known decoding algorithm for HMMs that
uses dynamic programming to achieve quadratic O(mn2) running time.2
2. Label Probabilities: We also want to compute the distribution of the labels at each time
slice; this is a way of determining the confidence of each label type. This distribution can be
computed using the forward-and-backward algorithm [43].
Turn-agnostic HMM Models
In Figure 4-2, the transitions from Ci−1 to Ci do not distinguish whether the speaker remained the
same or has changed. For example, from C1 to C2, a turn from speaker A to speaker B takes place,
but from C4 to C5 the speaker remains B. For this reason we call this method of dialog modeling,
turn-agnostic.
2m is the number of states and n is the sequence length.
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Because the model is turn-agnostic, the HMM is unable to separate the inter-speaker transitions
from the intra-speaker ones; as a result, its transition model learns a mixture of both types of
patterns. For example, L-to-F label transitions arises much less frequently when the speaker stays
the same but more frequently when speakers switch (at turns). The speaker agnostic model would
favor transitioning to an F label after the appearance of an L label, even in cases when the speaker
remains the same.
There are na¨ıve solution to separating inter-speaker and intra-speaker dependencies. One
solution would be to model the dialog using two turn-agnostic HMMs, one for each speaker. This
dual-HMM approach isolates intra-speaker dependencies only but fails to model inter-speaker ones.
4.2.3 The Turn-Aware HMM Model (tC)
A better solution would be to introduce a simple turn indicator variable ti into the model; ti
indicates whether a turn change takes place at the ith current utterance. The resulting HMM has
the following modified transition model:
P ((ti, Ci) | (ti−1, Ci−1)) (4.4)
The utterance label is now a tuple of two variables, ti and Ci, the current speaker label. Hence
the model name tC. L-to-F transition as arising from the same speaker would be:
P ((ti = False, Ci = F ) | (ti−1 = ∗, Ci−1 = L)) (4.5)
while L-to-F label transitions arising after a turn would be:
P ((ti = True, Ci = F ) | (ti−1 = ∗, Ci−1 = L)) (4.6)
The introduction of a turn indicator effectively segregate patterns that occur at turn-taking junc-
tions from patterns that occur within same-speaker subsequences.
4.2.4 The Inter-Speaker Model (tCO)
A human being who is attentive in a conversation generally keeps a mental note of the state of
his listener, the other speaker. The turn-aware HMM model only tracks the state from the last
timestep. The analogy of the tC model is of a person with a very short term memory, he is only
aware of the other speaker when his turn begins but as he continues speaking he forgets about the
other person altogether. The tC model is missing that crucial mechanism for consistently tracking
the listener’s state.
Naturally, the next improvement to our dialog model is to add in an other speaker state
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Figure 4-3: The Inter-Speaker (tCO) Model
dependency. Figure 4-3 graphically depicts an example dyad with other speaker state dependencies
drawn in. Note in the figure that states C4 and C5 (both having B as speaker) are both dependent
on state C3 (where A is speaker). Contrast this with the tC HMM model (Figure 4-2) where
dependencies are always one-step—C5 is dependent on C4, and C4 is dependent on C3. In the
tCO model, the other speaker dependencies may be variable-length dependencies. When a turn
switch takes place, Ci depends on the value of Ci−1 but when the speaker remains the same for k
utterances, then the Ci depends on the value of Ci−k—the speaker state k time slices before.
To facilitate the modeling of variable length dependencies, we introduce an Oi tracking variable;
this variable remembers the state of the other speaker at each time slice. For the depicted model,
the desired transition model is defined as P (Ci|Oi), and the desired observation model is P (ui|Ci).
The Oi variable gives our inter-speaker model its alternate designation of tCO.
4.2.5 The Intra-Speaker Model (tCP) and The tCPO Model
We could enrich the dialog model further by adding intra-speaker dependencies to the model.
Figure 4-4 depicts the graphical picture of a dialog with both inter-speaker and intra-speaker
dependencies drawn in. Like before, intra-speaker dependencies may also be long distance depen-
dencies. In the example, C3’s previous state is C1 and C4’s previous state is C2. We introduce Pi as
the variable that keeps track of the Previous state of the current speaker. In the depicted model,
the current speaker’s state depends on the other speaker’s state Oi and his previous state Pi.
Therefore the transition model as depicted is P (Ci|Pi, Oi); the observation model is still P (ui|Ci).
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Figure 4-4: The tCPO Model
If we ignored the inter-speaker dependencies (blue links) and concentrated on only the intra-
speaker dependencies (red links), the resulting model has a transition model of P (Ci|Pi). Keeping
with our naming convention, this intra-speaker only variant is called the tCP model.
4.2.6 Implementing Models of Dialog Interaction
The tracking variables: Ci, Pi, Oi, conveniently allow us to model variable-length dependencies
defined in our series of tC* models. To actually implement these models, we use HMMs in conjunc-
tion with the “mega-variable” trick. A mega-variable is an HMM state consisting of a tuple of all
variables of interest. As an example, the tCPO model implementation would define a mega-variable
containing: ti, Ci, Oi, and Pi
Figure 4-5 depicts how the mega-variable HMMs appear for the implementation of the tCO and
tCPO models. Note that the mega-variable HMM for the tCP model is the same as that for the
tCPO model. Because to track the previous state with two speakers, we need both the Pi and Oi
variables active.
The transition model, MT , for the tCPO mega-variable HMM takes the general form:
MT = P ((ti, Ci, Pi, Oi)|(ti−1, Ci−1, Pi−1, Oi−1)) (4.7)
The observation model, MO, for the tCPO HMM takes the form:
MO = P (ui|(ti, Ci, Pi, Oi)) (4.8)
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(a) tCO model (b) tCPO model
Figure 4-5: tCPO and tCO as mega-variable HMMs.
The convenience of the mega-variable representation is that we can flexibly adapt the transition
or observation models to suit the dependencies that we wish to capture in our desired models.
For instance, we can define the transition model as:
MT ≡ P (Ci|Ci−1) (4.9)
In which case we have a tCPO model that obeys the transition dynamics of the simple speaker-
agnostic HMM. If the transition model is equated to:
MT ≡ P (ti, Ci, Oi|ti−1, Ci−1, Oi−1) (4.10)
then we have a transition model with the behavior of the tCO model, modeling only inter-speaker
dependencies. If the transition model is equated to:
MT ≡ P (ti, Ci, Pi|ti−1, Ci−1, Pi−1) (4.11)
then we have a transition model with the behavior of the tCP model, modeling only intra-speaker
dependencies.
The observation models can also be flexibly redefined. If the observation model were defined
as:
MO = P (ui|Ci) (4.12)
then we have observations that are only dependent on the current state. Hence equivalent to the
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independent models or simple HMMs. If we define the observation models as:
MO = P (ui|(Ci, Oi)) (4.13)
then this model would effectively capture the effect of the other-speaker’s influence on the observed
utterance.
Redefining the transition or observation model involves changing the way probability estimates
are computed when training the mega-variable HMM. We accomplish this by marginalizing (sum-
ming) over variables from the mega-variable tuple that do not appear in the final probability
function. For instance to obtain the simplified observation model from Equation 4.12, we compute
the following model estimate from training data counts:
P (ui|si = (Ci = k)) =
∑
t,w,x #(ui, si = (ti = t, Ci = k, Pi = x,Oi = w))∑
t,w,x,k #(ui, si = (ti = t, Ci = k, Pi = x,Oi = w))
(4.14)
#() denote counts from the training data. Summing over t, w, x removes the irrelevant variables
from the final desired distribution.
Table 4.1 enumerates all the described models and their respective transition and observation
models. While it is possible to define more variants, we limit our evaluation to just these four
basic types.
No. Name Transition Model Observation Model
1. tCO (Turn-aware) P (ti, Ci|ti−1, Ci−1) P (ui|Ci)
2. tCO (Inter-speaker) P (ti, Ci, Oi|ti−1, Ci−1, Oi−1) P (ui|Ci)
3. tCP (Intra-speaker) P ((ti, Ci, Pi)|(ti−1, Ci−1, Pi−1)) P (ui|Ci)
4. tCPO (Both) P ((ti, Ci, Pi, Oi)|(ti−1, Ci−1, Pi−1, Oi−1)) P (ui|ti, Ci, Pi, Oi)
Table 4.1: Summary of model variations and their transition and observation model definitions
4.2.7 Training The Models
To generate the training data for the mega-variable HMM models, we simply convert labeled dyads
into tuples with the proper ti, Ci, Pi and Oi assignments. The data generation starts by iterating
over each dyad while keeping careful account of other speaker and the previous speaker states.
Below is a walk-through example of the training data generation procedure for the tCPO model:
Speaker Current-State State State’ HMM state
1. A N A:St, B:St A:St → N, B:St C1=N P1=St O1=St
2. B L A:N, B:S A:N, B: St→ L C2=L P2=St O2=N
3. A F A:N, B:L A:N → F, B:L C3=F P3=N O3=L
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St denotes a special start state value. Note that the Pi, Oi variables are defined relative to the
current speaker. Hence in step 2, P2 denotes B’s previous state, and O2 denotes A’s state. Pi and
Oi variables exchange values when speaker turn changes. The State column tracks the last state
of each speaker. The value in the State column update to State’ according to the value of the
Current-State. During each iteration:
• The Ci variable takes on the Current-State value.
• The Pi variable takes on the State[Speaker] value.
• The Oi variable takes on the State[Other(Speaker)] value, where Other(A) = B and
Other(B) = A.
The end result of this training procedure is a giant table of variable assignments, which can be
compiled into a counts table; from the counts table all the model probabilities are estimated.
4.2.8 Avoiding Inconsistent Configurations
When implementing the decoder we need to be aware of constraints that must hold true for a
solution to be consistent. A solution is consistent, if the variables in the decoded solutions do not
contain any inconsistent transitions. The following transition would be considered inconsistent.
Speaker Current-State HMM state configuration
1. A N C1=N P1=S O1=S t=*
2. B L C2=L P2=S O2=L t=T
The inconsistency here is due to the value of O2; it should inherit the value of C1 which is N.
The following is an example conversation where the transitions are consistent:
Speaker Current-State HMM state
1. A N C1=N P1=S O1=S
2. B L C2=L P2=S O2=N
3. A N C3=N P3=N O2=L
As the speaker switches from step 1 to 2 (A to B), O2 inherits the value of N from C1, in step 1;
In step 3, P3 inherits the value of N from C1, in step 1.
In the decoder, we include a constraint checker whose sole purpose is to eliminate inconsistent
transitions. For tCO models, the following decoding constraints must always hold true:
1. If a turn has occurred (ti+1 = True), then Oi+1 = Ci must be always hold:
• A: Ci = X Oi = ?
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• B: Ci+1 = ? Oi+1 = X
2. If the speaker stays the same (ti+1 = False), then Oi+1 = Oi must hold:
• A: Ci = ? Oi = Y
• A: Ci+1 = ? Oi+1 = Y
X and Y are generic place holders denoting that the values assigned must be equal; “?” denotes
don’t care assignments.
For tCPO models, the following decoding constraints must always hold.
1. If a turn has occurred, then Pi+1 = Oi and Oi+1 = Ci must hold.
• A: Ci = Y Pi = ? Oi = X
• B: Ci+1 = ? Pi+1 = X Oi+1 = Y
2. If the speaker stays the same, then Pi+1 = Ci and Oi+1 = Oi must hold.
• A: Ci = Y Pi = ? Oi = X
• A: Ci+1 = ? Pi+1 = Y Oi+1 = X
4.2.9 Evaluation
How effective are contextual models? We implemented four contextual models: tC, tCO, tCP,
tCPO and tested them against the speaker-agnostic HMM (HMM), the MLE independent model
and the Na¨ıve Bayes independent model (NB). Note that the tC* contextual models all share the
same observation model but they differ in their transition model. Any performance comparisons
between the tC* models will compare the effectiveness of modeling the specific types of dependency
that each model represent. Table 4.2 presents the results under three features. The metrics
reported are from 5-fold cross-validation over the Godfather ground truth corpus. We intentionally
picked the three features, Word 1-grams, POS 2-grams and Power-cues for comparison. The reader
may refer to Chapter 3 for more detailed definitions of these features. These three feature types
differ in their relative effectiveness in identifying power from utterances. Word 1-grams is the least
effective (highest test error), POS 2-grams is in the middle, and Power-cues are the most effective
(lowest test error). The intent is to observe trends in model performance as feature effectiveness
improved.
Summarizing the ranks of the models under these three features from best to worst (by test
error) we observe:
• Word (1-gram): tCPO, tCO, tCP, tC, HMM, NB, MLE
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Table 4.2: Comparison of model variants under three features (λ = 1)
(a) Word 1-gram
Model Training Testing
tCPO .1822 ± .0048 .2499 ± .0343
tCO .1348 ± .0052 .2585 ± .0296
tCP .1457 ± .0055 .2585 ± .0276
tC .1271 ± .0049 .2608 ± .0277
HMM .1295 ± .0052 .2724 ± .0309
NB .1588 ± .0021 .2756 ± .0242
MLE .1598 ± .0046 .3696 ± .0147
(b) POS 2-grams
Model Training Testing
tCPO .1699 ± .0035 .2280 ± .0298
tCO .1445 ± .0040 .2381 ± .0188
tCP .1517 ± .0051 .2408 ± .0198
tC .1480 ± .0033 .2574 ± .0103
HMM .1555 ± .0044 .2596 ± .0125
NB .1676 ± .0035 .2641 ± .0155
MLE .2460 ± .0056 .3918 ± .0139
(c) Power-cues
Model Training Testing
tCO .1507 ± .0048 .1812 ± .0168
HMM .1558 ± .0043 .1835 ± .0168
tC .1527 ± .0040 .1884 ± .0202
NB .1621 ± .0042 .1892 ± .0166
tCP .1639 ± .0061 .1904 ± .0182
tCPO .1689 ± .0041 .1962 ± .0270
MLE .2253 ± .0035 .2682 ± .0231
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• POS (2-gram): tCPO, tCO, tCP, tC, HMM, NB, MLE
• Power-cues: tCO, HMM, tC, NB, tCP, tCPO, MLE
This ranking, along with the results from Table 4.2 provide several key insights:
1. Contextual models (tC*, HMM) perform better than independent models (NB, MLE) for
bag-of-X features.
2. The inter-speaker model (tCO) consistently outperforms the independent models and HMM
under all features tested.
3. Separating inter-speaker and intra-speaker concerns in contextual modeling (tC* models vs.
HMM) helps power identification when used with features like Word and POS. However, the
results are mixed for more effective features like Power-cues.
4. As the feature effectiveness improves, the test error differences between contextual models
diminish. For example, under Word 1-gram and POS 2-grams, the difference between com-
pared models averaged a 1% drop in test error for each additional dependency added. Under
Power-cues, most of the contextual models performed within < 1% of one another.
5. Under Power-cues, tCPO model, the most complex of the tC* series, is also the worst per-
forming. This suggests that the additional dependencies introduced by the tCPO model
provide a disadvantage when used with Power-cues.
We believe that this degradation in performance maybe due to data sparsity. The relative
size of the Power-cuesfeature space is smaller than words or POS-2-grams. Under the tCPO
model, there are many more parameters to fit, but too few data points to fully configure all
the parameter settings. An internal peak at the model parameters confirms this. Numerous
state transitions show a uniform distribution. Those state transitions are untuned because
there is not enough data.
6. Comparison between the four core contextual models shows tCO model consistently outper-
forming the tCP model for every feature. The difference in errors is not large enough to
be statistically significant, however the pattern of tCO > tCP holds when we change the
underlying feature. This pattern indicates that inter-speaker dependencies are more effective
in determining power identity on utterances than intra-speaker dependencies.
4.2.10 Tests of Significance
To test whether the trends observed in the model performance comparisons were statistically
significant, we computed 2-sample t-tests between all pairs of models; we used the mean test error
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(mean) µmodel as the test statistic.
t = [(µ1 − µ2)]/SE (4.15)
Here, the standard error (SE) is the weighted average of the two samples; n1 and n2 are both 5.
SE =
√
(σ21/n1) + (σ
2
2/n2) (4.16)
The significance level value p is computed by looking up t under standard t-distribution. Using
a significance level of p = 0.05 (95% confidence) as our benchmark, Table 4.3 lists the results on
pairs of models; statistically significant pairs are listed above the line and non-significant pairs
listed below. The results in Table 4.3 verify the conclusion that contextual dependencies definitely
Table 4.3: Statistical significance comparison
(a) Word 1-grams
Model 1 Model 2 ∆ Error p-value
MLE HMM .0972 .0362
MLE tC .1088 .0132
MLE tCP .1111 .0121
MLE tCO .1111 .0200
MLE tCPO .1197 .0237
tCPO tCP -.0087 .8497
tC tCP .0022 .9563
tC tCO .0023 .9567
tCO tCPO .0086 .8547
tC tCPO .0109 .8120
HMM tC .0116 .7870
HMM tCP .0139 .7479
HMM tCO .0139 .7543
HMM tCPO .0225 .6405
(b) Power-cues
Model 1 Model 2 ∆ Error p-value
MLE tCO .0720 .0484
MLE tCP .0722 .0404
MLE tC .0806 .0326
MLE HMM .0859 .0198
HMM tCPO -.0288 .3204
tC tCPO -.0235 .4408
tCO tCPO -.0149 .6187
HMM tCO -.0139 .6051
HMM tCP -.0137 .5887
tC tCO -.0087 .7637
tC tCP -.0084 .7580
HMM tC -.0053 .8446
tCO tCP .0003 .9923
tCPO tCP .0151 .5944
MLE tCPO .0571 .1098
matter in improving model performance; models from HMM to tCPO, all perform better than the
non-contextual baseline. The answer to which of the dependencies mattered more is fuzzier. The
results show a general trend:
MLE << NB ≤ HMM ≤ tC ≈ tCP ≈ tCO ≈ tCPO
While the difference between independent models and contextual models are distinct, the differ-
ences between individual contextual models are not statistically significant.
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Section Conclusions
From the insights gained from in our experiments, we are able to draw these conclusions:
• Modeling dialog interactions in the form of contextual dependencies clearly benefits utterance
level labeling.
• Contextual information is helpful but suffers from diminishing returns. When used with
features that have poor discriminative power, context contributes information that results in
a positive performance gain. When used with a feature that is already a good discriminator,
the gain due to contextual information is present but overshadowed. In short, having effective
features diminishes the effects of modeling contextual structure.
• The inter-speaker (tCO) models appear to consistently outperform intraspeaker (tCP) models.
This supports the intuition: power is exhibited more through speaker interaction than via
speaker- independent behavior. In short, one can better tell that someone is powerful not by
how he speaks but by how he reacts and how others react to him.
4.3 Identifying Power at the Dialog Level
In the past section we focused on identifying power at the utterance level–solving just the utterance
level labeling subproblem. Now we turn our attention to the problem of identifying power at the
dialog level–solving the dialog level labeling subproblem.
Recall that at the dialog level, we are trying to predict the power relationship between two
speakers, A and B. The system must first predict if a power relationship exists, and if so then
output the direction of that power.
If we are provided an oracle that gives correct utterance level power labels, how accurately
can we predict dyad level power using that information? Would a simple rule-based strategy work
or would statistical methods do btter? In the next sections we will describe several strategies for
computing dialog level labelings given utterance level labels.
4.3.1 Rule-Based Strategies
One can think of determining power as a game: a game where speakers randomly utter L, F, N
type speech. Whoever in the end accumulates the most “hits” in terms of leader utterances and
the least hits in terms of follower utterances wins the game.
To score this game we first define some relative statistics about each speaker/player. Let c(s, T )
be the count of utterances that speaker s emits that are of type T , where T ∈ {L, F}.3 Next we
3We are only concerned with the number of leader or follower hits, and ignore neutral hits.
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find the maximum scoring player for leader speech and follower speech:
L∗ = arg max
s
c(s, L) (4.17)
F ∗ = arg max
s
c(s, F ) (4.18)
Here L∗ is the leader-speech contest winner, and F ∗ is the follower speech contest winner. If the
counts of the two speakers are tied, then L∗ or F ∗ is nil. Using these contest winner indicator
variables we can devise a set of simple logical rules for determining the power direction.
Case Condition Decision Rationale
1 L∗ = A and F ∗ 6= A A > B A is the leader for winning the leader-
speech contest and not the follower speech
contest.
2 L∗ = nil and F ∗ = A B > A B is leader by virtue of not winning the
follower-speech contest.
3 L∗ = nil and F ∗ = nil U No winner, so no clear power differential
4 otherwise U Example of ambiguity: L∗ = A, F ∗ = A,
A wins both the leader-speech and follower
speech contest.
The rules here pick an overall power leader by prioritizing the results of two contests. First we try
to identify leader as the winner of the leader-speak contest (case 1). Failing that, then we pick the
leader as the loser of the follower-speak contest (case 2). If neither contest yields a winner, then
the match is a tie, and no power exists (case 3). Lastly, if somehow the winner of the leader-speak
contest is also the winner of the follower speak contest then a contradiction occurs (case 4) and
again the default unknown answer is outputted. For simplicity, we ignore the case of where the
power relationship is in conflict.
This rule-based approach has some inherent weaknesses. Let’s consider the method for deter-
mining a contest winner:
1. If neither speaker emits any leader speech then L∗ = nil; in that case the prediction of an
absence of power is correct.
2. If both speakers emits the same number of Ls, then L∗ = nil, in that case there is a power
conflict and outputting U is correct (though a better answer would be C).
3. If the two speakers emit a different, but nonzero, number of Ls and c(A,L) > c(B,L), the
winner declared is A, based on just the difference in points. A difference of 2 between 10
versus 8 may not make one person more powerful, but a difference between 0 and 2 could.
In other words, the rule fails to account for the relative difference which may decide between
a power conflict and a definite polarity in power.
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4.3.2 Threshold-based Discriminative Methods
The rule-based method is sensitive to noise because it only accounts for the binary presence/absence
of a difference in power, rather than the magnitude of that difference. Person A only needs to use
leader speech a little more than person B, and she would be identified as more powerful. To make
our rule-based approach more robust, we introduce a tolerance level that thresholds the difference
between power present/absent states.
To define the threshold, we first compute an odds score between the two speakers, defined as r:
r =
c(A,L) + c(B,F ) + λ
c(A,F ) + c(B,L) + λ
(4.19)
Here, λ is a fixed smoothing factor to prevent division by zero and to regularize the ratio against
low counts; we used λ = 1. The numerator contains the factors that would make A the winner,
and the denominator all the factors that would make B the winner.
There are three values of r with respect to two thresholds s and t that we need to consider,
where 0 < s < 1, and t ≥ 1.
1. If r < s then power is in favor of B (B < A).
2. If s ≤ r ≤ t then power is undetermined (U).
3. If r > t then power is in favor of A (A > B).
To simplify the problem even further, we can assume a single threshold such that t = 1/s. This
is true because A and B are interchangeable speaker labels. Using this symmetric condition, we
define r′ such that r′ = 1/r if r < 1 and r′ = r otherwise. In this fashion, r′ will always hold a
value greater than equal to 1.
Next we train a single discriminative classifier to learn the optimal t. When r′ ≥ t power is
present and when r′ < t power is absent. To generate the training data, we compute r′ for each
dyad in the training set. If the example dyad is labeled A > B or B > A, then its r′ becomes a
positive example. If the dyad example is labeled U then it is a negative example. The resulting
trained classifier learns the mapping from r′ ranges to a presence/absence indicator of power. On
a new dyad, we first compute its utterance level labels, then r′, then use the classifier to make a
power presence/absence determination. The original r value can then be used to make a power
direction determination (using the s and t rules described above).
We tried two discriminative classifiers: ordinary least squares linear regression and a linear-
kernel support-vector-machine. The results are summarized in Table 4.5.
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4.3.3 Generative Classification
The third approach to determine the dyad level label is to imagine that for each speaker there
is a dyad level power strategy Ws; the utterance level labels are observations generated by that
speaker-specific dyad level strategy. Ws takes on the same three values, L, F, and N, as the
utterance level labels.
The generative story described here can be modeled using a simple Bayesian equation:
P (Ws| ~ws) = P ( ~ws|Ws)P (Ws)
~ws is the utterance label sequence for speaker s; ~ws = (w1, . . . , wn) If a speaker does not speak
in the dyad, then she receives the default [N ] label sequence. P ( ~ws|Ws) is the likelihood model.
P (Ws) is the prior. When the prior is uniform, the model is also known as MLE (Maximum
Likelihood Estimation); when P (Ps) is estimated from the corpus, then the model is a general
na¨ıve Bayes (NB) formulation.
There are numerous variations on defining the likelihood P ( ~ws|Ws); these variations model
different ways to use utterance level information:
• Bag-of-Labels: ~ws can be treated as a bag of features such that:
P ( ~ws|Ws) =
n∏
i
P (wi|Ws)
Each appearance of an utterance label in sequence contributes to the overall likelihood. But
the order of the utterance labels do not matter.
• Set of Labels: we treat the labels as a set, such that only the appearance of specific label
matters:
P ( ~ws|Ws) =
∏
t∈L,F,N
P (I(t)|Ws)
where I(t) ∈ {T, F}.
• Contextual labels: instead of using utterance labels, we use the states of the contextual
HMM models as the labels. The labels are the tCPO, tCO and tCP HMM states. This is
an alternate method for evaluating whether contextual dependencies matter in predicting
power.
Once the per-speaker strategy has been determined, we still need to make a final determination
on power direction; we do this deterministically using the rules in Table 4.4. While determining
this final power polarity can also be integrated into a probabilistic model, we used a deterministic
rule for simplicity.
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Condition Output
PX = L and PY = F,N X > Y
PX = L and PY = L C (conflict)
Otherwise U
Table 4.4: Deterministic rules for deciding power relationships
4.3.4 Evaluation
Table 4.5 shows a comparison of algorithms for predicting the dyad level label for two experimental
settings. The Oracle setting is where the utterance labels are directly from ground truth. The
Power-cues setting is where the utterance labels are generated from applying that best feature set
with a Maximum Entropy classifier (Section 3.4.8). The Oracle setting represents the best case
scenario, while the Power-cues setting represents a more real use situation. The key observations
from the comparisons:
• Under the Oracle setting is MLE with CPO labels performed best, with the MLE CO setting
following closely behind. Note that MLE CO performed better than MLE CP, and MLE
CO-Set performed better than MLE CP-set. These results reinforces our hypothesis that
inter-speaker (CO) cues are stronger predictors of power than intra-speaker (CP) cues.
• Rule-Based: our rule-based algorithm did surprisingly well as compared with more sophisti-
cated methods. The rule-based method bested the threshold-based methods on the Oracle
features but performed worse on the noisier Power-cues feature set. Threshold does better
than rule-based under Power-cues because it uses a learned threshold, so it is more adaptable
to noise than the hand-crafted rule.
• Na¨ıve Bayes vs. MLE: Under the Oracle setting, most of the Na¨ıve Bayes methods performed
worse than the corresponding MLE approach for almost all variations. This pattern suggests
that the estimated prior P (Ws) from the training data is a poor source of information. A
learned prior distribution does not transfer well from training to test data, so knowing it
actually harms the classification.
• Sequence vs. Set: The intent of the set feature was to remove any influence that the frequency
of labels had on power prediction. In almost all cases, the set-based features performed worse
than the non-set versions. So the conclusion is that having frequency information is better
than not having it.
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Table 4.5: Comparison of dialog level models
(a) Oracle
Model Training Testing
MLE CPO .1796 ± .0112 .1660 ± .0310
MLE CO .1753 ± .0112 .1709 ± .0403
MLE C .1754 ± .0081 .1718 ± .0283
NB CO-set .1828 ± .0125 .1785 ± .0440
MLE CP .1828 ± .0100 .1786 ± .0318
MLE C-set .1757 ± .0087 .1817 ± .0294
Rule-Based .1838 ± .0054 .1838 ± .0229
Threshold SVM .1839 ± .0040 .1856 ± .0148
Threshold OLS .1839 ± .0040 .1856 ± .0148
MLE CO-set .1808 ± .0052 .1865 ± .0240
MLE CPO-set .1946 ± .0089 .1946 ± .0164
MLE CP-set .2034 ± .0135 .2058 ± .0221
NB C .2085 ± .0130 .2074 ± .0364
NB CO .3167 ± .0079 .3256 ± .0295
(b) Power-cues
Model Training Testing
NB CO-set .3657 ± .0119 .3603 ± .0341
Threshold SVM .3605 ± .0126 .3630 ± .0414
Threshold OLS .3605 ± .0126 .3630 ± .0414
NB C .3656 ± .0108 .3691 ± .0392
Rule-Based .3717 ± .0055 .3749 ± .0302
MLE CPO .3806 ± .0117 .3820 ± .0453
MLE CP .3838 ± .0140 .3865 ± .0462
MLE C .3987 ± .0113 .4001 ± .0377
MLE CPO-set .3763 ± .0082 .4007 ± .0452
MLE CO .3956 ± .0121 .4045 ± .0408
MLE CP-set .3849 ± .0119 .4063 ± .0506
MLE CO-set .3986 ± .0067 .4119 ± .0310
MLE C-set .4114 ± .0111 .4219 ± .0379
NB CO .4979 ± .0122 .5094 ± .0366
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4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we explored several utterance level and dyad level modeling techniques for power
identification problem, while focusing on creating models that captured dialog level interactions.
At the utterance level we designed and tested a series HMM based models that modeled a
variety of complex inter-speaker and intra-speaker dependencies. At the dyad level, we explored
rule-based, threshold-based, and generative models for inferring a top-level power relationships
from utterance level evidence.
Our results showed that modeling dialog interactions benefits power identification at the utter-
ance level. We also found that modeling inter-speaker dependencies were distinctly more helpful.
Models that captured inter-speaker dependencies consistently outperformed independent models
and basic HMM models. Our results also show that including inter-speaker interactions benefits
the model more than including intra-speaker interactions. Furthermore, evidence from dyad level
labeling also corroborates with this claim. Evaluations show that the difference between these two
types of interactions is small, but this difference appears consistently while varying the underlying
features.
The models in this chapter treats the utterance and dialog-level power identification problems
separately or in a staged sequence. In the next chapter, we will look at models that unify our
disparate attempts at utterance level and dialog level power identification.
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Chapter 5
Modeling Hierarchy and Social
Conventions
The models we have examined previously have isolated power identification to either the utterance
level or the dialog level. The models described in Chapter 4 carried out inference procedures for
each level in isolation, with information flow only in one direction, from the bottom up. Intuitively,
knowing that someone has uttered an imperative should increase our belief that the speaker is
a leader, but also, knowing that someone is a leader should inform us of the type of speech
that he might use. In short, the inference of power relationship should combine information,
bi-directionally, from both utterance level and dialog levels of the hierarchy.
One can imagine the exercise of power in social relationships as a mental process that involves
knowledge of acquired social conventional rules; conventions such as those governing politeness.
When a speaker engages in a conversation, first he considers with whom he is speaking, and
their relationship. Having situated thus, based on the rules of conduct, he considers the best
communication strategy to use; he may try to impress or flatter if he is a follower; he may try to
influence if he is a leader. Variables fixed before the start of the dialog inform his global mental
plan; Then there are variables at the local (or utterance level) that control the execution of his
utterances. These two types of variables—global and local—and their interconnections form an
inference network.
In this section we revisit our power identification problem viewing it as a generative ‘mental’
process. We will combine previously independent inference subproblems into a single unified model.
The unified power model will be a hierarchical network of variables; we will use a hierarchical
Bayesian framework to achieve this unification. Using this hierarchical Bayesian frame, we will
show how we can integrate simple social rules of conduct—those governing politeness into our
model; as a result of the integration of social conventions, the model performs better.
The first model, the power hierarchical model (Section 5.1), is a model that focuses only on
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the variables concerning power. The intent is to introduce the basic mechanisms for performing
hierarchical Bayesian inference using the framework. The second model (Section 5.2) will add
to that power-only model variables that encode social conventions; specifically, the new variables
encode rules dictating politeness strategies as inspired by the works of Brown and Levinson.
5.1 The Power-only Hierarchical Model
To motivate the power-only hierarchical model, it is useful to present the model as a generative
story.
1. We picture two speakers A and B startiing a conversation. In dialog, they take turns and
are assigned to two possible roles, the speaker s role and the listener (or hearer) h role. The
relative s and h roles allows us create a single model applicable to all speakers.
2. Global Plan: Before the conversation begins, each speaker determines their personal dialog
level power strategy, denoted as WA and WB, respectively. These strategies remain consistent
throughout the dialog. When a person speaks, the speaker power strategy variable, Ws, is set
to that person’s strategy; the listener’s strategy Wh is set to the listener’s personal strategy.
For example, Ws = WA when A is the speaker, and WH = WB when B is the listener. When
a turn occurs, the values of Ws and Wh swap. As the speaker switches from A to B, variable
settings change from Ws = WA and Wh = WB to Ws = WB and Wh = WA.
The choices of W strategy variables may be L, F, N, corresponding to leader strategy, follower
strategy, and neutral strategy. For example, when the dialog level setting is Ws = L, Wh = F ,
and the speaker is A, this corresponds to the case of A > B. When the setting is Ws = N
and Wh = N , this corresponds to the undetermined U power relation. When the setting is
Ws = L and Wh = L, this is a translation of the in-conflict C power relation
1.
3. Local Plan: Having determined the dialog level strategies, Ws and Wh, the conversation
begins. The current speaker chooses an utterance level strategy represented by the variable
wi, where i is index to the i
th utterance. The value of wi keeps track of the utterance level
label of the spoken utterance2. This local plan is also known as the utterance model.
1Only certain setting combinations are set during training time. If combinations that are never used in training
time show up in decoding/test time, then they are handled by the rules specified in Table 4.4.
2 The value of wi follows a distribution and does not necessarily have to have the same value as Ws. A speaker
with an overall leader strategy may utter a mixture of Neutral, Leader or Follower speech when executing that
strategy. The expectation is that someone exercising a leader strategy should on the average choose leader speech
over other forms of speech.
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4. Execution: Having determined an utterance level strategy wi, the speaker next picks the
appropriate feature values that manifest that strategy. Suppose wi is set to leader-speech. If
the features are word 1-grams then the set of words that best resemble leader speech would
most likely appear. If the feature-set happens to be imperatives, then imperative forms
should be generated with greater probability than non-imperative forms. This portion of the
model is also known as the language model.
Figure 5-1: The Power-only (v1) Hierarchical Model
A graphical depiction of the Power-only model is shown in Figure 5-1, and a listing of variables
involved are summarized below:
• Dialog level Power label: Ws, Wh ∈ L, F,N
• Utterance Level Power Labels: w1 . . . wn, wi ∈ {L, F,N}
• Feature Set (or observation vectors) for the ith utterance: ~fi = fi1 . . . fim. m is the feature
index. m may correspond to word positions in the utterance or may be limited a single value
in the case of binary features. If fij represented words, then the domain of the variable is
the entire vocabulary of the corpus.
So far, this power-only model simply combines the utterance level problem and dialog level problem
into a single model.
5.2 The Power, Politeness, and Social-Distance (WPS)
Model
The power-only hierarchical model focused on the singular variable of power (W ). However, socio-
linguistic theory [9] postulates that variables, politeness, and social-distance, are intertwined with
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power. Brown and Levinson quantified the relationship of this triad in the form of a simple additive
equation:
Politeness(s) ∝ −Power(s, h) + SD(s, h) (5.1)
Variables s and h represent the speaker and the hearer respectively. Power(s, h) is the relative
power between the s and h. SD(s, h) is the social distance between s and h. Politeness(s) is the
speaker’s degree of politeness. Equation 5.1 represents a description of a common communication
rule, it is not meant to be used literally 3.
This equation describes a negative correlation between politeness and power. If the speaker is
more powerful than the listener then he can afford to be less polite. If the speaker is less powerful
then he needs to exercise more prudence—in the form of polite speech in order to appease the
listener.
This equation describes a positive correlation between politeness and social distance. The closer
the two speakers are, the less formality (politeness) is required. Conversely, the more distant the
two speakers are, the more formality and politeness is generally expected.
This equation nicely captures common-sense rules that dictate the dynamics of these three
sociolinguistic properties. Power and social distance are fixed properties of a relationship between
the participants of a conversation. Politeness is the language strategy chosen by the speaker based
on the social rules appropriate to that relationship. This interaction of variables can be modeled
into our hierarchical Bayesian formalism. But first, let us define these three variables.
5.2.1 Variable Definitions
Social Distance
The social distance variable S is a symmtric measure of the degree of acquainted-ness or famil-
iarity4 between two speakers in a dialog. In the social sciences, Pabjan et al. [33], defined social
distance based on geographic distances, with scales ranging from local, regional and country levels.
Recent interest in social networks has made prominent several ontologies for categorizing social
relationships. For instance, the recent Google social product5, Google+ allows for categorization
3Note, in the original formula, a Rx term was included to model the onus of the task requested. Tasks that
require more effort (such as asking someone to help with a big move versus asking someone to pass the salt) would
have a larger Rx value. The harder the task, the more politeness and effort is required to persuade the listener.
For our purposes we ignored the Rx factor. Modeling Rx would require modeling deeper semantics, and is left as
future work.
4 A case for unsymmetric familiarity can be made; person A may know more about person B but B may not
know anything about A. We argue that such cases rarely happen and only at first introductions; also A’s familiarity
with B may be based on information that is known about B publicly rather than privately. It is safe to assume that
for most speaker pairs, their social distance is symmetric.
5http://plus.google.com/
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of social connections into Family, Friends, Acquaintances groups or “circles”. In the sociology lit-
erature we find the concept of strong and weak ties [19]. Strong ties form between associates who
also share mutual connections; associates with strong ties form cliques in the social graph. Weak
connections are between associates where the connection to the reference user is more tenuous, and
few if any inter-connections exist between different associates in that group. The general theory is
that every person is surrounded by two concentric rings: an inner ring of close associates formed by
strong ties, and an outer ring of distant associates formed by weak ties. This organization lends a
definition of social distance based on two categorical values: close and distant, based on graphical
metrics of connectedness.
Our labeling ontology borrowed the ideas from the social network categorization of relation-
ships. We define four categories, and a fifth undetermined category for the fallback case when
information is missing or when a conclusion is hard to determine.
1. Acquainted, related and informal (Family)
2. Acquainted, unrelated and informal (Acquaintances/Friends)
3. Acquainted, unrelated and formal (Business relationship)
4. Unacquainted, unrelated, and formal (Distant)
5. Undetermined (N)
When annotating the data, clues for determining the proper social distance categorization are
found in the language usage. We can note how a speaker addresses his listener. Being on a
first-name-basis is strong indicator of informality, and triggers a categorization of either F or
A categories. When a familial address appears, such as “Papa” or “Mama”, then F (Family) is
determined as the most appropriate label. Exceptions do occur in religious settings; “father” when
used as a religious title may indicate a socially distant and formal relationship. The B category is
used to indicate typical business relationships; the classic being that between a boss and employee.
Address forms that would highlight a business relationship include: “Boss”, “Captain”, and “sir”.
When using our annotated data, for training and testing models, we simplified the ontology
even further, to three levels: Close, Distant and Neutral. F and A categories combine to form
the Close category, and B and D combine to form the distant D category. This scheme is more
analogous to the strong and weak tie categorization.
Our annotation efforts focused on looking in the language for clues of social distance, one
can imagine that social distance can also be quantified directly from a social network using the
strong/weak ties idea. Such an integration of our models with social network information could
be an interesting area for future exploration.
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Politeness
To define politeness we turned to the canonical socio-linguistic work of Brown and Levinson for
inspiration. Brown and Levinson defined politeness as a set of strategies that a speaker chooses
before speaking. The choice of politeness strategy is determined by whether the speaker wishes
ameliorate or exacerbate face damage to the listener. The classic set of politeness strategies defined
by Brown and Levinson are as follows:
1. Baldly, without redress (e.g., Pass me the salt.)
2. Positive Politeness (e.g., Could you be a deary and pass me the salt?)
3. Negative Politeness (e.g., Could you please pass me the salt?)
4. Indirect Strategies (e.g., The food needs some pizzazz! (imply salt is required))
Indirect strategies are outside our scope; detecting such strategies requires mechanisms involving
sophisticated implicature rules. Missing from Brown and Levinson’s set of strategies are impo-
lite speech acts—speech acts that are intentional attempts to damage the listener’s face. Our
categorization schema for politeness combines the three tiers from Brown and Levinson with an
additional impolite or Rude strategy tier:
• Rude: intended Face Threatening Act (FTA).
– Ridicule: “What kind of man are you!”
– Insult: “You Corleones are a bunch of murderers!”
– Disagreement: “No, we are not in this kind of business.”
• Bold: use of face-threatening speech without redress.
– Commands: “Stop that!”
– Bold Questions: “What does he do for a living?”
• P+: use of positive politeness.
– Compliments/Praise: “We are all very proud of you”, “You look great, Michael!”
– Appeals to the needs of the listener: “Are you hungry?”
– Agreement markers: “Yes”, “Alright”, “Okay”.
• P−: use negative politeness.
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– “Can/could you help me?” (canned form of indirect politeness), “Should I ask for...?”
(use of should, asking for direction), “Maybe we should be a little” (hedging, minimiz-
ing).
• Neutral: use of statements having no politeness content.
The Bold strategy aims to trade off expediency for politeness but does not carry the direct intention
of harming the listener’s face. The R strategy aims to be blatantly insultful to the listener. The
P− and P+ strategies are two facets to the general strategy of being polite, both strategies aim
to protect the hearer’s face. The difference between negative (-ve) and positive (+ve) politeness
strategies is subtle. Distinguishing that difference can be difficult for someone unfamiliar with
the Brown and Levinson theory. Also, sentences may be both positively and negatively polite,
e.g., “Hey buddy, would you happen to have a smoke?”. The “Hey buddy” address appeals to
the listener’s positive face—the desire to be liked or included. The “would you” construct is a
common negative strategy; its presence turns the request into a question, weakening the onus of
the request. Combining the two strategies into a single mega P label simplifies our definitions.
Power
The ontology for power in the WPS model is the same as that for the Power hierarchical model.
5.2.2 The Model
Table 5.1 summarizes all the variables involved. Upper case letters are used to name dialog
level variables and lower case letters are used to name utterance level labels. Figure 5-2 shows a
Variables Values Description
S, si D, C, N Social Distance
Πs, Πh, pi P, B, R, N Politeness
Ws, Wh, wi L, F, N Power
Table 5.1: Summary of variables and values definitions in the WPS model.
graphical depiction of the basic WPS (variant 1) model. The generative story for the WPS (v1)
model unravels in the following manner:
1. Setup: Before speakers enter dialog, they gauge their respective power relationship: Ws and
Wh, and their mutual social distance: S. These three variables form the common global
settings that remain constant throughout the dialog.
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Figure 5-2: The WPS (v1) Hierarchical Model
2. Determine Dialog Strategies: Given the Power Ws, WH and Social distance S settings, each
speaker then selects an appropriate dialog level politeness strategy, Πs for the speaker and
ΠH for the listener
6. This politeness strategy is considered a hidden variable, and once
chosen remains constant throughout the conversation. The selection process for the politeness
strategy is captured in the model parameter: P (Πs|Ws,Wh, S).
3. Determine Utterance Strategies: To produce an utterance, the current speaker has mentally
a collection of three utterance level strategies: power (wi), politeness (pi) and social distance
(si). The choice of wi is influenced by the setting of Ws; pi by the setting of Πi; and si by
the setting of S. These three strategies are modeled as three model parameters: P (wi | Ws),
P (pi | Πs) and P (si | S).
4. Determine speech features: Based on the chosen utterance level strategies, the final speech
is generated as a mixture of words or features. This generation process is modeled using the
model parameter P (fij | wi, pi, si).
6In later variants of the WPS model, the generative story does not include a dialog level Π politeness strategy
variable. See Table 5.3 for a complete list of variants.
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5.3 Inference in Hierarchical Models
With both hierarchical Bayesian models thus fully defined, we turn our attention on the mechanism
of inference. How do we use these models to make inferences about power in given a dialog?
5.3.1 Inference in the Power Hierarchical Model
First, let us consider inference procedure under the simpler power-only hierarchical model. Given
a dialog, the first step is to generate the features for every spoken utterance; this feature extraction
step provides the settings for the observation variables: ~fi.
Next, we define our optimization goal. Our goal is to jointly find the most probable dialog
label, Ws and Wh, and utterance level labels wi given the observations ~fi, and any other model
parameters. For notational convenience, we shall define a meta variable W = (Ws,Wh). W is a
tuple that keeps track of all the dialog level variable values. W take on enumerated value tuples
of (L,F), (L,L) . . . (N,N), etc.
The optimization goal, for an n-utterance conversation, has the following formulation:
arg max
W,w1...wn
P (W,w1, . . . wn | ~f1 . . . ~fn) (5.2)
The joint probability over W , wi can be factored into two terms using the definition of conditional
probability7:
arg max
W,w1...wn
P (w1 . . . wn | W, ~f1 . . . ~fn)P (W |~fi . . . ~fn) (5.3)
Next, the term P (w1 . . . wn | W, ~f1 . . . ~fn) can be converted into a product over each utterance.
This is possible because each wi variable is independent of all other wjs (where i 6= j) when W is
given. This independence assumption is an application of the classic Markov blanket rule [34].
arg max
W,w1...wn
[∏
i
P (wi | W, ~fi)
]
P (W |~fi) (5.4)
Each term in Equation 5.4 is now a probability function on a single variable conditioned on other
variables in the network. To make this easier for implementation, we transfer the problem into
log-space. The log transformation minimizes floating-point underflow problems that are common
7
P (A,B|X) = P (A|B,X)P (B|X)
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when dealing with small probabilities.
arg max
W,w1...wn
[∑
i
logP (wi | W, ~fi)
]
+ logP (W | ~fi) (5.5)
Enumerating all wi and W configurations simultaneously would need computing 3
n ·32 state values.
But since wi is dependent on W , we only need to enumerate over all W values, and then compute
the best wi given W . Equation 5.5 can thus be decomposed into two (types of) maximization
subproblems:
arg max
wi,W
logP (wi | W, ~fi) (5.6)
arg max
W
logP (W | ~fi) (5.7)
Equations 5.6 and 5.7 can be further expanded and simplified into:
arg max
W,wi
logP (wi | W, ~fi) = logP (wi | W ) +
∑
j
logP (fij | wi) (5.8)
arg max
W
logP (W | ~fi) = arg max
W
∑
i
log
∑
wi
∏
j
P (fij | wi)
P (wi | W )
+ logP (W )(5.9)
The derivation of equations 5.8 and 5.9 are detailed in Appendix D.1.
The original optimization goal can thus be decomposed into equations that involve querying
or calculating the following three model parameters:
• The dialog strategy P (W )
• The utterance strategy P (wi | W ),
• The language model P (fij | wi),
All three parameters can be directly precomputed (or looked up) from the Bayesian model, and
suitably cached for efficient implementation.
Note that we could have solved Equation 5.3 directly using general Bayesian inference proce-
dures like Variable Elimination [44]. However, general inference procedures are agnostic to the final
goals of the computation. Because we only want to compute the arg max in this case, computing
the partition function (the denominator) is expensive and unnecessary. An implementation that
directly uses the derived equations (Equations 5.8 and 5.9) results in a significantly faster runtime.
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5.3.2 Inference in the WPS model
Inference for the WPS model shares the same basic mechanisms as the Power-only model. The
only difference lies in the redefinition of the dialog meta variable W . In the WPS (v1) model,
W becomes a 5-tuple of Ws, Wh, Πs, Πh, and S. There are many more state configurations
to computer over; instead of 2 · 3 = 6 state configurations for the power-only model, there are
32 · 42 · 32 = 9 · 16 · 9 = 432 possible configurations8. Because of the increase in the number of
state configurations using the derived implementation is noticeably faster relative to using general
Bayes Net inference techniques.
5.3.3 Practical Details on Decoding
To find the optimal labeling for a dialog, we compute Equations 5.8 and 5.9 for all W settings,
and find the optimal W ∗. The optimal utterance level labels wi are compute using Equation 5.8
for the W ∗ given.
Taking Care of Turns
However because there are two speakers engaged, some care must be taken for turn taking. Suppose
A is the primary speaker. When B becomes the speaker, then during the decoding, speaker and
hearer variable settings in W must swap. For example, suppose the dialog consisted of three
utterances with A, B, A turns. The decoding procedure computes the log sum for the W setting
(WA = L,WB = F ) as:
logP ((Ws = L,Wh = F ) | ...) + logP ((Ws = F,Wh = L) | ...) + logP ((Ws = L,Wh = F ) | ...)
(5.10)
In other words, the decoder handles turn-taking by ensuring that at all utterances, Ws and Wh
remain consistent with WA and WB settings.
Once the optimal settings for W and wi have been determined, then the last step is to (WA,WB)
tuples into one of the four power relationship types. Rules defined in Table 4.4 deterministically
assign the final power relationship. These rules ensure a consistent power relationship even for
cases such as Ws = L and Wh = N that do not occur organically in the training data.
Single Speaker Dyads
What happens if there is only one speaker? For single speaker dyads, we give the non-speaker
a default neutral setting. So suppose only A speaks and B is silent, then for the power-only
8Note that Πs/h variables have 4 values whereas S and Ws/h both have 3 values each
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model, the default settings contain WB = N , and for the WPS model the default settings contain:
WB = N,ΠB = N
5.3.4 Model Variants
The described Power-only and WPS hierarchical models are the variant 1 of the models. We also
experimented with variations that relaxes dependencies or drops variables. Tables 5.2 and 5.3
summarize the differences between these model variants. The variants with larger version numbers
have more relaxed constraints (more independence assumptions) than the previous variants.
Table 5.2: Power-only hierarchical model variants
Name Description Graph
Power Hier. v1
The standard Power Hierarchy model (most con-
strained)
Power Hier. v2
A less constrained variant where wi only depends
on the speaker state, not both speaker (Ws) and
hearer (Wh) states.
5.4 Data and Evaluation
5.4.1 Data for Power, Politeness and Social Distance
To properly evaluate hierarchical models, we need fully labeled data to train the models. We did a
full labeling of the Godfather corpus, noting all the variable settings for social distance, politeness
and power. The labeling was done manually by a single expert labeler; the process took about
one week. Table 5.4 shows a sample dyad labeled using our prescribed schema. The example
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Table 5.3: WPS model variants
Name Description Graph
WPS Hier. v1
The baseline WPS Hierarchy model (most con-
strained)
WPS Hier. v2
The listener politeness strategy Πh is no longer
dependent on other dialog level settings but is a
place holder variable for keeping track of the over-
all state.
WPS Hier. v3
The dialog level politeness strategy variables, Πh
and Πs, are removed. Utterance level politeness
strategy ps is directly affected by the dialog set-
tings for power Ws/h and social distance S.
WPS Hier. v4
Same as variant 3 but further simplified. The ut-
terance level social distance variable is removed.
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si S pi (ΠA,ΠB) wi (WA,WB)
A: Sonny’s runnin’ wild. N A N (B,N) N (L,F)
A: He’s thinkin’ of goin’ to the mat-
tresses already.
N N N
A: We gotta find a spot over on the
West Side.
N N N
A: We’ll try 309 West 43rd Street. N N N
A: You know any good spots on the
West Side?
A B N
B: Yeah, I’ll think about it. N N N
A: Think while you’re drivin’. N B L
A: I wanna hit New York sometime
this month.
N B L
A: And watch out for the kids when
you’re backin’ out.
N B L
A: Paulie, I want you to go down
39th Street.
A B L
Table 5.4: An example dyad labeled for social distance, politeness, and power.
shows that politeness occur in a broader set of utterances whereas power occur in a more limited
number of utterances. Politeness can manifest in requests such as questions but power manifests
in utterances that directly exert influence, such as giving a command.
5.4.2 Evaluation
We ran training and testing 5-fold cross-validation evaluations on our many model variants (using
Godfather as the corpus). As the baseline, we chose a simple independent model for inferring
utterance level labels; the resulting utterance labels were then used by a MLE-C model to infer
dialog level power relationship labels. This baseline model optimizes the utterance and dialog level
subproblems in separate stages. We did not introduce any dialog interaction modeling into the
baseline model because none of the hierarchical models accounted for such interactions.
We evaluated dialog level and utterance level performance of different model variants under
Power-cues (the best performing feature set). Table 5.5(a) shows the dialog level results and Table
5.5(b) shows the utterance level results.
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Table 5.5: Utterance level and dialog level evaluation of hierarchical models using Power-cues as
features
(a) Dialog Level
Model Training Testing
WPS Hier. v4 .3584 ± .0152 .3767 ± .0443
WPS Hier. v1 .3723 ± .0119 .4025 ± .0258
WPS Hier. v3 .3818 ± .0118 .4120 ± .0250
WPS Hier. v2 .3863 ± .0114 .4149 ± .0303
Power Hier. v1 .3899 ± .0102 .4331 ± .0374
Power Hier. v2. .3611 ± .0069 .4461 ± .0356
Baseline .4244 ± .0079 .4470 ± .0278
(b) Utterance Level
Model Training Testing
Power Hier. v2. .1563 ± .0048 .1983 ± .0182
WPS Hier. v4 .1845 ± .0050 .1998 ± .0250
Power Hier. v1 .1657 ± .0026 .2004 ± .0188
WPS Hier. v3 .1983 ± .0066 .2052 ± .0254
WPS Hier. v2 .1951 ± .0061 .2063 ± .0207
WPS Hier. v1 .1959 ± .0057 .2064 ± .0236
Baseline .2253 ± .0035 .2682 ± .0231
Dialog Level Comparison
At the dialog level, the WPS models outperformed the Power-only models. The best performing
WPS model was WPS v4; variant 4 yielded an error rate of 37.7%, 3.4% better than the best Power-
only variant (40.1%) and 7% better than the baseline. The trend for WPS variants appears to be
that the higher numbered (simpler) variants outperformed the lower numbered (more constrained)
variants. This suggests that simplifying the WPS model improved its performance. But, if we
completely remove the politeness component from the WPS model—effectively creating the power-
only model—the performance is worse. Hence, some component of the WPS model gives it that
extra performance boost.
Utterance Level Evaluation
At the utterance level, the expectation is that hierarchical models should improve performance
because it optimize both utterance and dyad levels subproblems simultaneously. Table 5.5(b)
confirms these expections. The results show that all hierarchical models beating the baseline for
the features tested.
The best performing utterance level model is Power-only v2; the WPS v4 model performed
only a fraction of a percent worse. In fact, all of the hierarchical models yielded an error rate at
around 20%. The test error difference between models for utterance level classification is small
compared to the differences at the dialog level. The dialog level performance for the best WPS
v4 model surpassed the best Power-only model by a margin of 6% (37% versus 43%). It appears
that WPS models are better than Power-only models because they perform better at the dialog
level—where it is the most important. It also helps that the utterance level performance does not
deviate much from competitive models.
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Using Labels as Speech
In the next experiment, we evaluated the effectiveness of the hierarchical models in the ideal
case. We replaced the spoken text with the utterance level label. For example, the content of an
utterance labeled “L” has “L” as its spoken text. Language models built in this manner almost
always return the correct utterance level label. This style of label-as-speech evaluation shows what
happens when the language model is replaced by an oracle— a perfect feature that never makes
mistakes. Table 5.6 summarizes the results of this evaluation.
Table 5.6: Dialog level evaluation of hierarchical models with label-as-speech as features
Model Training Testing
Power Hier. v2. .1517 ± .0027 .1498 ± .0124
WPS Hier. v3 .1485 ± .0027 .1498 ± .0124
WPS Hier. v4 .1496 ± .0031 .1498 ± .0124
WPS Hier. v2 .1567 ± .0105 .1520 ± .0195
Baseline .1666 ± .0067 .1600 ± .0157
WPS Hier. v1 .1679 ± .0091 .1729 ± .0295
Power Hier. v1 .2329 ± .0119 .2401 ± .0396
Results show surprisingly that the best performing models were also the least constrained
variants of the Power-only and WPS model; Power v2, WPS v3, and v4 were all tied for best
performing. Among the Power-only model variants, we see that v2 > v1; For WPS model variants,
we see v4 = v3 > v2 > v1. Where > means perform better or yields lower test error. These trends
support an Occam’s razor explanation; the simpler the model the better it will perform.
Cross-Corpus Evaluation
The final evaluation we conducted was test whether the models were robust in a cross-corpus
evaluation—this involves training the model on one movie, the Godfather, and performing the
evaluation on a different movie, Office Space. Tables 5.7(a) summarizes the dialog and utterance
level evaluation. Note that the test error is much lower than the training error. This would be
unusual if we were performing cross-validated tests. However, this anomaly is due to the differences
in the power relationship type distributions between the Office Space and the Godfather (see Table
2.2).
The results show strongly that in the cross-corpus case, the hierarchical models still consistently
exceed the baseline. WPS models as a group generally outperforms the Power-only models; though
trends between WPS models are less distinct than before.
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Table 5.7: Cross-corpus performance evaluation of hierarchical models using Power-cuesas feature.
The models are trained on The Godfather, and tested on Office Space.
(a) Dialog Level
Model Training Testing
WPS Hier. v1 .4188 .2585
WPS Hier. v2 .4060 .2857
WPS Hier. v3 .4103 .2857
Power Hier. v1 .4231 .3197
WPS Hier. v4 .3846 .3741
Power Hier. v2. .3803 .3878
Baseline .4701 .6735
(b) Utterance Level
Model Training Testing
WPS Hier. v3 .2777 .1837
WPS Hier. v1 .2745 .1875
WPS Hier. v2 .2725 .1918
WPS Hier. v4 .2600 .1956
Power Hier. v2. .2232 .2144
Power Hier. v1 .2337 .2177
Baseline .2607 .4111
5.4.3 A Look Inside the WPS Model
Our experimental results consistently show that the WPS models performing better than the
Power-only models. These results suggest that the WPS model encode transferable information
that aides its performance. Our original hypothesis is that this information is an encoding of a
social convention—namely, politeness.
To confirm this hypothesis, we looked inside the WPS model parameters, to see whether the
learned parameters do match our intuitions about how the three variables, power, politeness and
social distance inter-relate.
Table 5.8 contains an enumeration of conditional probability table for the dialog level speaker
politeness parameter: P (Πs | Ws,Wh, S). This model parameter was trained on the Godfather
corpus.
Below we give a case-by-case interpretation of what the conditional probability distributions
seems to suggest:
1. When there is a power disparity between the speakers, and their social distance is Distant.
If the speaker is Leader (and listener the Follower), then the speaker’s dominant politeness
strategy should be Bold (49%). If the speaker is Follower, then the dominant strategy should
be Polite (50%). This is approximates Brown and Levinson’s equation dictating, politeness
is negatively correlated with power.
Setting P R B N
Ws=L, Wh=F, S=D 0.29 0.20 0.49 0.02
Ws=F, Wh=L, S=D 0.50 0.04 0.25 0.21
2. When the power differential is absent. If the two speakers are socially Distant, then both
will most likely choose a Polite strategy. If the two speakers are socially Close (or unde-
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Table 5.8: Speaker politeness model (Πs) distribution for the WPS model; comparisons between
when speakers are socially close (C), distant (D) or neutral (N).
(a) P (Πs|Ws,Wh, S = C)
Setting P R B N
Ws=L, Wh=L, S=C 0.01 0.64 0.18 0.17
Ws=F, Wh=L, S=C 0.44 0.03 0.11 0.42
Ws=L, Wh=F, S=C 0.06 0.08 0.74 0.12
Ws=N, Wh=N, S=C 0.14 0.05 0.14 0.67
(b) P (Πs|Ws,Wh, S = N)
Setting P R B N
Ws=L, Wh=L, S=N 0.08 0.08 0.77 0.08
Ws=F, Wh=L, S=N 0.14 0.05 0.05 0.77
Ws=L, Wh=F, S=N 0.35 0.04 0.50 0.12
Ws=N, Wh=N, S=N 0.06 0.13 0.14 0.66
(c) P (Πs|Ws,Wh, S = D)
Setting P R B N
Ws=L, Wh=L, S=D 0.03 0.52 0.42 0.03
Ws=F, Wh=L, S=D 0.50 0.04 0.25 0.21
Ws=L, Wh=F, S=D 0.29 0.20 0.49 0.02
Ws=N, Wh=N, S=D 0.43 0.01 0.31 0.24
termined N), then the dominant Politeness strategy should be Neutral (or Bold). This is
approximates Brown and Levinson’s equation dictating, politeness is positive correlated with
social distance.
Setting P R B N
Ws=N, Wh=N, S=D 0.43 0.01 0.31 0.24
Ws=N, Wh=N, S=N 0.06 0.13 0.14 0.66
Ws=N, Wh=N, S=C 0.14 0.05 0.14 0.67
3. When A and B are both trying to influence each other (both trying to be Leader) No matter
whether they are Distant or Close, their dominant politeness mode will be Rude. This is
approximates the situation where two speakers are in conflict or in an argument.
Setting P R B N
Ws=L, Wh=L, S=D 0.03 0.52 0.42 0.03
Ws=L, Wh=L, S=C 0.01 0.64 0.18 0.17
This interpretation of the probability distributions illustrate that the parameters learned from the
corpus approximately encodes the social rules of conduct as described by the Brown and Levinson
equation. In essence, the politeness model in the WPS model is a probabilistic social convention
rule, learned from data.
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The fact that WPS models perform better cross-corpora suggests that these encoded rules
reflect general patterns that maybe universal. WPS is a superior model not only because it
corroborates with Brown and Levinson’s theory on politeness—but that is also validates their
theory by showing that a computational model performs better when such the rule governing—
politeness, power, and social distance—is implemented.
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we designed and evaluated hierarchical models for identifying power. These hi-
erarchical models succeed in unifying the originally distinct dialog and utterance level inference
problems into a single optimization problem. In studying these hierarchical models, we made
several key contributions:
• We designed and described the inference procedure for integrating hierarchical signals in
dialog modeling. The power-only hierarchical model is the first model that succeeds in
unifying utterance level and dialog level power identification.
• We designed the WPS model, that integrating three social-linguistic variables, power, polite-
ness and social distance into a single model for power identification.
• We demonstrated experimentally that hierarchical models outperform non-hierarchical mod-
els in both dialog and utterance-level tasks, and under different features.
• Cross-validation evaluatin, and cross-corpus evaluation showed that the WPS models per-
formed better and showed superior transferability than the power-only models.
• Examination of the learned WPS politeness model distributions found evidence that showed
the correspondence between the distributions and Brown and Levinson theory. The evidence
linking the WPS model to the social science theory validates our hypothesis that constructing
models that encode social conventions help power identification.
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Chapter 6
Applying PRISM to Analyze Nixon
We have explored several aspects of power identification, from engineering the linguistic represen-
tation (Chapter 3) to modeling dialog interactions (Chapter 4), and to modeling hierarchical dialog
structure (Chapter 5). While further improvements in modeling structure and representation can
result in better power identification performance—ultimately—it is the usability of an end-to-end
system based on this technology that determines the value of this research.
In this chapter, we shift our focus from component modeling to system integration and appli-
cation, and from using ideal data to real world data. To demonstrate robustness, our end-to-end
system trained on ideal ground-truth data must show adequate performance when tested against
noisy real world data. Furthermore, our system should provide helpful insights when it fails
to give the correct inference. In this chapter, we present a full analysis of of applying PRISM
(Power Relationship Identification SysteM) on real dialog data—notably, the Nixon Watergate
Transcripts.
6.1 Nixon Transcripts
The Nixon Watergate Transcripts (NWT) is a collection of transcribed recordings of meetings and
phone conversations between key members of the Nixon Administration during the period from
1969 to 1974. These transcripts are available in the public domain; they were released as part of
the evidence implicating President Nixon and his staff in the Watergate scandal.
6.1.1 A Brief History of Watergate
On June 17, 1972, five men were arrested for burglarizing the Democratic National Committee
Headquarters at the Watergate complex in Washington DC. Amongst the implicated were Gordon
Liddy and Howard Hunt; Hunt was a CIA operative who was once on the White House payroll.
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Further investigation by the FBI connected the burglars to secret funding from the Committee
to Re-elect the President—an election organization managed by Nixon Administration insider,
John Mitchell. Subsequent investigations implicated more top White House staff, and revealed a
massive cover-up orchestrated from inside the White House. One by one, resignations came. First,
John Dean, one of Nixon’s legal counsels, then Nixon’s closest aides, Bob Haldeman and John
Erlichman, resigned. The scandal grew more serious as knowledge became public of the existence
of a secret taping system at the White House; the recordings provided by the taping system showed
evidence that implicated the President in the cover-up. When subpoenaed, President Nixon was
initially reluctant to give up these recordings but eventually complied—at least partially. Some of
the released recordings included the “smoking gun”, a conversation where President Nixon ordered
aides to ask the CIA to stop the FBI investigation of the Watergate burglaries—stating “The Bay
of Pigs” as rationale. This specific conversation became key evidence supporting President Nixon’s
active role in obstructing justice. On August 9, 1974, under the threat of certain impeachment,
President Nixon resigned from the office of the presidency. In all there are an estimated 4000 hours
of taped conversations; however, only 11.5 hours have so far been publicly released.
6.1.2 Overview of the Nixon Watergate Transcripts
The NWT source texts were obtained in PDF files from the University of California at Berkeley
Archive [29]. These transcripts contained 29 continuous conversations, with a total of 8 distinct
speakers, and 67 distinct dyad (2-speaker) pairings. This dataset represents a smaller subset of
the total released tapes that are currently available through the Nixon Presidential Library. All
speakers in these transcripts and their official roles are briefly summarized in Table 6.1. The text
of the transcripts contained 8,038 speaker turns, 10,427 utterance sentences, and 207,951 words
exchanged. While the number of participants is smaller, the NWT is larger in total content size
than the our ground truth. The size of the NWT content is about four times the size of the
Godfather corpus.
The number of speakers in each conversations ranged from two to four; the larger conversations
constituted meetings in the Oval Office. There are also two phone conversations—between Colson
and Hunt and between Ehrlichman and Kalmbach—that were taped separately and outside the
White House. Figure 6-1 gives a graphical overview of who-talks-to-whom and the frequency
between all speakers. Note that the bulk of exchanges are between the four top players: Nixon, John
Ehrlichman and Bob Haldeman (Nixon’s inner circle), and John Dean (the supposed “architect of
Watergate”).
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Table 6.1: Table of speakers in the Nixon Watergate Transcripts
Richard M. Nixon
–The President of the
United States of America
H.R. ‘‘Bob’’ Haldeman
–White House Chief of Staff
–Part of Nixon Inner Circle
John Ehrlichman
–White House Counsel, and
Assistant to the President
for Domestic Affairs
–Part of Nixon Inner Circle
Charles (Chuck) Colson
–Special Counsel to the
President
–Hired Howard Hunt
John Wesley Dean III
–White House Counsel
–“Master Manipulator of
Cover-up”
E. Howard Hunt Jr.
–Member of the Nixon
White House “Plumbers”
–Engineered Watergate
Burglary
–Testified against Nixon
and Mitchell
John Newton Mitchell
–United States Attorney
General under Nixon
–Nixon’s campaign man-
ager in 1968 and 1972
Herbert W. Kalmbach
–Personal attorney to
Richard Nixon
–Paid Donald Henry Seg-
retti to run campaign of
dirty tricks against the
Democrats
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Figure 6-1: The who-talks-to-whom graph constructed from the NWT
6.1.3 Determining the Addressee
The NWT has speaker annotations but lacks addressee annotations (to whom the speaker is
speaking to). Our system needs addressee information in order to construct dyads from multi-
speaker conversations. For the Godfather corpus, we were able to provide addressee annotations
manually. However, given a raw dialog corpus like the NWT, such addressee information is absent
or often too onerous to add manually.
Automatic speaker recognition—the task of identifying who the current speaker is—is already
a challenging research problem in the domain of automatic speech recognition [4]. Automatic
addressee identification is even more difficult because it involves understanding the utterance and
making inferences about whom the speaker may be targeting. In a typical multi-person (>2
speakers) setting, the addressee may be: 1) all of the participants, 2) the most important person in
the group, 3) the person whom the speaker is replying to, or 4) even the speaker himself. Simple
cues like a mention of the name of the addressee are often good features when determining the
labeling manually. For our work, we adopted a conservative heuristic as an automatic way to infer
the addressee.
The heuristic is to assume that: the addressee of the current speaker is always the combination
of the last speaker and the next speaker. For example, if the conversation had the turn-taking
pattern of A B A, then B’s addressee would be A. If the conversation had the turn-taking pattern
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of A B C, then B’s addressee would be both A and C. If we retain only those utterances that have
a single addressee, we can isolate dyads that have two participants. As with any heuristic, this
method can not eliminate incorrect guesses about the addressee. However, manual evaluation by
sampling utterances labeled using this manner showed adequate accuracy.
6.1.4 Constructing the Ground Truth
For the Godfather corpora, we obtained utterance and dyad level annotations via both single
expert and via crowdsourcing using Mechanical Turk. The NWT corpus was intended to be a
system level test corpus. Hence, we only annotated the NWT at the speaker-pair level; namely,
the expert labeler read through each conversation, and made determinations about power for each
pair of conversants.
The annotated NWT transcripts produces the ground truth power graph as shown in Figure
6-2. Note that there are 13 pairs in this graph but only those pairs where there is a power direction
are depicted. Also not all
(
7
2
)
relationship pairs exist in the ground truth because many speaker
pairs do not actually engage in conversation, e.g. Kalmbach and Colson. President Nixon is most
Figure 6-2: The ground truth power graph constructed from the NWT
clearly the leading authority in all conversations—whenever he was present. However, authoritative
power was not always reflected in the language use. Conversations between the President and his
advisors are conducted with a great deal of informality; many conversations do not show any clear
leadership or followership. More difficult to discern is the relationship between the Nixon aides
and other key characters. We know historically that Haldeman and Ehrlichman are members of
the Nixon “inner circle”; they in fact carry out most of the president’s orders. (However, it is
unclear who is the more authoritative of that pair.) Dean was considered the architect of the
Watergate operation but was also a junior member in the administration. The transcripts contain
multiple instances of where he is questioned or clearly instructed by the more senior aides. Hunt,
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the former CIA operative, and Kalmbach are both White House outsiders. In the conversation
between Hunt and Colson, we observed Colson being more of an apologetic friend than an authority
figure1. Kalmbach interacted exclusively with Ehrlichman; in those interactions, Ehrlichman at
times displayed his more authoritative position.
6.2 System Analysis and Applications
6.2.1 Determining Pairwise Relationship from Multiple Dyads
PRISM analyzes dyads as its inputs, and outputs the inferred power relationships. However, for any
pair of individuals there could be multiple dyad inferences. For example, Nixon and Haldeman
interacts in 21 dyads, and three of those dyads do not contain strong indications of power; for
the rest, the direction is Nixon leads Haldeman. To consistently determine the pair-wise power
from multiple dyad inferences we applied the following simple majority rule. First, we filter U
labeled dyads, making the assumption that most conversations are power neutral. Next, among
the remaining non-power-neutral labeled dyads, the most frequently occuring label determines the
power label of that speaker pair2.
6.2.2 Evaluation
We trained PRISM on the ground truth corpus, the Godfather, and tested them on the Nixon
corpus. Our experiments involve evaluating the entire system under settings where we vary the
feature or the model.
First, we varied the features while fixing the model. The fixed model is the basic MLE Inde-
pendent model (IND), and the varied features were Word 1-grams, POS 2-grams and Power-cues.
For dyad level labelling, we used a simple MLE model3.
Next, we fixed the feature to Power-cues and varied the dialog model. The models tested
contained contextual models: the tC* series (Chapter 4), and hierarchical models: the Power-only
and WPS-based series (Chapter 5).
1Colson tries to maintain neutrality on the issue of payout money that Hunt wanted to keep him and the other
burglars quiet.
2For example, if the dyad label frequencies were A > B : 5, B > A : 2, U : 10, then the final pairwise label
would be A > B.
3This combined IND model is exactly the hierarchical model baseline used in Chapter 5. The model is structurally
similar to the Power Hierarchical model but has a different optimization goal. This baseline system optimizes
the utterance labels first, then dyad level labels; the power hierarchical model optimizes both labeling problems
simultaneously.
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Table 6.2: Evaluation of the PRISM under several feature and model Settings
(a) Trained: Godfather; Test: Nixon (#Pairs: 13)
Model Feature Err. Dir. FP FN Conf.
tCO HMM Combo 5 0.231 1 2 0 0
WPS v4 (pm) Combo 5 0.308 1 2 1 0
tC HMM Combo 5 0.308 2 2 0 0
Power v2 (p) Combo 5 0.385 2 3 0 0
Power v2 Combo 5 0.385 2 3 0 0
tCP HMM Combo 5 0.385 3 2 0 0
tCPO HMM Combo 5 0.385 3 2 0 0
HMM Combo 5 0.385 3 2 0 0
WPS v4 (p) Combo 5 0.385 3 1 0 1
IND POS 2-Grams 0.462 2 4 0 0
IND Combo 5 0.462 2 4 0 0
WPS v4 Combo 5 0.462 4 1 1 0
WPS v4 (pu) Combo 5 0.462 2 2 2 0
IND Word 1-Grams 0.769 5 4 0 1
(b) Train: Godfather; Test: Godfather (#Dyads: 234)
Model Feature Err. Dir. FP FN Conf.
Crowd Sourced 0.325 1 37 25 13
tCPO HMM Combo 5 0.342 5 25 36 14
WPS v4 Combo 5 0.346 5 13 49 14
WPS v4 (pu) Combo 5 0.350 5 8 55 14
WPS v4 (p) Combo 5 0.355 6 22 38 17
HMM Combo 5 0.363 7 42 21 15
Power v2 (p) Combo 5 0.363 4 37 26 18
Power v2 Combo 5 0.363 4 32 31 18
WPS v4 (pm) Combo 5 0.363 4 28 36 17
tCP HMM Combo 5 0.368 7 34 26 19
tC HMM Combo 5 0.372 4 36 30 17
tCO HMM Combo 5 0.372 5 36 29 17
IND Word 1-Grams 0.406 8 54 15 18
IND Combo 5 0.440 11 53 19 20
IND POS 2-Grams 0.504 14 68 16 20
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Table 6.2(a) summarizes the system level evaluations over the NWT, and Table 6.2(b) summa-
rizes the evaluation over the training corpus (Godfather), the former results should be considered
test errors and the latter results as training errors. Error rate (Err.) is the fraction of cases where
the system prediction departed from the ground truth for each name pair. The results include an
decomposition into four error categories.
• Directional (Dir.): errors where both the system and ground truth agreed on the presence of
power but disagreed on the direction of that power: the prediction is A > B but the answer
is B > A.
• False Positive Undetermined (FP): errors where the system over-predicted the existence of
power but the ground truth expected an undetermined U relationship.
• False Negative Undetermined (FN): errors where the system under-predicted the existence
of power (labeled it U) when the ground truth expected a power link with a direction.
• Conflict (Conf.): errors where the reference expected a conflict (C) but the prediction did
not, and vice versa.
These error decompositions provide useful explanations of the performance characteristics of vari-
ous system settings.
Comparisons across Features
When comparing across features, Power-cues feature set achieves better performance relative to
Word 1-Grams and POS 2-Grams—both bag-of-X features. This further demonstrates that on
real dialog data, our engineered features are indeed more effective than simple bag-of-X features.
In addition, because the evaluation is carried out over two different training and test corpora, this
further establishes Power-cues as being more transferable than the other features.
Comparisons across Models
When comparing across models, the tCO HMM—the interspeaker contextual model—achieves the
best performance at a 23.1% error. Most of the Power-only hierarchical models and tC* variants
are tied at a 38.5% error.
Hierarchical models as a group performed worse than the contextual models as a group. This
is because hierarchical models assume full exchangeability—i.e. they ignore ordering. From these
results, it is apparent that modeling dialog interactions contributes much more to overall system
accuracy than the inclusion of hierarchical information (plus social conventions). However, model-
ing either aspects individually bring significant improvements to power identification performance
at the system level.
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WPS Model
In Chapter 5, results had shown WPS v4 model as of the best performing hierarchical model; that
performance was attributed to the inclusion of social convention rules in the model. However in
the results presented here, the WPS v4 model—in its vanilla form—achieves the same error rate as
the independent model (46% error). This initial result appears to contradict our hypothesis that
encoding social conventions help power identification.
We conducted further experiments modifying various subcomponents of the WPS model to find
an explanation for the lackluster performance. Here are the modified models involved:
• WPS v4 (p) uses a uniform prior P (W ) in place of a prior learned from the training data; this
uniform prior variation ignores specific dialog level variable frequencies, such as how many
times a setting like Ws = L,Wh = F, S = C occurs in the data; these learned frequencies
can be corpus-specific.
• WPS v4 (pm) uses a uniform prior P (W ) and contains an manually-derived politeness model:
P (pi | Ws,Wh, S). Recall, from Chapter 5 that the politeness model is the core component
that encodes social convention rules as learned from the training data. However, a learned
politeness model can contain corpus-specific randomness. To make the politeness model
behave more generally, we created a smoothed politeness model from the distribution maxi-
mums found in the learned model. This manually-derived politeness model still encodes the
learned social conventions but with less of the corpus-specific noise that may accompany it
from the training data.
• WPS v4 (pu) is a control; it contains a uniform prior P (W ) and a uniform politeness model.
This model tests whether removing both the prior and the politeness model retains any
benefits.
Adding in a uniform prior, the p variant, improved the error rate from 46% to 38.5%. Adding in
the manually-derived politeness model, the pm variant, further improved the error rate to 30.8%.
However, the control WPS pu model, which is missing both a learned prior or a learned politeness
model achieved a much worse error rate of 46%.
These results suggest that the non-transferable components of the WPS model are the reason
the vanilla WPS v4 model performed so poorly on the Nixon corpus. The non-transferable com-
ponents are: 1) the corpus-specific prior and 2) the corpus-specific politeness model. Removing
the prior and replacing the politeness model with a smoothed model removes any corpus-specific
noise while retaining the core information encoded for politeness. This result further supports the
notion that encoding politeness is beneficial for power identification.
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Humans versus Systems in the Godfather Evaluation
Among the top performing system settings in Table 6.2(b), Crowd sourced represents the human
benchmark. This benchmark uses multi-annotator judgment data from Amazon Turk; the final
labels are determined using the thresholding strategy as described in Section 2.2.5. The crowd
sourced data achieves a 32.5% error (67.5% accuracy). The best system setting, the tCPO model
(under Power-cues), is performing at 34.2% error (66.8% accuracy), a small fraction below human
ability.
Error analysis of the crowd sourced benchmark shows that system errors are dominated by FP
and FN types. Directional errors constitute a very small fraction of total errors 1/76 or 1.3%,
while FP+FN type errors constitute 62/76 or 81.6% of total errors.
This implies that human disagreement is largely dominated by problems in distinguishing the
presence or absence of power rather than the direction of power. This trend of FP+FN error domi-
nance is also consistent for most of the tested system settings. This observation implies that future
improvements in modeling power should focus on fine-tuning the definition of the presence/absence
of power; these tested systems appear largely capable of solving the power direction identification
problem adequately.
6.2.3 Graphs of Power Relationships
Error statistics give quantitative summaries of system performance. Graphs that show who-leads-
whom in power can provide more qualitative confirmation of the system output (Figures 6-3 and
6-4). Power graphs of the system outputs provide a descriptive means for understanding the power
relationships in the underlying organization. In Appendix E.1, we have included power graphs for
key characters in the Godfather for interested readers.
The power graph links are annotated with a fraction. The denominator is the count of dyads
involved in the judgment. The numerator is the number of dyads supporting the power relationship.
Links that represent a large proportion of dyads in the corpus are shown with bold emphasis.
Undetermined power relationships are not depicted. Conflict power relationships are depicted as
dotted lines. The number of dyads in the test graphs differ from the numbers in the ground truth;
this is an artifact of the system. As a normalization step, the length of dyads in the test data
should match the length in the training data, dyad inputs to PRISM is fragmented into 10-line
dyads before further processing.
In the presented NWT graphs, we distinguish the White House inner circle members—Nixon
(PRESIDENT), Haldeman and Ehrlichman—in shaded color. These three players occupy the
majority of interactions and represent the core relationship clique for the corpus. In the ground
truth (Figure 6-2), Nixon leads both Haldeman and Ehrlichman. If the system is well-
behaved then we expect to see this pattern of leadership in the power graph.
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(a) Ground Truth
(b) Word 1g (c) POS 2g (d) Power-cues (Best Feature)
Figure 6-3: Comparison of power graphs for NWT under 3 features using the Independent Model
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(a) Ground Truth
(b) Contextual: tCO HMM (Best
Model)
(c) Hierarchical: Power v2 (d) Hierarchical + Social Conven-
tions: WPS v4 (pm)
Figure 6-4: Comparison of power graphs for NWT under 3 models using Power-cues as feature.
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Figure 6-3 depicts the power graphs over the three feature types. We see that only the Power-
cues correctly infers the triad relationship correctly—with the President in the boss position. For
POS 2-gram, the system mispredicts Colson, Dean and Haldeman as leaders to the President; for
Word 1-gram, the system mispredicts both Haldeman and Ehrlichman leading the president; these
are serious errors. Overall, graphs generated using bag-of-X features tend to over-predict. They
over-predict the presence of power when power is absent, and when they do correctly predict the
presence power, they mispredict the direction.
Figure 6-4 depicts the power graphs across three of our top models: tCO HMM, Power-only v2
hierarchical and WPS v4 hierarchical. All three models predicted the correct 3-clique configuration.
The difference lies in the errors with regards to the Mitchell-President, and Colson-President pairs.
In these cases the number of dyads supporting the predictions are relatively small. If we focused
only on the core connections (bolded links), those connections correspond correctly with the ground
truth.
6.2.4 Finding the Top Bosses
Table 6.3: Power rankings of top characters in the NWT
(a) Ground Truth
Name Lead Follow
PRESIDENT 5 0
HALDEMAN 1 1
COLSON 1 1
EHRLICHMAN 1 1
MITCHELL 0 1
HUNT 0 1
KALMBACH 0 1
DEAN 0 2
(b) tCO HMM with Power-cues
Name Lead Follow
PRESIDENT 4 1
COLSON 2 0
HALDEMAN 2 1
MITCHELL 1 1
EHRLICHMAN 1 3
HUNT 0 1
KALMBACH 0 1
DEAN 0 2
(c) Ind. with Word 1g
Name Lead Follow
MITCHELL 2 1
HALDEMAN 2 2
DEAN 2 2
EHRLICHMAN 2 2
PRESIDENT 2 3
KALMBACH 1 0
COLSON 1 1
HUNT 0 1
The user of a power identifying system may be interested in identifying summary characteristics
about a group of individuals; For example, a security analyst may want to identify the “top bosses”
in a group. We can fulfill this requirement by producing a leadership ranking from a power graph.
The leadership rank is the count of the out-going degree of the person’s node in the power graph4,5.
For the NWT, the ranking of speakers by this leadership metric provides the orderings shown
in Table 6.3. We see that under our best system model, tCO HMM, the characters are arragned an
4Ties are broken by the in-degree of the graph or how many times a speaker is a follower.
5Note, that we can also produce an ordering by performing a topological sort on the power graph. However,
because the produced power graphs may contain cycles, a topological sort can not always work.
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Table 6.4: Power rankings of top 10 characters in the Godfather
(a) Ground Truth
Name Lead Follow
DON CORLEONE 12 0
SONNY 10 2
MICHAEL 7 4
CLEMENZA 3 3
MAMA 2 0
MCLUSKEY 2 0
KAY 1 0
NURSE 1 0
MRS CLEMENZA 1 0
SOLLOZO 1 1
(b) tCO HMM with Power-cues
Name Lead Follow
SONNY 10 3
DON CORLEONE 9 2
MICHAEL 9 6
HAGEN 5 6
MCLUSKEY 3 2
CLEMENZA 3 3
SOLLOZO 2 0
MAMA 2 1
KAY 2 2
CARLO 2 3
order that most closely resembles the ground truth. The ranking appropriately identifies President
Nixon as the top leader. Haldeman is ranked a close second. The top 2 out of 3 leaders are
identified correctly. Kalmbach and Hunt, two characters that are strictly followers appear near the
end of the list. In contrast, the system output from using Word 1-grams (IND) commits serious
errors. the inferred top leader is Ehrlichman, and the President is near the bottom 3 which is
clearly incorrect.
Further extending this power ranking analysis to the Godfather, we obtain the rankings in
Table 6.4: The top two names, in both the ground truth and our best system output shows Don
Corleone and Sonny as the top two bosses; both assume the role of the head of the Mafia family
in the movie.
Had this analysis been performed using a social network metrics like connectedness rather
than power, then for the NWT, the top boss would be Ehrlichman, and for the Godfather, it
would be Michael. Both are non-ideal answers. These power rankings demonstrate how PRISM,
while not perfect, is accurate enough to effectively answer key questions about power relationships.
This power ranking evaluation showcases the potential application of this technology for efficient
discovery of influential or powerful individuals in a formal or ad-hoc organization.
6.2.5 Profiles of Speaker Pairs
A final interesting piece of analysis using our system is in generating pair-wise speaker profiles.
Such profiles allow for easy comparison of distributional differences between speaker speech pat-
terns. Consider a comparison of the speech pattern profiles between Nixon (Leader) and his aide
Haldeman (Follower).
Table 6.5 compares the distributions of common pronouns. Haldeman uses third person pro-
nouns (it and he) more frequently than first and second person pronouns (I and you). In contrast,
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(c) Haldeman
Pronoun # Frac. Frq.
he 615 0.1850 0.0217
it 612 0.1841 0.0216
i 566 0.1702 0.0200
you 516 0.1552 0.0182
we 286 0.0860 0.0101
they 248 0.0746 0.0088
(d) Nixon
Pronoun # Frac. Frq.
i 514 0.2604 0.0298
you 305 0.1545 0.0177
it 281 0.1424 0.0163
he 258 0.1307 0.0150
we 191 0.0968 0.0111
they 120 0.0608 0.0070
Table 6.5: Comparison of pronoun use distributions between Haldeman and Nixon
Nixon uses first and second person pronouns much more than third person. The reason is that
third person pronouns are much more common in reporting, status-giving, or story-telling speech.
On the other hand, you and I are pronouns are more frequent in speech expressing desire and
wishes, or conveying commands (e.g. I want you to). Haldeman, being an advisor, frequently
reports information to Nixon, the leader. The difference in their pronoun distribution patterns
supports this distinctive reporter-decider relationship.
Next, we can examine the respective sentence type distributions (Table 6.6). Sentence types can
be declarative, interrogative (questions) or imperatives.6 Nixon, as the leader, uses twice as many
(a) Haldeman
Type # Fract.
declarative 1808 0.8854
imperative 127 0.0622
interrogative 107 0.0524
(b) Nixon
Type # Fract.
declarative 1254 0.7774
interrogative 243 0.1507
imperative 116 0.0719
Table 6.6: Comparison of sentence type distributions between Haldeman and Nixon
interrogatives as imperatives, 15% vs. 7.5%, uttering a total of 22.5% non-declarative sentences.
Haldeman, as the follower, uses about the same proportion of interrogatives and imperatives with
a total of only 12%, about half of Nixon’s 22.5%.
The ratio of imperative and interrogative sentence types over declaratives is a good test of power
disparity. Imperatives are used to suggest and command; interrogatives are used to question. Both
of these sentence types are impositions on the listener, either impositions for action (imperatives)
or impositions for information (questions). The leader is less concerned about using imposing
language on the follower than the other way around.
6Exclamatory type occurred infrequently, and were incorporated into either declarative or imperatives counts.
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Lastly, we examine the degree of impoliteness cues exhibited by each speaker. Specifically we
examine the distribution of insulting language by the use of swear/curse words (Table 6.7). The
(a) Haldeman
Insult. # Frac. Freq.
insult(hell) 14 0.4828 0.0069
insult(damn) 5 0.1724 0.0024
insult(christ) 4 0.1379 0.0020
insult(bitch) 2 0.0690 0.0010
insult(jesus) 2 0.0690 0.0010
insult(ass) 2 0.0690 0.0010
(b) Nixon
Insult. # Frac. Freq.
insult(hell) 33 0.3587 0.0205
insult(damn) 23 0.2500 0.0143
insult(god damn) 12 0.1304 0.0074
insult(christ) 8 0.0870 0.0050
insult(bitch) 6 0.0652 0.0037
insult(shit) 3 0.0326 0.0019
Table 6.7: Comparison of insult type distributions between Haldeman and Nixon
table shows that both Nixon and Haldeman use a liberal amount of curse/swear words. Nixon is
clearly more liberal at swearing, with a rate of 5.7%, while Haldeman curses at a rate of only 1.4%.
Again, the leader usually feels less constrained than the follower from swearing or cursing. Even
in the case where cursing is the norm, the follower tries not to out-swear his/her boss. Haldeman
knows and practices the adage: “never outshine the master”, even in the arena of swearing.
These speaker speech profiles allow a quick gauge of global speech patterns of specific indi-
viduals. While our models implicitly capture these statistical differences internally, these profiles
enable an external interpretation of the rationale for decisions made by the system.
6.3 Error Analysis
The consensus from our evaluations is that PRISM performs adequately but occasionally makes
errors. The natural questions are: What are the most common sources of systemic errors? How
well can the system explain its inference decisions? In this section we present an analysis of the
top sources of error, and give a specific case study to show how the system can provide human-
understandable interpretations of its inference decisions.
6.3.1 Common Errors
After our initial evaluation, we conducted analysis and identified several key sources of errors. The
results reported in this chapter are from fixing many of these errors.
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Address-Phrase detection errors
At address phrase extraction time, the most common mis-recognized address phrase was the in-
terjection: “uh”. “uh” occurs in contexts where an address phrase would naturally occur, e.g
“Mike, could you”, vs. “uh, could you”. The “uh” problem is symptomatic of a broad problem of
noisy transcribed data from real speech. The training corpus based on movie subtitles was largely
“cleaned” and interjection-noise free. These interjection-based noise problem were eliminated by
passing a simple regular expression filter on the input.
Address-Type classification errors
Our Address-Type feature was trained to classify first names that appeared in the training corpus,
this lead to numerous address-type misses in the test corpus. Names such as “Bob”, “John”,
had to be supplemented to the training data in order to fix these deficiencies. Fortunately, some
pattern based address type classification rules were more robust across corpora. General patterns
for detecting formal addresses like “sir” or “Mr. ...” still worked correctly.
The general method to amend these errors is to improve the recall of first names by integrating
in a first names list or dictionary. Alternately, the application using our system could poll the user
for a list of first names (common to the input) before performing the analysis.
Parsing errors
The most common source of failure in imperative feature detection is in parsing. Because our
underlying statistical parser was trained on the Wall Street Journal, it becomes fragile when
applied to a dialog corpus such as the NWT. Imperative sentences are less frequent in prose than
in dialog. A common parse error is the mis-identification of a noun as a verb. For example,
“that’s blackmail” is mis-parsed with “that’s” as an interjection followed by ‘blackmail’ as a verb;
“blackmail” should be a noun in this context, but becomes an imperative due to the mislabeled
verb status.
Because statistical parsers are generally black-boxes, to fix these issues requires additional
training data. The ad-hoc solution we used was to create a dictionary containing problematic
words such as blackmail. When an imperative containing those problematic words appear, such
imperatives were dropped. A better (and longer term) solution would be to leverage confidence
scores from the parser to automatically decide whether parses should be dropped due to poor
quality.
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6.3.2 A Case Study: Nixon vs. Colson
Detailed analysis of specific conversation pairs can give us additional insights into why certain
inferences were made. We showcase the example of President Nixon vs. Chuck Colson. In this
pairwise power relationship, the ground truth expects President Nixon to be the leader and Colson
the follower. Our best performing system (using the tCO HMM model) predicted the opposite.
Let us understand why.
Table 6.8 lists inferred power-relevant speech detected by the Power-cues feature as spoken by
Chuck Colson.
No. Type Utterance Feature Triggered
1. L Well, do n’t let it get you down. Imperative(let)
2. L Oh hell no.. Insult(hell)
3. L But there is one advantage to it,
there ’ll be a hell of a lot of stuff
that ’ll come out ...
Insult(hell)
4. L a question of prosecuting because of
lack of rules of evidence and get into
the specifics and the only question
we have hanging no Government re-
ports, providing these guys Ehrlich-
man.
Imperative(get)
5. L I, I did n’t want to say this to you,
Monday night when you mentioned
to me that, that, that Dean has
done a spectacular job.
PdVP(I didn’t want
to ...)
6. L ... and give us all the facts. Imperative(give)
7. F Yes, sir. AddressType(sir)
Table 6.8: Power-relevant speech spoken by Colson towards President Nixon
Utterances 1–3 and 7 have intuitive explanations for being classified as leader or follower speech,
such as containing insulting/curse words or having follower address-type. Utterance 4–6 warrant
further explanation:
• Utterance 4—the text for that utterance in the original context was the following:
Uh, a question of prosecuting because of lack of rules of evidence and (unintelligi-
ble) get into the specifics Uh, and the only question we have hanging (unintelligible)
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no Government reports, providing these guys (unintelligible) Ehrlichman.
The imperative the system found is a misdetection. This is because “(unintelligible)” was
filtered; the resulting text as italicized became mistaken as an imperative. But simply
replacing “(unintelligible)” with ellipsis would not alter the situation.
• Utterance 5—The I didn’t want triggers the PdVP (declarative command) feature. But in
this particular instance, I didn’t want phrase is actually used as a hedge. Colson intended
to soften his next comment concerning Dean by qualifying it with “I didn’t want to say this
but...”. Had Colson said I don’t want you to do X then the utterance would be a clearer
case for leader-speech. In this case, the full context of the utterance matters in the overall
interpretation.
• Utterance 6—The full context of the utterance is as follows:
Colson: ... we need somebody to take us into confidence
President: Um huh.
Colson: ... and give us all the facts.
Here, a single continuous utterance was split into two phrases due to an interruption by the
other speaker. The utterance with full context should be we need somebody to give us all the
facts. However, without smarter handling of such interruptions, this type of misdetection
error cannot be easily detected.
Table 6.9 enumerates the inferred power-relevant speech detected by our system spoken by
President Nixon towards Chuck Colson.
No. Type Utterance Explanation
1. L But how could that be, for this rea-
son : Watergate came before Mc-
Govern got off the ground and I did
n’t know why the hell we bugged
McGovern.
Insult(hell)
2. L We ’ll build, we ’ll build that son of
a bitch up like nobody ’s business.
Insult(son of a bitch)
Table 6.9: Power-relevant speech spoken by Nixon towards Colson.
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For determining the overall power, Colson leads Nixon because he utters leader speech with
greater frequency—even though several of the leader speech utterances are in fact misdetections. In
hindsight, the presence of the single follower utterance, “Yes sir”, is perhaps the strongest indicator
of Colson’s role as the follower. However because our system consider all evidence equally, Colson
scored more leader-speech hits than Nixon, and hence was inferred as the leader.
This case study shows the extent of errors and noise in causing directional error in the system.
Systemic errors can occur due to noisy or missing input data, failures in parsing, and where se-
mantic intention supersedes syntax. While this case study shows a failed inference by the system,
it also demonstrates that the system internals provide easily understandable rationales for a deci-
sion. This explainability comes free because our syntactic/semantic features, the Power-cues, are
predicates of various linguistic constructs, and have understandable interpretations. The output
of a statistical system using bag-of-word features would have a much harder time in producing an
similarly interpretable explanation.
6.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, in this chapter we applied PRISM for power identification on a real dialog corpus.
The resulting analysis showed that:
• Comparisons of systems trained on one corpus and tested on a different corpus showed
good cross-corpus transferability of select model system parameters. Notably, of the settings
tested, Power-cues as the feature set with tCO HMM (the interspeaker model) as the dialog
model performed the best at a 23.1% error rate (77.9% accuracy) on the Nixon corpus.
• Analysis of the WPS model variants show that removing the corpus-specific prior, and
smoothing the politeness model results in a more transferable system, achieving a 30.8%
error rate.
• On the training corpus, the Godfather, the best automatic system is performing at an error
rate (34.2%) very close to that of a crowd-sourced human benchmark (32.5% error).
• Power graphs provide useful visualization of the overall relationships between the speak-
ers. Even with imperfect results we can still rank and identify top leaders with reasonable
accuracy, getting top 2 out of 3 correct for the Nixon corpus.
• Error analysis of the system showed various areas where improvements in parsing or better
noise handling could improve prediction accuracy.
• PRISM using our Power-cues feature set provided understandable explanations for inference
errors that traditional bag-of-X features would have difficulty delivering.
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• Speaker profiles comparisons provide an alternate way to explain inferences made by the
system, and provide additional insights into relationships between speakers.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Contributions and Summary
This thesis tackled the problem of power identification. We touched upon many aspects of the
problem, from data preparation, to feature engineering, to dialog modeling, and to system inte-
gration. In this broad exploration we made the following major contributions:
• Dataset: We developed a methodology for creating datasets for studying power relation-
ships; we designed a simple framework to collect, process, and annotate the data; we il-
lustrated what the data contained, and what potentially could be learned from that data
(Chapter 2).
• Utterance Level Language Cues: We searched the feature space of the linguistic man-
ifestation of power (Chapter 3). We succeeded in engineering a collection of syntacti-
cally/semantically motivated features that worked well in combination–the Power-cues. From
our experiments and analysis, we also shed light on the reasons why more traditional bag-of-X
features performed poorly in this domain.
• Modeling Dialog Level Interactions: We designed and evaluated a series of models that
captured the dialog level interactions between and within speakers (Chapter 4).
• Modeling Hierarchy and Social Conventions: We designed and evaluated a collection
of models that pictured the dialog as a hierarchical generative mental process. We further
showed that by adding subcomponents that encode social conventions, specifically politeness,
we improved the overall power identification performance (Chapter 5).
• Applying PRISM on Nixon: We tested our system PRISM engine on real dialog data, The
Nixon Watergate Transcripts. We showed that an end-to-end system using this technology
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can robustly handle real dialog data and provide interesting applications and useful analysis
(Chapter 6).
Under each of these major contributions, we have also made many sub-contributions. Here we
summarize several of the key ideas, contributions, and insights of this thesis, as categorized by
chapter.
7.1.1 Dataset
• We developed a simple formalism for studying power in the dialog form. This scheme con-
sisted of labeling power based on three types of power speech at the utterance level, and
defining the four types of power relationships at the dialog level (Section 1.1).
• We constructed two manually labeled datasets based on movie subtitle transcripts: The
Godfather and Office space. These corpora can be used for further research in this area
(Section 2.3.1).
• We demonstrated the use of crowd sourcing as a potential method for scaling the data
collection efforts. In the process, we determined practical methods for maintaining quality
control during data collection (Section 2.2.3), and effective methods for converting data with
multiple judgments into data usable by our system (Section 2.2.5).
• We demonstrated several uses of our labeled data set, including chronological profiling, which
enables tracking of power dynamics in language over time (or in our case, over the span of a
film) (Section 2.4.2).
7.1.2 Utterance Level Language Cues
• We showed experimentally and analytically that power identification is a non-trivial clas-
sification task that is poorly solved using traditional statistical bag-of-words classification
approaches. Using primitive syntactic elements like part-of-speech tags and ngrams helps
but does not fully fix the problem (Section 3.2.5).
• We developed Power-cues, a collection of syntactically/semantically motivated features that
were effective for identifying power in combination: imperatives, declarative commands,
address types, politeness/impoliteness cues, request–response pairs (Section 3.4).
• We demonstrated that our derived features performed much better than traditional primitive
features, and possessed better transferability across different corpora. The Power-cues feature
set achieved a best error rate of 17.03% when using an SVM classifier; this is a 9.85%
improvement from a POS 2-gram baseline of 26.88%. (Section 3.4.8)
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7.1.3 Modeling Dialog Level Interactions
• We developed a several classes of models that captured interspeaker and intraspeaker inter-
actions using an HMM framework. Notable model variants include: The tCO (interspeaker-
only) model; the tCP (intraspeaker-only); and the tCPO model–containing both types of
dependencies. (Section 4.2)
• We demonstrated that utterance level prediction using these contextual models performed
better than an independent model. Our results did not show any significant difference be-
tween the different contextual models. However, our results do consistently show that models
containing interspeaker dependencies performed better than models that contained only in-
traspeaker dependencies (Section 4.2.9).
• At the dialog level, we developed a series of rule-based, ratio-based, and Bayesian models for
making inferences from predetermined utterance level predictions (Section 4.3).
7.1.4 Modeling Hierarchy and Social Conventions
• We devised a hierarchical model of power that combined the inference problem at both the
utterance and dialog level (Section 5.1). We further showed how to perform inference using
such a model (Section 5.3).
• We integrated the power hierarchical model factors with social linguistic variables, politeness
and social distance, to produce the WPS Hierarchical Model (Section 5.2).
• We showed that the trained WPS models contain parameters that corresponded with ad-hoc
rules proposed by the Brown and Levinson theory (Section 5.4.3.
• Cross corpus evaluations further demonstrated that hierarchical models that encoded social
conventions showed transferability and better performance (Section 5.4.2.
7.1.5 Applying PRISM on Nixon
• We tested our system on a real dialog corpus, the Nixon Watergate Transcripts. The results
showed that the system performed adequately, with the best system performing at 70%
accuracy (Section 6.2.2).
• We demonstrated through error analysis, that our system using engineered features can
provide good explanations of inferences. This capacity to explain helps the users in better
understanding the causes of errors (Section 6.3).
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• We showed several applications of using the output of our system for furthering analysis:
1. Power graphs—enable the visualization of the power relational structure between indi-
viduals in a group (Section 6.2.3).
2. Power ranking—allows sorting by power of individuals in a group, in order to quickly
pinpoint the top leaders (Section 6.2.4).
3. Speech profiles—allow closer examination of feature distribution disparities between
speakers in order to explain the relationship between pairs of interactants (Section
6.2.5).
7.2 Future Work
In our broad exploration of this problem domain, we touch upon many areas that merit study in
more depth. Here we summarize several of the major avenues for potential future work.
7.2.1 Other Data sources
Extending the analysis of power to other discourse domains is a natural next step. In Chapter 1,
we noted that formalizing politeness in discourse would be useful for email summarization and,
conversely, as a way to mitigate inappropriate language use in emails.
Discussion forum postings, comments that accompany articles, or even Twitter postings are all
examples of natural conversations occuring on the web. Each posting/comment is an “utterance”
either in reply to another posting or to the original subject matter. In contrast to spoken dialog,
web content will likely lack formality in language. Also because internet users are generally equal
in power, interactions will focus more on variabilities in agreement and disagreement rather than
disparities in power.
7.2.2 Dataset Creation/Processing Automation
Numerous steps in our data creation pipeline could ideally be automated in order to scale the
growth of our corpus. Steps of the data pipeline that would benefit from automation include:
1. Speaker Identification—the task of assigning each utterance its correct speaker. We can inte-
gration of existing research in speaker recognition [4] to label speakers; using such techniques
will require access to the spoken speech signals.
Alternatively, this problem can also be tackled by merging screenplay scripts with subtitles.
Scripts have speaker annotations but lack timing information. Smartly merging the two
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sources could automate speaker annotation. The challenge is in aligning the two disparate
data sources. The content of screenplays may deviate from the actual spoken lines in a film
because content and editorial changes occur during the production of a film.
2. Scene segmentation—the task of breaking utterances into scenes. There has been research in
content segmentation in tasks such as lecture processing [26]. Automating scene segmentation
would require detecting scene change cues from video. Changes might be pauses in speech
or dramatic changes in the background scenery of the movie.
3. Speaker target identification—the task of assigning to each utterance the target (audience)
of a speech. We need to have the correct speaker and speaker target in order to properly
group utterances into dyads. In some cases, the information for making the inference may
require deep knowledge of the content of conversation. In other cases, it could simply be
implied by the names and titles of the participants. As anaphora resolution in plain text
resolves pronouns, anaphora resolution in dialogs would need to understand to whom specific
address phrases are referring.
4. Crowd sourcing—we studied crowd sourcing as a method for labeling power. Crowd sourcing
strategies can also be applied to semi-automate all of the data processing tasks mentioned
above.
7.2.3 Features: Towards Feature Self-selection
Feature engineering is taxing in terms of manual effort in searching for and finding features. Ide-
ally we would want to automate the feature engineering process by designing a robust automated
procedure that can discover, construct, and select features. The method of iterative feature engi-
neering introduced in Chapter 3 suggests a possible automation framework. Here is roughly the
procedure we would follow to semi-automatically derive new features:
1. Search the primitive feature space for salient feature values; this involves constructing n-gram
feature types from some primitive decomposition: words, character-grams, POS, etc.
2. Identify the most important primitive feature values using feature-selection techniques like
filtering/ranking on weighted mutual information.
3. Cluster similar feature values into distributional n-grams by hierarchical clustering. Give
features that are more important (higher mutual information) more weight in the resulting
clusters. Terminate clustering when the distribution similarity of unmerged clusters reach
some threshold. This is analogous to our manual process of finding common patterns.
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4. Output of the algorithm is soft-ngram distributions. These soft-ngrams are sequences of n
distributions, where the ith distribution in the sequence contains the probability distribution
over all feature values. These soft-ngram distributions form the basis by which feature
extraction rules for cue classification can be constructed.
This proposed method produces probabilistic rules for extracting power-salient segments from
any utterance. By thresholding during the clustering step, we effectively generate different feature-
clusters. Hypothetically, some clusters will resemble ‘imperatives’, others will resemble ‘manner-
of-address’ features.
We can even engage human labelers to assign feature clusters different levels of importance. This
cluster ranking helps the algorithm differentiate salient feature clusters from noisy feature clusters
(those that are more corpus-specific patterns). This algorithm will provide a semi-automatic way
to construct features where the human effort is substantially smaller than the manual crafting of
features.
7.2.4 Better Contextual and Hierarchical Modeling
We constructed several Bayesian models in Chapters 4 and 5. The modeling framework we used
is generative. Alternatively we could have constructed models that are discriminative. Generative
models model the full joint distribution of the underlying phenomenom P (y, x). Here y (abstractly)
represents the unknown labels, and x represents the observed features.
Predicting the unknowns given data in generative models involves solving the optimization of
y∗ = arg max
y
P (x, y) = arg max
y
P (y|x)P (x) (7.1)
Discriminative models model the prediction target P (y|x) directly.
y∗ = arg max
y
P (y|x) (7.2)
The difference between the two types is that when we model the joint P (x, y) we also model the
structure of x using P (x). Modeling the observations often involves having to assume indepen-
dences, e.g., assuming words are generated independently of each other.
If the underlying assumptions about independences are correct, then generative models can
perform just as well as discriminative models. But when feature independence cannot be assumed
then discriminative models are more advantageous because they operate under less stringent as-
sumptions.
A potential future extension of our work is to reformulate and reimplement all of our contextual
and hierarchical models as discriminative models using either the conditional random fields (CRF)
or Maximum Entropy Markov Models (MEMM) framework.
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7.2.5 Politeness and Beyond
Our focus has been primarily been on Power as an entity for study. In Chapter 3 we noted that
the features that performed well also manifested as different forms of impoliteness, boldness, or
politeness strategies. In Chapter 5, we integrated the politeness and social distance variables into
our hierarchical power models.
One of our original blue-sky/green-field ideas was to architect a method by which politeness
can be formalized directly in syntax. We had envisioned parsing rules to transform a sentence
from: “Pass me the salt.” to “Could you be so kind and pass me the salt?” Enabling this form of
politeness translation fulfills an ideal of separating the pragmatic intention of an utterance from
its semantic intention.
Architecting such a translation mechanism would be interesting. To perform such translations
practically, we would require mechanisms for constructing decorated parse trees that can annotate
pragmatic structures. A decorated tree could then be pruned of pragmatic constructions, to result
in a bare-bones tree that only contains the core meaning. Similarly, when practiced in reverse,
the system could enrich a bare-bones syntax tree with pragmatic substructures that allow for
translations from the plain (or impolite) form to the polite.
7.3 Final Words
We have succeeded in demonstrating that a socio-linguistic phenomenon—power—can be studied,
modeled, and analyzed using computation means. While there are many notable open problems
and challenging directions for future research, the basic loop has been closed—we have shown that
a practical power relationship identification system can be constructed.
The techniques described in data preparation, feature engineering, and dialog modeling could
be generalized and applied toward studying other social phenomena. Power is but one of the
many fundamental social atoms that dictate our daily social relations and interactions. This thesis
stands at the forefront of a burgeoning field that merges the social with the computational.
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Appendix A
Background
A.1 Social Sciences: Background and Theory
The subject of Power has been largely studied qualitatively in the social sciences, and in particular
socio-linguistics. Much of our computational framework draws definitions and inspirations from
the previous work in the social sciences. Here we expound on some of the key definitions and
relevant foundation work derived from these fields.
A.1.1 The Definition and Types of Power
What is the definition of power? More specifically, what is social power? Social power has been
studied by the great minds of philosophy Foucault, Marx, and Nietzsche. French and Raven [14]
best defined social power as the ability of one person (or party) to exert influence on the behavior
and action of another person (or party). French and Raven classified social power in terms of
several dimensions or bases of power.
• Legitimate versus Referent: Legitimate power is power assigned to a person based on his
social status within a social dominance hierarchy. Referent power is conveyed by the follower
to a person based on the personal qualities of the power holder. For example, a professor
may hold legitimate power because he is the department head but he may also hold referent
power if his students hold him in esteem.
• Informational versus Expert - Informational power refers to the ability to access privileged or
specialized information, while expert power is due to perceived access to specialized knowl-
edge. A well-read graduate student may possess a great deal of informational power; however,
just having a PhD grants one expert power in the eyes of the lay public.
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• Reward versus Coercive - These powers are based on the ability to deliver the proverbial
“carrot” or “stick”. An advisor encouraging a student to work by offering a paid trip to
a prestigious conference versus threatening him with cutting his funding is an example of
reward versus coercive power.
To this list of six aspects, French and Raven also added connectional power as reflected through
social connections; connectional power is best described by the adage: It’s who you know and not
what you know. This basis may not be reflected directly in language but has found a niche of its
own in the new science of social network analysis [53]. Of these seven bases of power, referent
and legitimate bases are best reflected in language. Referent power is often exhibited through how
speakers express deference via politeness in language. While legitimate power is often revealed
in the manner of address, via honorifics and titles, and formal protocol that speakers express.
Legitimate power is directly connected with the concept of “authority” while referent power is
connected with “deference”. This connection between power and expressions of politeness and
formality is one of the key ideas that this thesis tries quantify.
A.1.2 Theory of Politeness
Brown & Levinson’s work: Universals of Politeness [9] provided a strong link between power and
the language of politeness that drove the initial impetus for this work. In their work, Brown &
Levinson assert that politeness is a set of strategies exercised by rational agents acting to mediate
the effects of Face Threatening Acts (FTA). This concept of face comes from earlier work by
sociologist Paul Goffman [17] and is also loosely connected to Grice’s conversational maxims [20].
Face is the notion that everyone “wears a mask” in order to maintain a desired social image. This
image can be positive or negative but not in the traditional sense of good or bad.
Positive face is the image that is commonly attributed as reputation, or character. Everyone
wants to appear to his or her social group as a virtuous, generous, and “nice” individual. Positive
face is threatened when a person is publicly humiliated, or criticized. Negative face is tied to an
individual’s sense of independence or autonomy, desire to be free from imposed action. Negative
face is threatened when a person is asked to give up personal property, space, or time, or impeded
by performing some task.
In Brown & Levinson’s hypothetical scenario, two agents — S the speaker and L the listener —
are engaged in a dialog. S makes a request to L to perform a specific imposition x, usually giving
up a material good or performing a service. Directly requesting x will likely threaten the listener’s
face; therefore S employs politeness tactics as a way for the S to redress that FTA, or mitigate the
onus of the imposition. Brown and Levinson’s theory posits that the rational agent S will choose
from four categories of politeness strategies the appropriate strategy that will minimize the FTA
on L.
These four strategy classes, in the order of least to most polite, are as follows:
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1. Baldly, without redress: when no politeness is used or when there is need for expedient
communication. This strategy is employed when S has no fear of reprisal — for instance, a
parent speaking to a child: “Do the dishes!”, or when urgency is of great importance — for
instance, in a cry for aid: “Help me!”. Imperatives are the most common way in which this
strategy is manifested.
2. Positive politeness: strategies that appeal to the listener’s positive face by making state-
ments that appeal to in-group-ness: “Hey bud, have you gotta minute?”, or promote the
social appearance of L: “what a beautiful car! May I borrow it sometime?”, by giving L a
compliment.
3. Negative politeness: strategies that appeal to the listener’s sense of independence and au-
tonomy, usually by reducing the imposition of the task. Typical strategies include, hedging:
“Can I possibly trouble you?” and giving the listener an “out”: “If it is only possible, could
you please...”, by making the request conditional.
4. Off-record, indirect - strategies that indirectly imply a request without explicitly stating the
request. “I seem to have left my wallet at home” is a subtle request for money.
Before committing a potential FTA a rational agent would compute a politeness weight for the
given imposition and choose the optimal strategy to use. Brown and Levinson identified three
independent dimensions that could affect the agent’s judgment on determining what politeness
strategy pi to apply: 1) relative Power W (a, b), 2) relative Social distance S(a, b) and 3) the weight
of imposition R(x). These three dimensions are related to politeness weight by a rough correlation:
pi ∝ S(S, L)−W (S, L) +R(x)
Brown and Levinson defined social distance as a symmetric dimension of similarity or difference
between the speaker and the listener. They proposed that this distance be assessed based on the
frequency of interactions between the speaker and listener, in other words, familiarity. Politeness is
positively correlated with social distance; two people who are familiar with one another are more
inclined to set aside formalities. On the other hand, total strangers would more likely exercise
more politeness in attempt to make a good first impression, or to establish good initial rapport.
Brown and Levinson defined power as the degree by which the speaker can impose his own
plans at the expense of the listener’s plans or face. They subsumed concepts such as deference
and authority under this general umbrella of ability to impose and influence. Deference is the
manifestation of power in the form of a subordinate submitting to the will of his superior. Authority
is the manifestation of power conveyed due to the status or position of the person, usually with
respect to a dominance hierarchy (i.e. the organizational chart). Brown and Levinson argued
that deference and authority are two faces of the same coin, analogous to Raven and French’s
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referent versus legitimate power categories. Deference is mostly conveyed through followership and
authority is conveyed through leadership. Politeness is related to power in an inverse relationship.
The more powerful the speaker is relative to his listener, the less is that speaker inclined to exercise
politeness strategies; the less power the speaker has relatively, the more he feels the need to exhibit
politeness. It is certainly possible that a speaker is so powerful that they can afford to be polite;
they preserve politeness in speech while still having the ability to influence. In such cases, power
will be manifest more in the behavior of the follower; how the follower reacts to the leader’s already
polite language, by exhibiting a greater degree of deference or agreement, will reflect the relative
degree of power.
Finally, Brown and Levinson define the weight of the imposition or R(x), as a quantification of
cost of the goods or services that the request imposes upon the listener. The larger the weight the
more politeness is required. A rational agent would apply more politeness when asking to borrow
a car than asking to borrow a pen. Furthermore, R(x) is dependent on the culture and situation.
For example, impositions that involve money may weigh more than those that involve honor in
capital-centric societies versus religion-centric societies.
To complicate matters further, power, and social distance are also “context” dependent. For
instance, in a marital relationship, the perceived holder of power may switch between the spouses
depending on the specialization of roles; one spouse may have more say on issues related to finances,
while the other may have more say in the issues related to managing the home and family. Context
may depend on the role a person plays. A doctor is the authority when he is in a hospital, but
when stopped by a traffic cop, the officer is the one in charge.
Power also has a temporal dimension. In realistic social relationships power varies due to
changes in expertise or social status — promotions and demotions. Social distance decreases as
two people become more familiar; and especially in small groups, power struggles can quickly
change the dynamics of power relationships.
Locher et al. [25] further observed that “politeness” is perspective dependent; like beauty,
politeness is in the eyes of the beholder. Consider the phrases “lend me a pen”, “can you please
lend me a pen?”, and “Sir! Would you do me the honor of lending me that pen?”. They do not
follow a strict increasing order of politeness to every observer. The first statement is a straight
imperative lacking any clear politeness cues. The second statement is more polite because of the
presence of cues like “please”, and the reposing of the request as a question. The third statement
contains even more politeness cues, using words such as “would”, “sir”, and “honor”. However,
the last statement feels overly polite especially for the simple request of lending a pen. Many may
perceive such over-politeness as converging on rudeness when interpreted in a sarcastic way. In
short, politeness in language must be appropriate for the task or imposition. When the level of
politeness exceeds the norm then interpretations may start to diverge.
Politeness may also be speaker dependent; one person may simply be generally more polite than
another due to upbringing or habits, others may be more upfront about speaking their minds.
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Despite the numerous exceptions and difficulties in defining such soft concepts like power and
politeness, works like Brown and Levinson’s theory on politeness, power, and language and Locher’s
work on power expressions as manifestations of disagreements have been well received by the
social sciences and linguistic community. Their work provides invaluable insights into the nature
of politeness and power expression in language; they construct the definitional starting point for
answering the computational problems and challenges posed in this thesis.
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Appendix B
Metrics
B.1 Evaluation Metric Definitions
Precision:
p =
tp
tp+ fp
(B.1)
Recall:
r =
tp
tp+ fn
(B.2)
Fmeasure:
f =
2pr
p+ r
(B.3)
Where:
tp = true positive, number correctly classified positive.
fp = false positive, number incorrectly classified as positive.
fn = false negative, number incorrectly classified as negative.
tn = true negative, number correctly classified as negative.
B.2 Mutual Information
Mutual Information is defined for discrete Random variables X and Y as:
I(X;Y ) =
∑
y∈Y
∑
x∈X
p(x, y) log
(
p(x, y)
px(x)py(y)
)
(B.4)
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For continuous variables:
I(X;Y ) =
∫
y
∫
x
p(x, y) log
(
p(x, y)
px(x)py(y)
)
dxdy (B.5)
When X and Y are independent, then I(X; Y) is zero; when they are dependent then I(X; Y) is
one. To find interesting correlations we generally want to find dependencies, so we want non-zero
mutual information values.
A common alternate way of computing mutual information is using entropies.
I(X;Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y ) (B.6)
or
I(X;Y ) = H(Y )−H(Y |X) (B.7)
where H(X) is defined as:
H(X) =
∑
X
p(x) log p(x) (B.8)
and H(X|Y ), or the conditional entropy:
H(X|Y ) = ∑
X
p(x|y) log p(x|y) (B.9)
Derivation of I(X;X)
In the case of the mutual information of a variable with itself, the maximum value of I(X; X) is
H(X).
I(X,X) =
∑
x∈X
∑
x′∈X
PXX(x, x) log2
PX,X(x, x
′)
PX(x)PX(x′)
(B.10)
(B.11)
Since PXX(x, x
′) is only defined at x = x′, the inner summation collapses and PXX(x, x′) is the
same as PX .
=
∑
x∈X
PX(x) log2
1
PX(x)
(B.12)
=
∑
x∈X
−PX(x) log2 PX(x) (B.13)
= H(X) (B.14)
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B.3 Inter-annotator Agreement Statistics
The Fleiss kappa (κ) is a statistic for measuring the amount of agreement between annotators. It
assumes that for each item (dyad, or utterance) there are n labelers (5 in our case). Labels make
determinations over k values, k = 3 representing either A, B, U (with U1 and U2 combined as U)
for dyad labels or L, F, N for utterance labels. In total there are N items to label. The General
formula for κ:
κ =
Amount of agreement over chance
Maximum amount of agreement over chance
(B.15)
κ =
P¯ − Pe
1− Pe (B.16)
Here P is the Per Item Agreement Score, n = 5, nj is the number of items rated with label j:
P =
1
n(n− 1)
 k∑
j=1
n2j − n
 (B.17)
where P¯ is the average per-item agreement score from the labellings:
P¯ =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Pi (B.18)
Pe is the expected agreement by random chance:
Pe =
1
N
N∑
i=1
p2j (B.19)
where pj is the probability of selecting the j
th label:
pj =
1
Nn
N∑
i=1
nij (B.20)
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Appendix C
Additional Experiments
C.1 Parameterization of Features
The Power-cues introduced in Chapter 3 are generally represented as predicates, e.g., imperative().
These predicates can be further enhanced by adding information extracted from the utterances.
We call this process of enriching the feature representation: parameterization.
C.1.1 Parameterization of Imperatives
The strength of an imperative can be affected by the choice of its verb, the nature of its object,
and the addition of auxilliary modifiers.
“Complete this report” is a much stronger imperative than “Pass me the salt” because the task
of completing requires more mental and physical effort than the task of passing. The verb of the
imperative carries information about the difficulty of the task requested.
The pronoun-object of the imperative can indicate whether the task is to directed to the speaker,
the listener or some other party. The imperative “Give him” differs from “Give me” in subtle ways.
When the object is the third person pronoun him, the speaker is commanding the listener to act
towards a third party. When the object is the first person me, the action gains immediacy, and
possibly a greater degree of intimacy. The imperative can become a personal request as in: “Forgive
me” or “Give me your blessing”. This difference in immediacy alters the weight of the imperative.
Negation is often a strong sign of disagreement. Saying “don’t eat” is an urgent command to
stop some action but “eat!” is more of suggestion.
Negation, pronoun-object, and the verb are attributes that can alter the strength of an im-
perative. There are counter examples that could be found in all these cases but statistically pa-
rameterizing the imperative feature with these attributes may help us differentiate leader speech
imperatives from follower speech imperatives.
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Table C.1 summarizes the ways parameterization can enrich the imperatives feature represen-
tation.
We noted that when the object is the first person singular “me”, frequently it would indicate
a request for permission; examples include: “Let me help” or “Forgive me father.”. Certainly
counter examples also exist, such as “Give me all your money”, or “Obey me”. However, if the
verb and pronoun object were both parameters of a verb then
Variation Example Explanation
Simple imp() Binary indicator of whether the ut-
terance phrase was an imperative.
Verb imp(take), imp(forgive) Verb that describe immediate ac-
tion: go, take and are strongly in-
dicative of leader-speech. Verbs
that are associated with requests:
forgive, please, and can be indica-
tive of follower-speech.
P-Object imp(o=me) Parameterizes the object of the im-
perative when it is a pronoun. This
parameter helps distinguish: grant
me versus grant them
Negation imp(n={y,n}) Explicitly indicate that negation
was present. Don’t walk is a
stronger imperative than just walk
because the negation adds an ele-
ment of disagreement into the tone
of the imperative.
Table C.1: Summary of imperative feature parameterizations
C.1.2 Parameterization of Request–Response
The request–response feature can be further fine-tuned through parametrization. Commands can
parametrized based the type: declarative imperative or syntactic imperative. Questions can be
categorized into categories based roughly on the starting word:
• wh: questions that begin with wh-word, e.g., Who is this? What is this.
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(a) Na¨ıve Bayes
Feature Training Error Test Error
Imperative(v+) .3604 ± .0078 .3789 ± .0480
Imperative(v) .3643 ± .0085 .3803 ± .0486
Imperative(vo+) .3657 ± .0061 .3865 ± .0517
Imperative .3975 ± .0125 .3959 ± .0516
Req-Resp .2627 ± .0046 .2627 ± .0204
Req-Resp(c) .2627 ± .0046 .2627 ± .0204
Req-Resp(cq) .2610 ± .0042 .2723 ± .0212
Pol-Strategy(w) .3919 ± .0120 .3986 ± .0504
Pol-Strategy .4312 ± .0461 .5116 ± .0791
(b) Maximum Entropy
Feature Training Error Test Error
Imperative .2559 ± .0031 .2550 ± .0111
Imperative(v+) .2502 ± .0034 .2566 ± .0126
Imperative(v) .3056 ± .0076 .3328 ± .0364
Imperative(vo+) .3177 ± .0082 .3354 ± .0396
Req-Resp .2643 ± .0052 .2619 ± .0215
Req-Resp(c) .2643 ± .0052 .2619 ± .0215
Req-Resp(cq) .2769 ± .0057 .2865 ± .0291
Pol-Strategy .3975 ± .0125 .3959 ± .0516
Pol-Strategy(w) .3975 ± .0125 .3959 ± .0516
(c) Support Vector Machines
Feature Training Error Test Error
Imperative .2559 ± .0031 .2550 ± .0111
Imperative(v+) .2238 ± .0040 .2789 ± .0225
Imperative(vo+) .2189 ± .0074 .2979 ± .0291
Imperative(v) .2477 ± .0058 .3019 ± .0293
Req-Resp .2629 ± .0045 .2635 ± .0207
Req-Resp(c) .2629 ± .0045 .2635 ± .0207
Req-Resp(cq) .2605 ± .0049 .2917 ± .0262
Pol-Strategy .3896 ± .0123 .3879 ± .0511
Pol-Strategy(w) .3852 ± .0119 .3979 ± .0519
(d) AdaBoost
Feature Training Error Test Error
Imperative .2559 ± .0031 .2550 ± .0111
Imperative(v+) .2559 ± .0031 .2550 ± .0111
Imperative(v) .3727 ± .0114 .3853 ± .0491
Imperative(vo+) .3746 ± .0114 .3874 ± .0482
Req-Resp .2882 ± .0064 .2875 ± .0289
Req-Resp(c) .2882 ± .0064 .2875 ± .0289
Req-Resp(cq) .2882 ± .0064 .2875 ± .0289
Pol-Strategy .3896 ± .0123 .3879 ± .0511
Pol-Strategy(w) .3925 ± .0126 .3911 ± .0524
Table C.2: Comparison of parameterized features under four classifiers
• imp: questions that are imperatives, e.g., You understand me?, Understand?
• modal: starts with a modal, e.g., Should I . . . ?
• do: starts with do or don’t, e.g., Do you renounce Satan?
• be: starts with a conjugated form of be, e.g., Are you free?
• other: any other type of question.
C.1.3 Evaluation of Parameterization
Imperatives, Request–Response, and Politeness Strategies were three features where we also ex-
perimented with parameterized variations. Table C.2 lists the performances of these three feature
types under different parameterization schemes. The feature types using different parameteriza-
tions are indicated below:
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• Imperative() – simple indicator of whether an utterance is an imperative or not.
• Imperative(v) – parameterized with the verb. e.g. imp(take)
• Imperative(vo) – parameterized with the verb and the pronoun object
• Imperative(vo+) – parameterized with verb, and pronoun object, plus the binary indicator.
• Req-Resp – simple indicator of the request response structure.
• Req-Resp(cq) – Parameterized by the type of question (What, Do, or Would (modal)), or
command.
• Pol-Strategy – simple indicator of the type of politeness strategy.
• Pol-Strategy(w) – parameterized with the key word phrase that cued the strategy, e.g. pes-
simistic modal(could).
Imperatives
To summarize the performance of parameterizations for imperatives we listed the feature variant
with their relative performance rankings (lower is better) over four classifier algorithms. The
example column in the table are the feature output for the input “Give me your money”:
Feature Type Example Na¨ıve Bayes ME SVM AB
Imperative(vo+) imp(give,o=me) imp() 1 4 4 4
Imperative(v+) imp(give) imp() 2 (tied) 1 2 1 (tied)
Imperative(v) imp(give) 2 (tied) 3 3 2
Imperative() imp() 3 2 1 1 (tied)
Under Na¨ıve Bayes, features having the most complex parameterization (vo+) did best. Under
other classification algorithms, having the indicator feature (+) was sufficient to place that variant
in the top spot. The best average-ranked parameterization was imperative(v+), the combination
of verb-parameterization and the imperative binary indicator.
Digging deeper, we examined what verbs appeared as imperative verb parameters for the three
types of speech, leader, follower, neutral. Verbs are ranked based on the posterior class probability
of the feature imp(verb) as generated by the underlying trained classifier.
Here we obtain a glimpse internally of which verbs our classifiers consider as the top-10 leader-
speech imperative verbs.
make, give, take, ask, break, clean, come, get, go, stay
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Note that most of these verbs are “action” verbs—verbs describing the performance of some phys-
ical action, like “break”, “clean”, or “go”. Here are the learned top-10 neutral imperative verbs:
please, appear, believe, bring, buy, convince, disconnect, discuss, do, drive, eat,
Note that some of the verbs here are controversial. Saying: please is often considered more of
figure-of-speech than an imperative. Many of the verbs in the neutral list do not denote physical
action, such as: believe, appear, discuss.
Finally, the only imperative verb that was classified as follower-speech was: forgive. Forgive
almost always appears as a request toward the speaker as in forgive me and very rarely a command
forgive him.
Request–Response, and Politeness Strategy
The Request and response feature was parameterized based on the underlying question or command
type. The Politeness Strategy feature was parameterized based on the phrase that triggered the
strategy. If the word would appeared in a sentence, then the parameterized output-feature would
be pessimistic modal(would); if the word hell appeared in a sentence, then the parameterized
output-feature would be insult(hell).
The results show that for both Request–Response and Politeness Strategy features parameter-
ization actually cause more harm than benefit. Parameterization has the effect of lowering the
training error but also increasing the generalization error. Adding parameterization allow features
to express subtle differences better. However, having more expressivity also causes the learner to
overfit to corpus specific details. Hence what is differentiated about power may not be details that
apply generally to power.
C.2 Effect of Smoothing Priors
When dealing with complex probability models, those having many parameters such as the contex-
tual CPO HMM models or the hierarchical WPS models, data sparsity can become an important
issue.
Notably, complex models are more sensitive to the smoothing prior because there are many
more parameters. Laplace smoothing is the practice of adding a small constant λ to all proba-
bility estimates in order to: 1) guard against zero values in the distribution, and 2) introduce a
regularizing prior for parameters where data in infrequent (the issue of data sparsity).
P (C = c) =
#(C = c) + λ∑
i∈C [#(C = i) + λ]
(C.1)
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When the counts for all values of C are zero (or near zero), the distribution converges to a uniform
distribution: P (C = c) = 1|C| . Small λ values push the probability estimate towards the likelihood
frequencies from the data. Large λ values push the estimate towards a uniform distribution. The
effect of a large λ is to denoise or regularize the model.
Table C.3 shows the sensitivity of five contextual models under two different λ values. Notice
(a) Power-cues λ = 1e-12
Model Training Testing
HMM .1564 ± .0043 .1823 ± .0169
CO .1485 ± .0056 .1945 ± .0224
CP .1613 ± .0057 .1964 ± .0243
CPO .1569 ± .0028 .2088 ± .0292
MLE .2253 ± .0035 .2682 ± .0231
(b) Power-cues λ = 1
Model Training Testing
HMM .1558 ± .0043 .1835 ± .0168
CO .1493 ± .0051 .1960 ± .0225
CP .1622 ± .0058 .1962 ± .0240
CPO .1854 ± .0057 .2129 ± .0284
MLE .2253 ± .0035 .2682 ± .0231
(c) Word 1g λ = 1e-12
Model Training Testing
CPO .2172 ± .0048 .2518 ± .0387
CO .1816 ± .0031 .2526 ± .0358
CP .1855 ± .0041 .2543 ± .0367
HMM .1533 ± .0027 .2850 ± .0210
MLE .1598 ± .0046 .3696 ± .0147
(d) Word 1g λ = 1
Model Training Testing
CPO .2303 ± .0035 .2518 ± .0387
CO .1845 ± .0030 .2526 ± .0358
CP .1855 ± .0042 .2537 ± .0364
HMM .1295 ± .0052 .2724 ± .0309
MLE .1598 ± .0046 .3696 ± .0147
Table C.3: Comparison of models under two different smoothing λ values with Power-cues features.
that two of the models CO and CP, experienced a decrease in test error when λ was increased.
Notice also that the training and test error differences showed a > 3% difference for λ = 10−12 but
the gap was reduced for all models for λ = 1.
It appears that the CP and CO models were helped slightly by the regularization effects of the
larger λ value. The CPO model on the other hand did not improve in performance, but the gap
between its training and test errors decreased from 7% down to 3%. The positive effect of the
larger lambda is that it regularizes these more complex models. For these reasons, we chose λ = 1
as the default smoothing factor used in our experiments.
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Appendix D
Derivations
D.1 Detailed Derivation of Terms for the Hierarchical Model
In this section we will fully expand and derive the optimization target equations shown that we
showed in Section 5.3. As a reference, the target equation we want to optimize is the following:
arg max
W,w1...wn
P (w1 . . . wn | W, ~f1 . . . ~fn)P (W |~fi . . . ~fn) (D.1)
Next, we shall show the expansion of the equation into its constituent parts.
Deriving the P (wi|W, ~fi) term
First we convert P (wi|W, ~fi) into its definition in terms of joint probabilities:
P (wi | W, ~fi) = P (wi,W,
~fi)∑
wi P (wi,W,
~fi)
(D.2)
Next, we replace the joint probabilities with conditional probabilities noted by the conditional
independences defined in the Bayes Net:
P (wi | W, ~fi) = P (wi | W )P (W )P (
~fi|wi)∑
wi P (wi | W )P (W )P (~fi|wi)
(D.3)
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Next, we simplify by pulling out common factors and canceling.
=
P (wi | W )P (W )P (~fi | wi)
P (W )
∑
wi
[
P (wi | W )P (~fi | wi)
] (D.4)
Finally we substitute in P (~fi | wi) = ∏j P (fij | wi)
=
P (wi | W )∏j P (fij | wi)∑
wi
[
P (wi | W )∏j P (fij | wi)] (D.5)
Since we are computing the argmax, the denominator is common to all factors and can be dropped.
The final target computation we need is:
arg max
W,wi
P (wi | W, ~fi) = arg max
W,wi
P (wi | W )
∏
j
P (fij | wi) (D.6)
And the log value we need to actually compute is
arg max
W,wi
logP (wi | W, ~fi) = logP (wi | W ) +
∑
j
logP (fij | wi) (D.7)
Deriving the P (W | ~fi) Term
Now we consider the second term of equation D.1: P (W | ~fi). Using Bayes’ Rule, we get:
P (W | ~f1 . . . ~fn) = P (
~f1 . . . ~fn|W )P (W )
P (~f1 . . . ~fn)
(D.8)
Since we are only interested in finding the argmax, the denominator P (~fi) can be dropped.
arg max
W
P (W | ~f1 . . . ~fn) = arg maxP (~f1 . . . ~fn|W )P (W ) (D.9)
Next, we can factor out individual ~fi terms from the joint ~f1 . . . ~fn because each ~fi is independent
of other ~fi given W . This conditional independence can be proven using d-separation rules.
arg max
W
[∏
i
P (~fi|W )
]
P (W ) (D.10)
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Next, P (~fi|W ) can be re-expressed as a joint probability that was marginalized on wi.
= arg max
W
[∏
i
∑
wi
P (~fi, wi|W )
]
P (W ) (D.11)
Factoring the joint probability into conditional probabilities as defined in the Bayes Net gives us:
arg max
W
[∏
i
∑
wi
P (~fi | wi)P (wi | W )
]
P (W ) (D.12)
Finally we make the transition to log space to make computations less prone to floating point
underflow.
arg max
W
∑
i
log
∑
wi
∏
j
P (fij | wi)
P (wi | W )
+ logP (W ) (D.13)
This final form contains probabilities that are defined directly by the the Bayes Net. For
optimization, terms such as P (wi | W ) are probability distributions that could be precomputed
and cached in memory.
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Appendix E
Additional Figures
E.1 Graphs of Relationships
E.1.1 The Godfather (1972)
Included here are power graphs of characters in the Godfather, for the reader’s reference. Depicted
are the automatically generated graphs for Ground truth, Bag-of-words (Worst), Power-cues with
the independent model, and Power-cues with tCO HMM settings (Best). The error statistics for
these graphs are found in Table 6.2(b).
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Figure E-1: Comparison of power graphs for Godfather (Ground Truth, and Ind. with Word
1-gram)
(a) Ground Truth
(b) Independent Model + Word 1g
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Figure E-2: Comparison of power graphs for Godfather (Ind. with Power-cues and tCO with
Power-cues)
(a) Independent Model + Power-cues
(b) tCO model + Power-cues
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